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right track

Rijo upset at Piniella's
opening day choice
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Spring's best

MSU's latest All-American
ready for outdoor season
— Page 11
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Calloway's Amy Nesbitt
wins Miss Spring honors
—Page 10
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Park swap stalled again
by fencing, bridge deal
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Asst. Editor

The city park land trade, needing only the signatures of city and county
officials for final approval, appears to be back in the negotiating stage.
Calloway County Judge/Executive George Weaks has refused to sign
the final draft of deeds and contracts for the trade presented March 12,
citing a refusal by developers to agree to provide fencing along the new
park boundry and a bridge joining the new park land with the old. according to Parks Director Gary Hohman.
Weaks was in Frankfort today and unavailable for comment.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court agreed in February, 1990 to the
swap of a 12-acre tract of park land for a similar tract owned by developers Howard and G.T. Brandon in addition of S75,000 for park
improvements.
In the earlier stages of negotiations last year. however, Weaks felt the
agreement included a bridge to the new property located across Bee Creek
on the park's northern boundary as well as six-foot fencing along the
Brandon property located north of Chestnut Hills Shopping Center, Hobman said.
As negotiations for the trade continued, talk of the fencing and bridge
were virtually dropped, Holman said.
Both the Murray City Council and Calloway County Fiscal Court
signed an agreement for the trade last year which did not include mention
of the fencing or bridge, according to one source.
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry, who said the city "is ready to sign," said
the fencing could be handled by the Planning Commission and Board of
Zoning Adjustments when the land is developed by the Brandons.
The two groups would have to approve screening for the property
before granting. any building permits for the land.
The bridge could also be handled by park developers when the new
land is developed, Cherry said.
No meeting between the Brandons and city and county officials has
(Cont'd on page 2)
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THURSDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
FLYING THE FLAG — In
observance of National Patriots'
Day: "Flags Across America,"
we're flying our flag on today's
front page.

STATE
The flag-waving crowd on
hand to greet 395 returning
members of 5th Special Forces
Group .at Fort Campbell. Ky..
appeared somehow different.
Some of their fellow Green
Berets. who were among the
first to return to the United
States from the Persian Gulf,
turned out to give them a special
welcome Wednesday night.

SPORTS
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Laurel
County's Stacey Recd had to
take her points nearly one at a
lime. The senior all-state guard
had a game to forget from the
field in the opening round 'of the
Girls S:ate Tournament on Wednesday, hitting only two of 18
shots in a 46-42 overtime victory over Sheldon Clark .

BUSINESS
LONDON — The dollar fell
against major foreign currencies
today in early European trading.
Gold prices were also lovier.

FORECAST
Mostly cloudy with thunderstorms likely tonight. Lows in
- the mid50s. Southwest wind 10
to 20 mph. Chance of rain 70
percent. Mostly cloudy with
thunderstorms likely Friday.
Highs in the lower 70s. Chance
of rain 60 percent,

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
354.5, 0.0; below, 318.1, -0.6
Barkley Lake
354.6, 0.0; below, 324.1, +0.1

INI)EX
Two.Sections - 28 Pages
Arts & Entertainment
12
Classifieds '
13 -15
Comics
13
Crosswords
13
Dear Abby
13
Dr. Gott
8
Horoscope
9
Murray Today
5-7
Obituaries
16
Perspective
4
Sports
10, 11
Miss Spring '91
12 Pages
Subscribers who ha%e not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

March flowers were already well in bloom to greet the first official dawn of spring this morning.
The
forecast calls for a chance of storms, but temperatures should remain spring-like over the next few
days.

Iraqi rebels say Saddam's forces used acid, napalm
By JOHN RICE
Associated Press Writer

NICOSIA, Cyprus — Iraq's
opposition said today that helicopter gunships were dropping acid on
Kurdish rebels in the north and that
attacks with napalm bombs and
chemical weapons in the south
have killed 15,000 people.
Japanese television, meanwhile.
showed a videotape film of Kurds
celebrating the capture of Kirkuk,
the first independent confirmation
of the rebels' claim to have seized

Iraq's northern oil center.
Also today, opposition forces
said the world's highest Shiite
authority has been wrested in the
strife-plagued city of Najaf and
taken to Baghdad. The Shiites are
battling government forces in
southern Iraq.
The Kurdistan Democratic Party
had announced Wednesday that
rebels had wiped out the last pockets of government resistance in
• Kirkuk, 140 miles north of Baghdad after "intense street fighting."
They said they controlled the

National Oil Company and all oil
fields and installations in Kirkuk.
The Japanese videotape showed
Kurdish soldiers riding on the
backs of trucks, holding their rifles
up in a victory salute.
Others chanted "Kurdish control
over Kurdish territory" and
stepped together arm-in-arm to perform what was described as a "war
dance."
The announcer said the Japanese
reporters were the first foreign
reporters to enter Kirkuk since the
rebel takeover.

The report also showed what the
newscaster said was a government
helicopter attacking the city.
•
Another opposition group, the
Supreme Assembly of the Islamic
Revolution of Iraq, said that after
the Kurds' victory, "government
helicopters dropped iactd on people
demonstrating against the Baghdad
regime, killing large numbers of
them."
Rebel claims that Saddam Hussein had used unconventional weapons to crush dissent have been
impossible to verify. The United

States has said it had no evidence
that such weapons have been
deployed.
At the United Nations, Iraq
claimed the right to recover military hardware abandoned in
Kuwait. Washington said it wanted
Iraqi chemical weapons destroyed.
In one concession to allied
demands, Iraq's parliament on
Wednesday rescinded the annexation of Kuwait, confirming an earlier move by Saddam's ruling
(Cont'd on page 2)

Battered women testify to attorney general task force
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Tammie Bolton thought she was free
of her abusive ex-husband when he went to prison for beating
her nearly to death.
Instead, the Abuse just took a different form, she said
Wednesday.
Her ex-husband beat her throughout an eight-year marriage,
Bolton said. The beating that nearly killed her. that left her
disfigured, lasted four hours.
Now out of prison, Bolton said, he is taking her to court
"to get his revenge" — custody of their two daughters.
"I thought the system was so easy," Bolton told the attorney general's Task Force, on Domestic Violence Crime. But,
"he continues to torment me. What can you do to get someone out of your life?"

Bolton was among witnesses at a public hearing of the task
force. Their stories had a conuinon thread: The victim seldom
escapes.
"All the emergency protective orders in the world can't
stop someone from finding you," said Pat Clark, who is in
hiding from the fither of her two sons.
Clark, formerly of Louisville, said a night of unspeakable
violence in 1989 prompted her to file cnminal charges against
the father, a successful real-estate executive whom she had
not married.
But he promised her a violent death if the charges were not
dropped, so she never appeared in court to testify, Clark said.
She even reamed to him.
"I thought it was better to be controlled than to be killed,"
Clark said.
,But she fled again. Even her family is ignorant of her
address because she,fears a court fight over visitation rights
with their sons, Clark said. That's a key, she said, to his ful-

filling a desire for complete power over her life.
The element of control is typical of domestic violence
cases, witnesses said in the hearing. Victims, usually women,
often lack the money or protectors that would allow them to
break away.
"There are ViCLIMS out there willing to be hit by Mike
Tyson ir it's going to give them a car and put clothes on their
kids," said Julia Adams, a district judge for Clark and Madison COurtfies.
Adams said eases in her courtroom too often follow a frustrating pattern. A woman files a domestic-violence petition,
and a court order may be Issued to keep the man out of the,
house. He violates the order, often with the acquiescence of'
the victim, who later has the petition dismissed. Finally, both
refuse counseling.
The task force was appointed. last week by Attorney General Fred Cowan to recommend legislation or other action to
curb domestic violence.

In other words...

What is yourfirst task now that spring has arrived?

Organizers in Benton are gearing
up for the 148th annual Tater Day
set for April 1.
Bicycle enthusiasts, however,
will get a chance for an early jump
on the activities on March 30 with
thefl anulrst
Tour-de-Tater bike
races.
Set to begin at the Benton
Elementary School at 9 a.m., the
races feature a 100K, 50K and 25K
tour, according to a published
report.
Other events planned include:
• Kentucky Junior Rodeo: 2 p.m.
Saturday at the H.R. Lovett Park
grandstand. For kindergarten
through eighth grade. Details:
395-8287.
• Miss Tater Day Contest: 7 p.m.,
Saturday at the Chambers Gymnasium at Benton Middle School.
Admission is $3 for adults and $2
for students. Phillip Morgan:

• .0

410111
Auberna Perkins
"Clean my house, I guess, and
clean the yard. I've been thinking
lately that I need to do that. I'll
work in the garden and later on can
it and freeze it."

Loal Cole
"Probably start getting the garden ready, picking up dead limbs.
and working in the flower beds. I'll
plant early stuff, like broccoli, in
spite of the president. He hates ii"

Mary Emerson
"Cleaning.
take down the
drapes and air the house out. I
guess I'll clean up the yard and
plant flowers. I love to work
outside."

•••••••••-•.-

Charles Tutt
"Trimming ltrubs, getting the
tractor serviced and tiller ready to
go, and mowing my yard. I hope to
plant this month if the weather
dries up."
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Organizers gearing
up for Tater Day
activities April 1
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Lebanese minister denies hos

tage-release report

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Interior
Minister .S_a_m_ial-Khatib...toil
Ihey_will be tran
denied a newspaper report that American
hostageS would soon be freed. ter Farouk al-Shara sported to Damascus where (Syrian) Foreign Minisa will turn them over to" the
"It's baseless," he told The Associat
ed Press, but would not comment there." it said.
American ambassador
further.
The
pape
r
pred
Ad-Diyar, the newspaper in which the
icted that the remaining Western
hostages "would probreport had appeared on Wednes- ably be released
day. today said that Syrian army officers
the coming Saturday in the pres
ence of the ambassadors
had met with Shiite Muslim cler- of their resp
ective nations in Lebanon."
ics and urged them to free the capt
ives.
In its latest report. Ad-Diyar
The newspaper, which is based in Chri
did not identify the Syrians who
stian east Beirut, does not have a ly met with the
reportedrecord of accurate reporting on the 13
Shiite clerics. It said only that they
West
were
erne
rs
"ran
miss
king
ing
offic
in
army
ers.'
Leba
'
non,
2.8
who include six Americans.
It said they met separately on
Ad-Diyar's front-page report on Wedn
Sunday and Monday with Sheik Subh
esday said the six American hos- Tofeili and Shei
i
k Hassan Nasrallah, leaders of
tages would be released Friday at an
unidentified hotel in Beirut in the that the
Hezbollah, and told them
host
presence of al-Khatib and the comman
ages "must be freed as soon as
der of Syria's military intelligence
possible.'•
It said the talks took place at
in Lebanon. Brig. Gen. Ghazi Kena
a hotel that serves as the headquarters
an.
the Syrian army units policing
of
Beirut.

Iraqi rebels say Saddam'

MITCHELL'S CARPET
6
FLOOR COVERING
4016

sforces...

((•ont-'d from page 1)
Revolutionary Command Council.
Baghdad declared the emirate part
of Iraq shortly after its Aug.
2
invasion.
The National Assembly. the Iraqi
president's rubber-stamp legislature-. - also voted unanimously to
re;•,•al all laws Iraq imposed on the

• Carpet • Vinyl • Wallpaper • Bli
nds
Hwy. 94 West

However, Iranian news media had
cials arrived in Tehran on Saturday reported that these two Shiite offiand met with President Hashemi
sanjani in the Iranian capital on
RafMonday.
Shiite sources close to Hezbollah
told The Associated Press today
the two officials had not yet
that
returned to Beirut. The sources
requested
anonymity.
Heibollah's official spokesman,
known as Abu Hawra, refused to
ment on the reported meeting.
comWhen contacted by the AP, he
simply
reiterated the longstanding Hezb
ollah claim that it was not invo
lved in
hostage-tak ing.
Most of the Westerners missing
in Lebanon are believed held by
kidnappers linked to Hezbollah,
Shiite
or the Party of God.
The hostages are six American
s, four Britons, two Germans and
an Italian. The longest held of the
captives is Terry Anderson.

753-2392

gulf nation
The Iraqi News Agen,.' inonitored in Nicosia. said the .1—,:nibly
lashed out at neighborii•.: Iran.
accusing Tehran of inciting the
insurgencies that helped.p
- lunge
postwar Iraq into chaos.'
It said many of the rebels had

Park swap stalled...

Looking for Health Insurance
-I have several A & A+ Rated

health companies with good
rates-

Tim Herndon

The Insurance Center of Murray
901 Sycamore

1Cont'd from page 1)
been planned, Cherry said. Neither
Howard nor G.T. Brandon coul
d be
reached for comment.
•
The holdup. however, has not
stop
park improvements: Hohman said. ped at least a portion of the planned
Park workers are busy this week moving the old park's smallest ballfield
to the new park after the City Council
approved an S8.000 grant for the
work, he said.
The money. which would have
come from the S75,000 park trad
e
money, will he deducted from the
annual park donation from the city
if
:he trade does not go through, .Hoh
man said.

infiltrated from Iran. identifying
them as including some of the tens
of thousands of Shiite Muslims
Saddam expelled from Iraq in the
late 1970s. It said they also
included former Iraqi prisoners of
war who turned against
Saddam
after being captured by Iran in the
1980-88 war.
Saddam's army was battered in
the U.S.-led offensive that began
Jan. 17_and ended in a cease-fire
less than six weeks later on Feb.
28. Allied forces occupy a large
area of southern Iraq.
The U.S. Central Command' in,
Saudi Arabia said a U.S. F-15C on
Wednesday shot down an Iraqi
Su-22 jet fighter over the northern
Iraqi city of Tikrit, Saddam's

Organizers gearing upfor Ta

753-8355

FLORIDA
JAM SALE

Officer spots car
leading_to discovery
of stolen property

•.•

broke bulls, but all breeds are welcome. Free pens on first-come
basis. For more details, phone the
Co-op Store. 527-1323.
• -Health Fair: 8 a.m.-2 p.m. Monday on the corner pf Poplar and
McClain Drive, Kathy Stanta at
Marshall County Hospital:
527-1336.
• Tater Day Parade: I i a.m.

for survivors, Howard said.
The site of the crash was 60
miles due west of San Diego, Kreis
said.
Twelve crew- members were on
one P-3 Orion plane and 14 on the
other. Krcis said. The planes were
on a training mission from Moffett
Naval Air Station in Northern
California.
Rain showers and strong winds
were reported in the San Diego
area overnight:

20 50
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Here are Wednesday's
winning numbers selected by
the Kentucky Lottery: Pick
3: 3-7-6 (three, seven, six)
Lotto: 2-7-12-34-40-42
(two, seven, twelve, thirtyfour, forty, forty-two); estimated jackpot: S2 million

Shell

REVIVAL
MARCH 24-29
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THE SHARPEST STUFF...

r€

to be held

Saturday, March 30
9:30 a.m.
at the new

Murray-Calloway County Park

...WHERE YOU'LL
FIND IT FIRST...
• •'•
•

EVANGELIST

in the event of bad weather the hunt v411
t-JsJ
held the following day)

Thousands of Easter
Eggs hidden with prizes
of games, toys, candy,
bicycle & tricycle

ORN AUSTIN

•

OPEN UNTIL 8:00

(You must have a hunting license to
participate)

See the Giant Easter
Bunny and have your
picture taken with him
at the hunt.
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Mr. Jim McMurtrie
Minister of Music
First Baptist Chimh
Madisonville, KY,

Services: Sunday 10:45 a.m.
7:00 p.m. Nightly
Luncheons: 11:50 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.

Age groups. 2-3, 4-5, 6-8, 9-12

Coming Soon - Generra Hypercolor
Visit The Boys Prep Dept.

(;UEST MUSICIAN

Dr. T. T. Crabtree
Former Pastor
First Baptist ,Church
Springfield, MO.
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Easter Egg Hunt

THE BEST BRANDS...
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Navy planes collide near San
Diego

,earched the
DHAHRAN. Saudi Arabia (AP)
eiscoxered
At least 92 Senegalese soldiers
•'" ,77. the Miller
• who were part of the allied forc
e
as :ems
'deployed in the Persian Gulf War
SA.Irch
died when a Saudi transport plane
at :he home of Mrs.
cras
hed in northern Saudi Arabia.
K71gh:
f
i5 Sharp
officials said today.
S;•.ra. toasand dollars
U.S. military officials said seven
•
was reco%The number of DUI arrests for
people surNived- the. crash. of the
c.ri•J.
the
year in Calloway County has
Saud
i airforce C-130, which Saudi
ear-old Adrian
:
climbed to 77. according to a pubautho
ritie
s
said
was carrying 101
Elm Street.
lished report.
people.
:aven:les
DUI arrests for the week of
It
was
not immediately known
•rc a:so:charged in
March 11-17 totaled 16 for
how
many
.
of
thos
e
the
otith
7 •••. •
oard_ were
Lrmes. a—cord-county including none by the Kencrew :fflernbers or other non tucky State police and 16 by city
Senegalese.
and county authorities, the repo
rt
said.
A total of 63 DUI arrests have
•
11, •
been
made by city/county officers
i• -...••••
•
.
4
d
!•••.
••
-e
•
sinc
Air
e
the year began while 14
"
•••
•
•
have been arrested by the KSP
, the
report said.
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Monday. Starts at Treas Building
Center on Poplar Street and proceeds to the court square. No
motorcycles, three-wheelers, no
throwing or distribution of items
by
parade participants allowed.
Rob
Mattingly: 527-3153.
• Horse and mule pulls: 12:3
0
p.m. Monday at the Lovett Park
grandstand.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — Two Navy
submarine-hunting planes collided
early today during a training mission off the southern California
coast, and 26 crewmen were missing,- a Navy spokesman said.
Search and rescue teams in helicopters found some debris but
located no bodies or survivors,
Navy spokesman Mike Kreis said.
A Navy helicopter reported seeing .a ball of fire and wreckage at
sea at about 2:30 a.m. PST, said
Bob Howard, a Navy public information officer.
The aircraft carrier Abraham
Lincoln was assisting in the search

Saudi transport
plane crashes

c":air.
the

Murray.
held iri
to decoi

ter Day...

,('ont'd from p:Ige 1)

Monday at the Jol: Crcason Community Center in Lovett Park. All
• Arts and crafts show.: Saturday' spaces will be reserved
at S25
through Monday, 1-6 p.m. Saturday
each. Phone the City. Park office.
and Sunday and 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. 527-0026. between 1 p.m.
and 4
p.m. for information.
• Gigantic flea market: Saturday
.
Sunday -afternoon and Monday at
7th and Poplar streets.• -up shot
s
on first-come. first -serve basis.
Doc Sanders at 527-7090.
• Humane Society flea market:
An observation by patrol officer
Saturday. Sunday and Monday at
Larry Kilebrew Of the. Murray
Northgate Shopping Center. All
Police Department led to two hargproceeds go to the Marshall County
aric
solved last week. Humane Society.
a.7,...ording to reports.
• Tater Day Trot: 2 p.m. Sunday.
On N1;i7ch ; while or. patrol. Two-mile fitness walk.- one mile
K;:cb_708- reLogni/ed a \
fun run and 5K run at the Creason
ehlcie
...h. had .beeT. reported .4., he.;ng
Center. in _Lovett Park. Howard
Reeves: 527-7523..
oi a ty„rglary at :he
Stady Foster arid Dc'nbie • .Livestock d.splay: 1-5 p.m.
KSunday at 501 Poplar Street, fea- Awe
turing stalli-ons. acks and halterrol“.e

hometown.
President Bush warned Iraq the
United States would shoot down
any more warplanes that take off,
underscoring the hard-line stan
d
the administration has adopted
in
the absence of a formal cease-fire
in the war.
State-run Radio Baghdad said
Wednesday the rebellions in the
south "have been buried." and
warned Kurdish rebels in the north
would "meet with a black fate.
''
Also Wednesday, the U.S.
Senate voted to cut off S55 million
in military and economic
aid to
Jordan because of King Hussein'
s
pro-Iraqi stance during the
Gulf
War. The measure is opposed
by
the White House.
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Easter bonnet parade

Documentary film
to depict impact
of bluegrass in area

ritf-

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

Association will film a documentary this summer on the impact of
bluegrass in the area, using the
Ohio County community of Rosine
as its focus.
Dan Hays, IBMA executive
director, said the Owensboro-based
organization has received a
$17,000 grant from the Kentucky
Educational fund for the project,
"Rosine: The Legacy of Uncle

ly
in
te
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READ THE CLASSIFIEDS

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
The International Bluegrass Music

at
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OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
N1-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6-11 N.

Sat. 9

a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza

Sun. 1-5 p.m.
753-2380

Pen."

N1urray-Calloway County Senior Citizens showed off their Easter bonnet
s in parades Tuesday which were
Center and the West View Nursing Home. Participants in the
parades were asked
bonnets.

held in the Community
to decorate their own

Pendleton Vandiver, who is buried in the Rosine cemetery, was
Bill Monroe's uncle and a major
influence on him. Monroe is often
called "the father of bluegrass
music."
The 30-minute film should air on
KET in 1992.
Bob Johnson, telecommunications coordinator at Owensboro
Community College, will be in
charge of the filming.

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage

6th & Main

753-0489

Staff photo by Tammy Huff

Reichmuth participates in band festival
Dr. Roger Reichmuth. acting assis:ant dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication at Murray State
Lniversity, served as clinician/adjudik:ator for the Farmington (Mo.)
Band Festival Monday. March lg.
He is also scheduled as an adjudicaLor for the Louisville Region Ken:ucky Music Educators Association
KNIEA) Band Festival March 27-28.
Reichmuth rehearsed each of seven
''- ands for an hour at.Farmington and
..hen provided written and recorded
verbal comments- at the concert the
same evening. He will be one of a
Panel of three adjudicators providing
comments and ratings for 43 high
school and middle school bands in
Louisville.
An associate professor of music.
Reichmuth joined the faculty at Nlur7ay 'State in 1970. He was marching
",and director and assistant director of
from 1970 to 1974 and chairthe Department of Music from
'977 to 1990.
His teaching assignments have inJuded saxophone. orchestration.
woodwind• techniques
and graduate music education

Burglars break
into junior high
Once again burglars have broken
into North Marshall Junior High
School at Palma, Marshall Sheriff
Brian Roy said in a published
report.
An RCA camcorder and Hitachi
t.ompact disc player were stolen
Tuesday morning as the burglars
broke through a rear window in the
audio visual room.
Roy said the same area was the
target of burglars March 13, when
a VCR and hand calculators were
-stolen. The burglaries were similar
and could have been done by the
same people.

Courses.

served as chairman of Region Eight of
Reichmuth has served as president the National Associa
tion of Schools
of the KMEA. Kentucky Association ''of Music
(NASM)and as a member of
of College Music Departments and
the NASM board of directors.
Kentucky Arts Administrators and ts
A Louisville native, Reichmuth is
no president of the Murray Civic
married to Cynthia McDaniel ReichMv.c Association. He has also muth.

MSU honors program to host
spring convocation tonight

Look who's here
for Easter!

The Murray State University Honors Program will sponso
r a spring
convocation tonight (March 21) at 7 p.m. in the Curtis
Center.
Titled "What is Politically Correct." the seminar will explore
a number
of issues. Students will conduct a mock grand jury inques
t hearing
charges from a fictional student who claims that a humanities
class in
western traditions is oppressive to culturally-diverse student
s.
The seminar is free and open to the public.
The MSU Honors Program, established in 1986, provid
es highachieving students with a broad array of learning experi
ences while
allowing them to complete any of the varied areas or majors
offered by
the university. Admission to the Honors Program is based on
a composite
ACT score of 26 or better for incoming freshmen. Return
ing students
must have a grade point average of 3.5 or better on a 4.0
scale.
Am.

AMERICA'S PROL BEST MOMENT,
HBO's 10ST MEMORABLE E‘ENT.

LIVE
ONE NIGHT ONO
SINAI
MARCH 31ST
8PM CT
* * Wyk Box 0“'(E PREO", * *

WELCOME HOME [ROES

CABLE ,

WHITNEY HOUSTON vlBelsi
Air ce
enteN
r
753-5005
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Figurine size 3' tall by 5" wide

The 1991
Crayola Bunny Figurine

HAVE YOU RENEWED
YOUR PAPER?

It's Crayola• Bunny, along with his friend, Candy Cotton
Tail, and an Easter basket ready to fill with all kinds of
goodies. The beautifully detailed figurine adds a bright,
spring touch wherever it goes.
Supplies are limited, so get
with any S5
95
Hallkn
ark
yours today at a participating
purchase
Hallmark store.

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.
When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay
no
later than the 24th of the month. This
will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from goi
ng up
and insure you that your service will not
be
interrupted.

4141112

•

$3

—

'•••
.

Only at this Hallmark retailer
Murray
Readmore Book-n-Card
Chestnut Hills Sh Ctr
759-9758
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Letters to the editor
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State theater founder asks
for support of local effort
Dear Editor:
Recently Kentucky's Tourism Secretary
Ron Gentry asked me to do a
study and report back to him on the feasi
bility on an outdoor production
in the Land Between the Lakes area. Secre
assist with this study because I have been tary Gentry requested that I
at the forefront of Kentucky's
drama, arts, and film movement for the last
forty years. I founded Kentucky's first statutory theatre — The Pion
eer Playhouse in Danville,
Kentucky.
I am very excited about the possibilities of
a large scale regional attrac- .
bon happening in western Kentucky; howe
ver, I want to caution everyone
concerned. Such an attraction as "The Step
hen
pherd of These Hills" will not happen in the Foster Story' or "The SheFour Rivers Region by themselves. It takes community involvement:
your support. in other words.
Luckily there is already. an organization
movement. The producers of The Popularity in place to spearhead the
. Showboat — now Four Rivers Productions — are actively working
on creating a tremendous asset
for all of the Four Rivers region. I stron
gly
your part in this progressive production comp urge you to consider what
any should be. Are you the
type to get involved with the productions,
historical journals, and radio
dramas, or are you the type to get invo
lved
events? Either way. please get involved with by being a spectator at the
the nonprofit association of
Four Rivers Productions. your tax deduc
tible
support. questions, suggestions. or comments contributions, pledges of
are always welcome at Four
Rivers Productions. Route 7, Box 145
Benton, Kentucky 42025,
Sincerely.
Eben C. Henson
Route 2 Box 12
Danville. Kentucky 4042:

Acts of kindness illuminate 'Dark Ages'

Growing up in the Bronx, New
York's toughest borough. Donald
Revell picked up a habit that could
have led to an early. death
Poetry.
"I started writing it to impress a
girl." Revell confesses. Though his
strategy' didn't work with /she
young lady. of his affections, he
nevertheless developed an addiction to writing.
Since then, the late '60s. Revell
has been writing books, and publishing poetry and criticism in the
country's most prestigious literary.
journals.
Revell will by reading from his
works on Friday. March 22. at 8
p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
The gallery. is on the fourth floor of
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building
on the Murray State University
campus.
Revell admits that he prefers
audiences of non-poets at his readings because he feels that poets can
"get too wrapped up in institutions"

instead of the work itself.
"People need to know that poets
are just men and women who
choose to make poetry instead of
going into medicine or law or some
other profession," Revell explains.
Further. Revell believes that the
power of poetry. can be appreciated
by anyone who is willing to listen.
"Once you've heard a poem." he
declares, "it's more. accessible to
you. It's a lot more
comprehensible."
Attending poetry readings is
important, according to Revell.
because "it's a way. of voting for

art that still can be written on the
back of an envelope."
He refers to poet friends in Eastern Europe, and the way poetry has
been a medium of subversion in
those countries for one simple reason: "You can't lock up all the
pencils. Poetry is free."
Poetry was Revell's lifeline
while he was growing up in the
South Bronx. Though he wasn't
particularly interested in science,
Revell credits his acceptance into
the esteeemed Bronx High School
of Science for turning his life
around.
"It got me out of my. neighborhood," he says. "I just wanted to
go to a high school where I
wouldn't be killed." •
Revell is currently on the faculty
of the University. of Denver. He
also edits the Denver Quarterly and
frequently writes criticism as a
member Of the National Book Critics Circle.
On Friday' night. he will be read-

ing. among others, selections from
his newest published work, New
Dark Ages. In this book, Revell
addresses questions relating to the
end of the 20th century, an era in
which intimacy is almost impossible to achieve, yet the need for
love endures. He also explores the
idea that small acts of kindness
allow people to go on, in spite of
the impending darkness.
The Revell poetry reading is part
of a series of literary' readings
organized by the creative writing
faculty of the MSU English
Department. Poet Claudia Keelan
and fiction writer Mike McNally
arranged this year's schedule.
"It's important for students to
meet and talk to poets like Donald
Revell," says Keelan. "His work
has soul and profundity, and I think
we all can learn from him."
The public is invited to attend
Revell's reading at 8 p.m. Friday
night in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. There is no admission fee.
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Siebold submits poetry

East
'School
accepte
irig; anc
Nomina
sealed
nominal
order to
be pres
Hamblir

Dear, Editor:
I am submitting a poem to your
fine newspaper. Perhaps it will find
space in your column. My husb
and and I have been subscribers
of the
Murray Ledger ct: Times since
moving to Calloway County in June
of
1989. I wrote the poem after
Sadd
terms insisted upon by the Unit am Hussein's acceptance of the peace
ed Nations. ending Desert Storm.
It is
regrettable indeed that true peac
e doesn't yet exist in the. Middle East.
AT WAR'S END

Mair

Thank God that the fighting is
over
The hell-like destruction has ceas :
ed!
The peace IC7IT:S have been
accepted!
Hai: the %storation of peace!

Main
Friday, I
p.m. to .
ties at

Now comes the rebuilding of
count
Torn apart by struggle and strife ries
.
Surviving innocent victims
Are regaining their- ways of life.

Sprir

Spring
- day, Mar
Mitzi Mc
special

V.lays-- must - he - found to preve
nt e:
Aggression must he made to c'eas uar
Just resolutions we11 erforced
Should aid the cause of Dcace.
Sincerely.
.Linda Siebold
.Route 3. Box 4:2L
Murray. K.
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The Bush popularity: use it or los

Today In History

rf

Looking Back

Mirrray Ledger &- Times
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President Bush has-an opportuni- 7:7.17d
it;';,r.o..al ratings are
ty, rare among presidents.' to
11 -year-old girls?" asks Bauer.
,7 .4 h'•;1
rneans: What -doe,
Todayis Thursday. March 21, the 80th day of
change the face of ,the American
1991. There are 285 days
Housing Secretary. Jack Kemp
4 par:\ if its PresidLirt
left in the year.
political landscape well into the
'beli
eves we need "a conservative
s:co
nd
;u:77T1
while enjoying
Today's Highlight in History:
next century. To do so he will have
war on poverty" and, as part of
approval ratings but
On March 21, 1965, more than 3,000 civil right
to ignore suggestions by aides to fails to p:k up
that. "capital gains taxes need to be
a single Senate scat
the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. began their marc s demonstrators led by
sit
on his high approval ratings and ahd doom, the
h
from
Selm
a
to Montcut, not so that the rich get richer,
gomery', Ala.
country' to another
By Cal
let them carry him to a second term four years of iegis
but so. that the poor can get 'seed
On this date:
lative gridlock?
in 1992. He cans choose 'to be a
Tho
mas
corn,
' because y.ou can't get capital
In 165. composer Johann Sebastian Bach
The 'Derno“ats have neither
lone horseman, Or he can lead a
- -*asb
- orn in •Eisenach,'
from wages alone." Kemp wants to
Germany.
wagon train loaded Ali:- Republi- presidential canddate!nor a comIn 1790. Thomas Jefferson reported to Presi
will make it easier for fringe candi- set one million new -hOrneoWners
cans to Congress Who --.11 trans- pelling platform. The Republicans
dent Washington in New
and expanded ownership of
York as the new secretary of state.
dates like Louisiana's tDavid Duke
form Washington and 1: country. have their cah,::date but no domes, businesses.
- In 1871. journalist Henry' M. Stanley began his
::: plu:form. If President _Bush had •who thrives' on pOlakation.
famous expedition to
- In 1980, Ronald Reagan laid out
Ronald. Reagan's. adv.s.2rs pre- , 3 ihnisC- and
. Africa to locate the missing Scottish missionary;
The. White -1.kluse -ought to send
Seniii-e- nrajority.71.x.hat.
David Livingstone. . ferre
dealt:agenda- and told voters d the high ratings'. pahaps
In 191g: dering World War I. Germany- launched the
a- steady 'stream -Of -legislation to
ES a.i.,:hda be. He should
Somme Offensive.
wher
e he wanted to take the counbecat
hopi
.,e
ng
to break through the A:lied line before American reinforc
it made them 10,,k good, In formate that agen
Capitol Hill that, illuminates the
7
da now and
ements
try.. Repubicans won the White
the final days of the
-could arrive. diffe
rences .between the parties Hous
4 c.am- then ask tne
e and captured control of the
paign. they scheduled R,:u,:ar, to go the Congress country to give him - and, when it is opposed
..• In 1945, during World War
A.liee: bombers began four days of raids
by Demo- Senate by deposing
to
enac
t
it.
to Minnesota in hopes,, ,'!:- 50-state
five liberal
over Germany.
crats, make that point in the '92
Democrats.
sweep. He should ha..c. 2.,one to
In .1946. the United Nations set up temporar
In
the
camp
rhort
aign
h. .,:ading up to the
. The crime bill sent to
y headquarters at Hunter
Voters must have a reason to
Nebraska where he 7:-. 7.1 has t2
College in New York.
1992 election. President Bush
the Hill last week is a good start
and
, vote for Republicans, and Presi
made- the difference
In 1960. some 70 people were killed in Sharp
other
dent
Repu!-,. eans ought to be shar- but it needs to be followed by
t:
eville. South Africa. when
Bush can give them that reason by
Senate race.
police fired on demonstrators.'
pening the differences between
much more.
the
driving a wedge between the disIn 1963. he Alcatraz federal prison islan
two parties. Accordng to a natio
d in San Francisco Bay was
nForm
tinct
The
ly different philosophies of the
er
keag
GOP
an
dome
lost
stic
the
polic
emptied of
Nebr
y
wide
aska
voter survey conducted alter
last inmates at the order of Attorney Gene
ral Robert F.
adviser Goka Bauer thinks Presi- two parties. He should then exploit
Senate race by fewer than 6.000 - the 1990
Kennedy.
election by the Nationali
and also lost M.nnesota by fewer Republican
dent Bus-h -Mould — go into the those differences in local races and
., In 1979,_the,-Egyptian Parliament unan
COng
imously approved a peace-treaty
--4,000 votes. In the' 196 con- tee. 55 perce ressional Commit-. cities and talk to poor and working- fund-raising events for GOP candiwith Israel.
nt of the voters don't
dates around the country'.
gressional r.aes. the Republican .care whet
Ten years 'ago: ,Mictrael Donald, a black teena
her they are represented class afamilies, explaining why he
ger
in
Mobi
le,
The Democrats are desperate.
Ala., was
lost the Senate because the White by a Repu
want
s
to
give
them
abducted at random. tortured and killed in
a
choi
ce
of
blic
House pursued a "Rose Garden the House. an or a Democrat in where to send their children to Columnist Tom Wicker is even
Ku Klux Klan plot. (A lawsuit brought what prosecutors charged was a
That's because many
by Donald's mother, Beulah Mae
shooi insttad of. forcing them to suggesting that journalist and forstrategy,- keeping the President in voters do not
Donald, later reculted in a landmark judg
perceive "a dime's
ment that bankrupted one Klan
Washington until his effectiwness worth of diffe
remain in schools that' are failing mer L.B.J. press aide Bill Moyers
organization.)
rence" between the
run for President. But while the
on the stump was min:rnal. It was parties. as form
th cm."
.Five years ago: The presidential commissi
er Alabama Gov,
on investigating the ChallenDemocrats have little chance of
clear
to
voter
that
s
Repu
ger disaster viewed footage Of the space shutt
blicans is George Wallace used to say. And.
Bauer also thinks the President capturing the Whit
le's fatal launch the previous
a party had lost their vision and speaking of
e House next
January; the film showed flame from a
Wallace, who was a should use his popularity. to
boost
begin a year, they can still make things diffailed to produce an agenda for third -party
gered the etplosion that claimed the lives er rocket leak which trigpresi
dential candidate. debate -on what has happened to the ficult for
of all
which people would vote.
a second Bush term by
One year ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorb seven crew members.
failure by. Republicans to stake out American. culture.
ache
"Are we happy consolidating their hold on
v
incre
ased
pressure
The Bush people need to be their difference
on the breakaway republic of Lithuania,
s with Democrats that Madonna is a role model
ordering its citizens to turn in
for Congress.
their guns. Secretary of State James Bake
r met black nationalist leader
Nelson Mandela in Namibia.
Thought for Today: "El amor
es
puchero.- (Love is a furnace. but fuego, pero con el no se cuece el
it
not cook the stew.) — Spanish
proverb.
Ten years ago
al-technical training school
Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority at
. Elected as new directors of designed to serve
Forty years ago
Murray State College.
Murray-Calloway County Chamber way County, and Murray. CalloWilliam Earl Kirkland, son of
a limited area of
Thirty years ago
of Commerce were Joe Dick. Gary Graves and Mars
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
hall Counties at a
The Murray Drive-In Theatre is serving with United Kirkland, is
Haverstock. Dr. Allen Moffitt. Jim meeting.
States Army at
now open each night of the week, Fort Jackson, S.C.
WALTER L. APPERSON. Publisher
Pickens and Chuck Wynn.
First place winners in contests
according to Joe Dill, manager.
TED DELANEY, General Manager
Frank Beamer. head football by Murray Woman's
Club were
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
Ed Fenton, Murray Postmaster,
Mrs. Thomas Hogancamp spoke
coach at Murray State University. Sarah Sams, musi
c; Mrs. Wells spoke at
DAVID STOM..Circulation Manager
a meeting of Murray Rot- about "What My Home Economics
spoke at a recent meeting of Mur- Purdom Jr., adult sewi
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ALICE ROUSE. Business Office Manager
ary Club at Murray Woman's Club Training Meant To Me" at Motherray Optimist Club at Boston Tea Parks, student sewi
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Gail Lyons, House.
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To reach all departments of the newspaper, mail
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of Murray, are officers
h
916
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on March 22.
Me Murray Ledger & Times is • member of the Associated Press,
Births reported include twin
of Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorKentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper
Mary Matarazzo, Jan Bergeson.
Publishers Association
boys
to Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ellison,
Twenty years ago
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news originated by The Murra
Kathy Crider, Debbie Edmonds, ority at Murray. State College.
y Ledger & ,
March 10; boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Tunes.
Murray Board of Education
1.0.
Coltharp is pastor of Led- Buel E.
Debbie Luther and Cindi AlexanStalls, March 11.
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The
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MURRAY TODAY
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
Calloway County High School Student Council will
sponsor a Spring
Ring on Saturday, March 23. The event, simila
r to a fall festival, will be
held from 6 to 9 p.m. at the high school and is
open to the public. Events
will include dunking booth, football and baseba
ll
dart throw, etc. Door prizes will also be given. "Thethrows, a cake walk,
public is invited and
urged to participate in this special fun activity
planned by the Student
Council," a council member said.

Class Bazaar on Friday

• '

r,;•

Teresa Bazzell stands beside - her ask ard %sinni
ng painting.

Bazzell gets award.

NEW YORK (AP) — Gloria
Estefan marked the first anniversary of her near-paralyzing bus
crash with a No. 1 single, a bestselling album and a successful tour.
"I'm feeling great, and I feel
blessed to be so fortunate," Estefan said Wednesday from Yokahama. Japan, where she's preparing
for a March 24 concert.
The 32-year-old singer suffered
a broken back in the crash but
rebounded after months of painful
therapy.
Her song about the ordeal.
"Coming Out of the Dark," is atop
the pop charts.

Sleeping With
The Enemy (A)

Lionheart
(R)
710

The problem

Fish fries Friday
Fish fries are being held each Friday during
Parish Center of St. Leo Catholic Church. The the Lenten season in the
event will be Friday, March
22, from 530 to 7 p.m. This is a special social
event for the Lenten season.

East Calloway Elementary
East Calloway Elementary School has accep
'School Based Decision Making' (SBDM). ted the implementation of the
Nominations are now being
accepted for parents representatives for the
ing; and must be received no later than 2:45SBDM Council: must be in writp.m. on Thursday, March 21.
Nominations may be sent to the school with
your children provided it is in a
sealed envelope. The election for the two parent
members from the list of
nominees will be at East Calloway on Thurs
day, March 28, at 7 p.m. In
order to qualify as a voter, you must be a
registered PTA parents and must
be present to vote. For more information call
Hamblin, 474-2019, or Jim Feltner, princi Jerry Gorrell, 753-7338, Jackie
pal, 753-9972.

Main Street Youth Center
Main Street Youth Center at 205 North Fourth
St., Murray, will be open
Friday, March 22, from 6 to 11 p.m. and on
Saturday, March 16, from 5
p.m. to 12 midnight. All youth of the area are
invited to participate in activities at the center.

Teresa Bazzell of Kirksey was
one of five Kentucky women artists
to receive an Award of Distinction
for her oil painting, "The Word
Was Made Flesh...and Dwelt
Among Us," at the HeadleyWhitney Museum's All-Kentucky
Juried Women's Art Exhibition.
Lexington. The award carries a
stipend of S500.
Ms. Bazzell lives at Kirksey with
her husband, Philip, and her sons,
Nathanael, Micah and Jesse.
A part-time art student at Murray
State University, she is a member
of Kentucky Watercolor Society,
the Wisconsin Women in the Arts.
and the Murray Art Guild.
Two hundred sixty-four Kentucky artists submitted 528 works
for judging. A total of 82 works by
81 artists. were selected for the
show, with five receiving special
honors of Awards of Distinction.

Spring Brunch Saturday
Spring Brunch of Murray State University
Women's Society will be Saturday, March 23, at 9:30 a.m, in the Learning_
Center at Lowry Building, MSU.
Mitzi McCallon and Maryann Cathey from Terry'
special program. For reservations call Mary s Decorating will present a
Ann Turner, 759-9864

Kirksey Ball Club Sign Up
Kirksey Ball Club will have its sign up for the spring
and summer season
on Saturday, March 23. Boys and girls, ages
5 to 18, can sign up from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at the Kirksey Ball Field. Tryou
For more information call Kerry Stone, 492-2ts will be Saturday, April 6.
308.

A..at diversity of work from
womeNa Kentucky was chosen for
the show. Abstract and representational styles, traditional and nontraditional techniques and works of
very large and very small scale are
included. Work ranges from large
outdoor sculpture to delicate
needlework.
The juror. pr. Christine Havice.
is an associate- professor of
Medieval Art and Architeeture at
the University of Kemucky.
A dedicated advocate of
women's issues and women artists.
Dr. Havice has written and lectured
extensively on these subject.s. and
served as president of the Women's
Caucus for Art i988 to February
1990.
The All-Kentucky Juried
Women's Art Exhibition continues
at the Headley-Whitney Museum.
Lexington. until April 21.

HOLLAND DRUGS
•15% Cash Discount *PCS • Medimet • BC:13S
*Free Delivery
*Computerized Records
*Medical Claims Service *Paid State Aid
Locally Owned & Operated - Bob Dunn. R.P11.
109 S. 4th St.

Humane Society reception

?°i;

Gloria Estefan
talks of accident
one year later

JO'S DATEBOOK

The annual Spring Bazaar by Functional Tech
Prep Class at Murray Vocational School will be Friday, March 22, from
Items on sale will be Easter baskets, woode9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Wal-Mart
Funds from the bazaar will be used toward a n tulips, heart baskets, etc
Tenn., by the 14 class members. Teachers trip to Opryland at Nashville,
are
Fisher who urge the public to support the studen Cindy Lassiter and Susan
ts in this special endeavor.

•

The Humane Society of Calloway County will
ment reception on Sunday, March 24, from 2 to 4have a volunteer-recruitp.m. at Calloway County
Public Library. A brief program covering the
areas of need will be given.
Those interested in helping are welcome to
attend or to just come and hear
about the Humane Society. Refreshments will be
served. For more information call 753-1022 or 759-4141.

753-1462

NAIL FUNGUS

FUNGI-NAII.

them contact Kramer Labora
tones.
8 778 S W BSt,Miam,FL 33174

New Jack
City (R)
9:15

The Last Week
Ends March 21st
Dances with Wolves
tPG131

The solution

Try this safe, simple. effective remedy
for the pain and embarrassment of nail
fungus Fights thick, split. discolored
nails, Two powerful anti-fungal agent.:
fight infection on toenails and fingernails Provides relief from the pain and
mi nate, tht. fungus Easy to apply as
nail poi
No prescnption needed
Do you use Artificial Nails?
Then you should use Fungi-Nail to
prevent the nail fungus associated
with artificial nails
Available at your pharmacy or
have

79:54)

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun.
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
• Rent your mo%ies•at the moles!
1008 Chestnut • 753-3311
•
Open II:am to 10:pm

MURRAY
TODAY

'jpi-uuri
TOUCHGLIDE' VERTICALS

Southside
Shopping Ctr.
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Every Single Item Must Be Sold

Alphas will meet Saturday

Forced Reduction

Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club will
23, at 10 a.m. at the club house. Irma La Follette willmeet Saturday. March
present a program on
'William Holmes McGuffey and His Readers.'
Hostesses will be Pauline
Waggoner, Pauline Johnston and Mrs. La Pollet
te.

FINAL THREE DAYS

Easter Bunny fun event
A special benefit event will be Saturday. March 23,
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Wal-Mart. The Easter Bunny will be present and
will pose with children for
pictures. Also drawings for filled Easter baskets will
be
this event will go to the Children's Miracle Televi at 2 p.m. Funds from
sion Network.

Quilt Contest and Show
The 1991 Kentucky Fall Festival of Quilts will
be Sept. 12, 13 and 14 at
Commonwealth Convention Center, Louisville. This
festival sponsored by Louisville Nimble Thimbles. will be the fourth annual
In conjunction with the
festival, a 'Quilts in Bloom' wall quilt contest
will be held. This will include
flowers of spring, summer, winter or fall; boldly
blooming from quilts to
adorn bare walls; designs in miniature, small, or
pieces and/or appliqued. Contest entry deadline is grand wall; with flowers
July 1, 1991. For official
rules and entry form, workshop, lodging and
other information send first
class postage to Festival '91, Dept., do Juanita Yeage
r, P.O. Box 22642,
Louisville, Ky. 40252-0642.

Jackson Purchase clinic
Jackson Purchase American Society of Quality Contro
l will have its annual Spring Quality Clinic on Friday and Saturday,
March 22 and 23, at Ken lake State Resort Park, Aurora. Dana Hanna, ComSu
ton, will speak at 7 p.m. meeting Friday. Saturday lt Associates, Farmingspeakers will be Walter J.
Reindhadt of Copolymers, Baton Rouge, La.,
David Courington of 3M,
Decatur, Ala., and Thomas E. Addison of DuPon
t, Wilmington, Del. For
more information call 1-901-642-5582

Special Youth Rally
A 'Saturday Night Live' Youth Rally will be Satur
day, March 23, at 7 p.m.
at First Baptist Church, Paducah. Music will be prese
ma by First Baptist Church Drama Team. Evangelistnted by youth and draRock, Ark., will be the featured speaker. He spoke Rick Caldwell of Little
at the Kentucky Youth
Evangelism Conference in June 1990 in Frankfort
where 5,000 youth were
in attendance. Snacks will be available after the rally.
This is sponsorred by
West Union Baptist Association Youth Activities
Committe. For information
call 1-443-8277.

Prizes in our Prize Campaign will be Awa
rded
3:00 p.m. SATURDAY 3-23-91

Alpha Mu Tea Saturday

Off
on
on
Off

Sale Terms:
Cash
Check
Visa/MC
No Returns
No Refunds
No Exchanges
No Layaways

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Internationa
l, will have an afternoon tea on Saturday, March 23, at 2:30 p.m. at
founder Kathie Fleming at Coldwater. The chapte the home of Alpha Mu's
r will welcome new members with a pledge ceremony and Mary Vidmer will
be given the Jewel Pin
ceremony by Margaret Terhune, president.

Cuatin 9Kietivo

Mon.-Sat.
9:00-6:00

Financing available on approv
ed credit.

All Sales Final

Winklers attend event

Sales Hours:

Hwy. 641 N.

Murray

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E. Winkler of Benton have returned home
after attending the baptism of their grandson, Jesse Lee Winkler of Huntingbur
g, Ind.,
on Sunday, March 10, at 11 a.m. mass at St. Joseph Catholic
Church Jasper. Ind. Fr. Frank Renner officiated. Jesse is the son
of Mark and Janis
Winkler. His sponsors were Iris M. Winkler (Godmother
), Michael J. Winkler
(Godfather), with proxy Keith Rue of Jasper, Ind. A
dinner reception for the
family group followed with Fr. Renner as special guest.
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Darnell to appear on television
Matthew Ryan Darnell, nineyear-old son of Randy and Rhonda
Darnell of RA, 1, Farmington, hasbeen selected to appear on WPSD1V6 "Kids Who Care" section.
Matt will appear between 3:30 to
5 p.m. on Monday. March 25.
Wednesday, March 27. and Friday.
March 29.
He wrote his essay on an ad he
rriitt in the Murray Ledger & Times

;4•••.,

-

Home Department meets

— 1991 spelled backwards is
1991 - Are We Coming or Going?"
-- Dania is -a third grade student
at North Calloway Elementary'
School.
He is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Young. Rt. 1. Dexter,
and Mrs. Fern Darnell, Rt. 1, Farmington. and the late Stanley Darnell. He is the great-grandson of
Mrs. Alice Young. Fern Terrace
Lodge.

Nancy Rose, left, spoke about the Hosp
ice Program at MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Margaret Trevatha
n, center, retired librarian, spoke about books, and Frances Churchill.
right, gave the deyotion at recent meetings of Home Department
of
Murray Woman's
club. In bottom photos are hostesses,
at
Bobbie Waters, Mary Gertzen, Dorothy recent meetings, from left.
left photo, and Winnie Love, Delyghte Jennings, and Anna Stahier.
Humphreys and Lottie Gibbon.
right photo.

Eatei
ment
p.m.,
Info/

Kent
Natio
Fedi
a.m./5

Andy Williams and
Debbie Haas will
be married in May

• •
•i

Parki
1"ln
Murra

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Andy
Williams. the 60-year-old crooner
hest known for his rendition of
-Moon River." - plans to marry his
35-vear-old fiancee in May.
The singer, who had his own TV
varlets show from the late 1950s
the 1970s, will exchange vows
with Debbie Haas. his longtime
girlfriend, said Paul Shefrin. his
ruhiicist.
The wedding date and location
were not disclosed. It will be the
second marriage for. both.

Matthew Ryan Darnell

2

Hazel
a.m.-:
citizer

Geor
Ceni
p.m./a'

Two newborns,
dismissals are
listed in report

for 1

Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
Rr.n.r any movie Frida. Nlarch
22
County Hospital for Wednesday.
:•,.irday. March 23 and get the
March 20. have been released as
t' FREE!
follows:
it
New i& i.&
Newborn admissions
Crenshaw baby boy, parents. KimNext to Dumplins
berly and Jerry. Rt 2. Box 172B.
Buchanan, Tenn.:
•
Benke baby boy. parents, Valerie
and Scott Rt 2 Box 48. Benton
Dismissals
Mrs. Sara Ruth Tabers Rt 1. Box
90, Almo. John Pate. Rt. 1, Box 309
Clinton. Mrs Hilda Gardner. Rt 6. Box
58AD, Murray.
Mrs -Jessie Brantley Rt I Box
258. Farmington: Miss Susanne Beckwith. Rt 8. Box 855. Murray, Mrs
Salome Allen 103 North 17th St .
Murray.
Mrs Dianne Buoy. Rt 1 Box 31
Almo. James Hutson, Rt 1. Box 102
Almo: Jackie Fain Rt 2. Box 166C
Murray:
Mrs Doris Stern Rt 1 Box 121A
We
're
Paris, Tenn Mrs Sharon rvrigr• P C
Box 1014. Mayfield. Miss Amy Mauzy
224 Riviera Cts.. Murray
Ready
'Mrs. Joanne Prince _arid baby gir,
Rt 1 Box 1540. Holladay Tenn Mrs
Lynne Marie Ochoa and baby gi•I Rt
for
1 Box 445 Murray
Mrs Sandra Page and baby girl. Rt
Spring
1 'Henry Tern Mrs Rhonda Howa
rd
and baby boy qt 7 Box 169 Murray. .
Fun!

Game
Lodge.

Magazine Club has luncheon

CALENDAR

Wild Weekend

,05A S. 12th St.

CORN-AUSTIN®
.or Gals!

Murray Business and Professional Women/6:30 p.m./Louie's Steak
House.
Basketball banquet/Murray High
School/6 p.m.
Kindergarten registration/5 to 7
p.m./East, North and Southwest
Elementary Schools.
"Silent Running,"1972 American
film/7:30 p.m.kurris Center Theatre. MSU/free admission.
-U.S. Navy Band Concert/8
p.m./Lovett Auditorium. MSU/free
admission.
Intercollegiate Rodeo/7:30
p.m./Expo Center. Admission $4
for adults and $2 for students 6 and
over.

T-Shirt Dresses

History of Kentucky Before 1860
non-credit course/6 p.m./MSC.
Info/762-4159.

Open at .5pm
Wednesday thru Sunday
For the 111.test

T-Shirts & Shorts

'19"

• alues
.3 $30 Now $1995 ea

Charbroiled
Steaks
Our farno
Pr
ime
arui so much more...

•

tJsr./-

7_

-ay
•"--4 -

Major Damage—.

25% off

U.

tanning beds
'Will take trade-ins
•No money down financing
to qualified buyers

ng silverJewelry,
fashion watches and Kentucky's
lary•nt year-mound display of
,Santas and carolers. And, if
you happen to see something
hanging on the wall that
catches your eye, ask..
it's roMblyfoe sale.

One Grop
$4995 ea

•

•

4C
.14(

$3500 ea

•
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Cambridge Sportswear

Dresses

• s'•

trv
•••••••

•„„..

•

• .
-•

•

'•'

•••• • • •
."

Junior and
Missy

Select Groups

0 oft

,•.- . ,
. •

:1

Leslie Fay Sportswear
Jackets Skirts Sweaters
Blouses and Pants
OPEN

•k

NIGHTLY '
TIL 8:00

,
•

"..

•

necessary to make
reservadonsfor
.110 or more.

On the Square
753-9569

(Coned on page 7)

ri-Cmsq/s
Paint & Decorating Center

Ladies'
Knit Jackets
Reg. '24" '

'10

Now $15

Ladies' Denim
Shorts
Reg. to 515

Exquisite Form
Bras & Girdles
Mitzi McCall«) & Maryann Cathey
Take advantage of our
Professional Interior
Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve iti
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321

20% Off
Bubbles' Knits

I,adies' Jeans

1/2 Price

$8
Ladies' Spring Shorts & Tanks 30% Off
Children's Name Brand Springwear 30
% off
••
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Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Education Unit/MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

varieties

Ladies'
Denim Jackets
Rcg. to '19

II'est Kentucky's
first3-1Star
Restaurant
For resepations:

25% off

•

Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center,
St. Leo Catholic Church.

THREE DAY SALE

Ow Hwy 110 Aurora. Maietneky
We are dosed Maidays and Thesdays 'til
June 13th when we Labe open 7days a
week (al 5prn) through August 12th

25% oft

••
'
•• 4

JO-AN'S

CHI(
rate an
declinei
antly f
young.
smoke.
Inten
women
overall,
from 3
between
to a rep
can Me
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did not
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years. t
educatio
smoked,
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cent in
percent
declined
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from 4:
among
The
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were sr
unmarri(
however
posted i
The
research
;a from
Control,
The
drinking
gnant
half the
prcgnani
Fifty-fi:
pregnam

Singles Friendship/Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. lnfo/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.

per month

Thursday, Friday & Saturday

Matching
Skirts

9
•

•••

995

FRIDAY (12-8) & SATURDAY (9-6
)
MARCH 22-23
HOLIDAY INN, 121 NORTH, MAY
FIELD
(502)753-9274

a,
Dtin.t
align

Linen
Blazers

$1

Main
North
Inforlf

Carol Poe Group/First Baptist
Church Women/7 p.m./with aim
Oakley.

tanning units
as low as

Sale Conducted by
Suntanning Unlimited

all in an at rnosphere
that LA pure
Kentuck y.

•
Carol's
IfeatGi
ft Shop
uring Stedi

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.:
WORD ProgranVIO a.m.; MSL' Stu
Liturgy Planning/6 p.m.: Choir
Practice/7 p.m.

WOLFF SYSTEM FACTORY AUTHOR
IZED SALE

One Group

Jeans and Denim Shorts

.

Wc

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Country Kitchen, Draffenville.

Truckload Sale

„di

H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/7
p.m./Willis Center.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

CornAustin"
r -Shirt
. ith the
—rchase
I any
Irnsuit!

$34

Paren

Murray Civitan Club/7
p.m./Homcplace Restaurant.

FREE

AA an
Centc
Extend

Thursday, March 21
AA and Al-Anon/closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

Hazel Woman's Club/6:30
p.m./foreign dish supper/home of
Sandra Gallimorc.

Maude .Jones. top picture. talked abou
t "What It %leans to Be A
Member of Murray Magazine Club,
orga
nized in 1910 and probably
the oldest club in Murray. at the
annual founders' day luncheon
of
the club held at Commonwealth
Room.(urns Center. Murray
State
Cniversity. Pictured in right back
ground k Clinton Rowlett. Speci
al
love songs were sung by Margery
Shown, right, bottom photo. who
was accompanied by Dr. James
Frank on the electric guitar. At
left is
Frances Brown, hostess. Norrine
Winter served as hostess standing
for Betty Lowry. Edith Noffsinger
in
,
gave the inyocation. Present were president. presided and Lucy Lilly
Gray Al1hritten and Rebecca Tarr20 members and two guests, Neva
y.
%larch 28. at 1:30 p.m. at Majestic The club will meet Thursday.
Royale, Holiday Inn, with Lula
Belle Hodges as hostess. •
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Hazel Community Center/open 10
a.m.-2 p.m./activities by senior
citizens.
George Weaks Community
Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./activities by senior citizens.
NMI

Games/8 p m /Murray Moose
Lodge
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center. South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield..

is,
or

Main Street Youth Center/205
North Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m.
Info/753-TEEN.
Parents' Night Out/5:30-11
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Free Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance Program for lowincome taxpayers, senior citizens
and students/12 noon -4
p.m./Room 302, Business Building,
Murray State University.
Info/762-4193.
Sheila Duncan Group/First Baptist Church Women/9:30
a.m./Roberta Jones.
All Night Singing/7 p.m./Martin,
Tenn., Church of Christ.
Poet Donald Reve1 1 /7:30
p.m./Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery,
MSU. Free admission.
Intercollegiate Rodeo/7:30
p.m./Expo Center. Admission 55
for adults, 54 for students, 53 for
children 5-12.

Women's drinking studied.
CHICAGO (AP) -- The drinking
rate among pregnant women has
declined overall, but not significantly for mothers-to-be who are
young. less educated or who
smoke. researchers say.
Interviews with 1,712 pregnant
women in 21 states showed that
overall, alcohol consumption fell
from 32 percent to 20 percent
between 1985 and 1988, according
to a report in ournal of the American Medical Association.
"Of all subgroups, only three
did not show a statistically significant decline in alcohol use during
pregnancy: those aged 18 to 24
years. those with a high school
education 'or less, and those who
smoked," the report said.
Among pregnant women ages 18
to 24. the drinking rate was 23 percent in 1985, compared with 22
percent in 1988. The rate also
declined from 23 percent to 22 percent among women with less than a
high school education, while it fell
from 42 percent . to 37 percent
among ;smokers.
The researchers said the pregnant women most likely to drink
were smokers, those who were
unmarried and those ages 35 to 45;
however significant declines were
posted in the latter two groups.
The study was conducted by
researchers led by Dr. Mary Serdu:a from the Centers for Disease
Control- in Atlanta.
The authors said the overall
drinking rate among the 1,712 pregnant women studied was less than
half the rate among 36,057. nonpregnant women also interviewed.
Fifty-five percent of the nonpregnant women said they drank.
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(Cont'd from page 61
Friday, March 22
Thursday, March 21
Eater's Choice Cholesterol Treatp.m./First United Methodist
ment Program/free session/6:30 Church.
p.m./Calloway Public Library.
Info/759-4750 or 753-9778.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Mass/12 noon; Lenten
Friday, March 22
Prayers/7 p.m.
Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired
Mothers' Morning Out/9 a.m.-12
Federal Employees/1 1:30 noon/Glendale
Road Church of
a.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Christ.
Parkinson's Support Group/1:30
p.m./in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

A,•

-•

Researchers also said the median
number of drinks consumed per
month by non-pregnant women was
8.7. compared with 4.0 drinks per
month for pregnant women.
Among pregnant women. the
highest number of drinks per
month was reported by the unmarried, who consumed 7.0 drinks; by
blacks who had 6.5 drinks. and by
smokers. who _downed 6.0 drinks,
the authors said.

American Cancer Society
gives breast cancer facts

SALE

affluent and middle-class women,
who tend to find their breast cancer
in earlier stages and thus have a
greater chance of survival.
The U.S. government, has
budgeted more than 51.4 billion for
AIDS research this fiscal year.
some 15 times the amount allocated to study breast cancer. The
National Cancer Institute's 51.7
billion budget earmarked 589 million to study ways to combat breast
cancer.

By The Associated Press
Here are some facts concerning
breast cancer, provided by the
American Cancer Society:
An estimated 150,900 women
were diagnosed with breast cancer
in 1990, and the disease killed
about 44,000 women last year. It is
the second major cause of cancer
deaths in women, behind lung
cancer.
One in every nine women in the
United States will get breast cancer
in her lifetime. About one-quarter
of those who have breast cancer
today will die of it. No one knows
why the disease strikes, or how to
prevent it.
Incidence rates are increasing
about 1 percent a year, jumping
from 84.7 women a year per
100,000 in 1980 to 104.9 in 1986.
Some of the increase is attributed
to better screening programs. Mortality rates have remained "fairly
stable" over the past 50 years.
Fifty-five percent of the women
who get breast cancer don't have
any of the known risk factors, such
as a family history of breast cancer.
being childless, bearing a- first
child after age 30, or aged 50 or
older.
White women have a higher incidence rate, but black women die .
more often because of lower
income — they seek treatment
later, and have less access to it. the
cancer society said. Mammography
screening is more available to

PRE-EASTER
All Early

Spring Suits
and One Group of
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IN DECORATING
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Sheila Cohoon dr Ann William,
Experienced in Helping you Choose..

•Waik-OVerIng •onir row,-
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•Accessones gieleettng and
•Furniture ,velecung new
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Court Square — Murray
753-3882
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For Appointment
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(502) 752-7027 at 753-414013 After 5 p.m.
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Dress Up For Easter
Bright's has everything you will.need

mak

We are pleased to announce that Stephanie Stephens, bride-elect of
Lauren
Balmer, has
selected her decorative accessories from our bridal
registry.
Stephanie and Lauren
will he married April 20.

Happines2P1ace
12th St.

753-456T

Jacket Dress
A must for Easter.
Many colors & styles.

Finally, a fashion pump
that's as comfortable as a
walking shoe In fact,
it is a walking shoe in
disguise Easy Spirit Dress
has the Easy Spirit Suspension
System hidden deep inside
for all-day and all night
comfort Come see the colors

Open 9:30-5
Friday till 8:30
Sun. 1-5

Bill Birdyshaw
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"Look for our grand opening in April."
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Foundation accepting donations

.1- t-

A letter from Paul Jones, superintendent of Murray Independent
Schools and a brochure from the
Foundation of Excellence in Public
Education from Murray High
School will be mailed to alumni,

Da

parents of students ang friends
Di
Murray High School this
week,
seeking donations.
-The Foundation is an independent, non-profit organization, managed by a 15-member Board
of

Local trustees are: Chuck
Foster, chairman; Ruth Pickens,
vice-chairman; Sue Overbey, treasurer; Walt Apperson, Clegg Austin. Richard Crouch, Melissa
Easley, Bob Hughes, Clara Humphrey. Loretta Jobs, Georgianna
Moffitt. Dew Drop Rowlett, Fred
Schultz. Bill Whitaker and James
A'eatherly. Ex-officios are Sally
and we try hard to give them toe very
Alexander, Paul Jones and Doralyn
best
insurance protection and service
Lamer.
we can
provide - the kind they expect and deserve
"During the last two years the
if
you'd like to be one of our VI P 's give
Foundation has provided funds to
us a
call
finance twenty-five grants for
Dan McNott, AAI
teachers to do activities with the
-..x$16•^109
Stab
young people that otherwise they
grosursoc•
Comps...
would not be able to do. The grants
State Auto Insuronce
provided funds for teachers to pro-:
JOINOC
407 Maple St.
753-4451
duce a 'City Song Fest.' go from
'Main Street to Wall Street.' prepare .'Listeners and Tellers.' Mect
Standards with Geometric Supposers' and many other intriguing and
exciting unique activities." Jones
said.
• .
..
The organization was founded by
concerned citizens in 1986 to supThe Murray High •School Future
Problem Solving Team won firth plac
port programs and services of the
e in the State Governor's Cup
competition at Louisville March 10-11.
Pictured above is the team and its to coac
Murray City Schools, because
Kevin Compton (alternate), Shawn Kelli
hes. From left are
e, David Chu, Michele Hasty, FPS team
school systems receive adequate
Academic Team coach Lloyd Hast
coach Kathy Purdom,
y, and Melissa Muscio.
financial support from state, local
and federal taxe'S for basic operations. But with additional monies
provided by private contributors.
the schools are better able to experThe Murray High School Future the state level
ience more and be even more
. After winning secThe Quick Recall team won secProblem Solving Team on fifth ond in
effective than they have in the past.
the first _region, the team
ond
place and a S1.000 scholarship
place
in the State Governor's Cup competed with a total
according to the brochure.
of 32 teams in the West Kentucky
comp
etit
ion
Academic
at
Louis
ville. The team
Donations may be made payable
at state.
Bowl. Lloyd Hasty is the head
consisted of Michele Hasty. Shawn
to the Murray Foundati
The FPS team. during competion for Kale. David- Chu.
Academic Team coach, Kathy Purand Melissa tion, is given a situation that's 20
Excellence in Public Educ
atio
dom
coaches the FPS team, and
n.
Musc
io.
Kevi
n
Comp
ton
Mail to the Foundation
served as
years in the future. The members
at
Chip Adams is the assistant Quick
an alternate.
and Poplar Streets, Murr Ninth
are
requi
red to brainstorm the probRecall coach.
This was the -first time the FPS
42• —. (502) 753-4363 ay. Ky.
lems and identify the best way to
.
team from Murray has advanced
to solve the problem. The topic at the
Murray has been competing in
state level was censorship.
the academic competition since its
The Murray High Academic
inception in 1985. They have won
Team had a very successful year.
three regional titles: 1987, 1988
They won the district competition.
and 1989. The Quick, Recall team
placed fourth in the region, and
has participated in tournaments all
sent six members to state. In addiover the state, from Pikeville to
tion to the FPS team. Shawn Kale
:7..<ees of Mid -Continent BapFulton. The Murray High teachers
will be invited to _submit bids.
tist Bible College in Mayfield have
and Scott Andrus qualified in
are very supportive of the competiThe facility will include housing
social
-71" \$d a floor plan for a
tion, preparing the students
space for women to match accomo- quali studies and Misty Clark
fied in English Competition.
dorm
itor
y and dining
extremely well.
dations already existing for men.
1
)
111111 1111111/111S
according to a published
The dining facility will seat 125 in
ASSOCIA'E STOP
APlaceToDiscover.
additon to an apartment for dorm
Architect James E. -Denton of
parents. and room for expansion.
University Plaza...On Chestnut
x:sony,Ile was retained for the
by Peter Gott. M.D.
The dining facility L.14J also be
Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5. Sun.
He is. authorized to adver1-5
used
for
alurt
ml,
.comr
nii‘n
ity
and
•.•,:
bids and local contractors
DEAR DR GOTT I'm losing faith considered.
other group activities.
in my doctor I have severe aches and
Your stomach pains could be due
Approximately 01 percent of the
to
pains in my legs. especially at night I recurrent pepti
c ulcers These are diMoney needed has alreidy been
had active ulcers a few years ago and agnosed by
given by twc donors. Trustees are also experience stomach pain All my of your uppeanr upper GI series(X-rays
gastrointestinal tract)
doctor does is write out prescriptions. Such X-rays
launching - a campaign to receive
would also indicate hiacontributions and pledges 'r)cfore and he hasn't even given me a real tat hernia and gastritis. two common
physical What would you suggest?
conditions that cause symptoms simithe April 27 groundbreaking.
DEAR READER A real physical
lar to those from ulcers
• Contr,:b•utions and pledges may
After taking a detailed medical hisThe medical histOrv may enable the
be directed to Mid-Continent Bap- tory. a doctor should perform
a corn- _doctor- to- tb-ff
erentiate- -th-e--nTany
ti-st Bibte
Mete pbysica1exarnination on any pacauses of abdominal pain An exam
tient with symptoms. Such as pain
Nlayfield. Ky 42066.
ination will further

T
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Introducing
the new "Crusader"
Reclina-Rockerm recliner
from La-Z-Boy• Featuring
all the comfort and styl
e you
expect in a La -Z-Boy* recliner
at a surprisingly low price But
hurry, with these special savings
they won't last tong'

299"

Thurman's
FURNITURE
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narrow the possibilities For example. heart disease
is
sometimes assoiated with abdominal pain. as is aortic aneurysmtsv.tel
ling of the aorta, and "intestinal angina- (lack of blood supply - to the
bowel, These conditions can often
be
discovered during examination, without the need for expensive testing
Similarly, the cause of your leg
aches toulil be diagnosed by a meticulous examination, during which the
doctor checks the pulses in your lowe
r
extremities and assesses circulatio
n
to the muscles Perhaps you have arteriosclerotic obstruction of- the ar.. _terms to your intestme AND to your
legs. with resulting symptoms
Unfortunately, in the Medical profession, familiarity may lead to care
lessness If your clOttorbas known you
for many years. he or she may enga
ge
in time-saving shortcuts less liste
ning to your complaints and less exam
ining Even if your doctor is familiar
with vou. you still deserve a suitable
examination Ask for one. or request a
referral to another physician
To give vou more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help I
Physical Illness
Other readers who would like a copy
should send El 25 with their names
and addresses to PO Box 91369.
Cleveland. OH - 44101-3369 Be sure to
mention the title
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Day Camp

FRANKFORT, Ky. - In 1990,
Brittany toppled Ashley from us six year run as the number one name for
newborn Kentucky girls, but Joshua
extended its streak to four years as
Kentucky's top baby boy's name.
Brittany and Joshua were the most
popular first names from 51,355 Kentucky births in 1990 recorded to date
by the Department for Health Services' vital statistics branch. The name
Brittany was given to one of every 31
girls born last year and Joshua to one
in every 31 boys.
The top 21 girls' names and their
totals were Brittany (804), Jessica
(723). Ashley (700), Amanda (527).
Kayla (446), Sarah (414), Samantha
(401), Megan (368), Amber (344),
Tiffany (329). Lauren (320). Elizabeth (313), Stephanie (310), Courtney (303). Emily (303), Heather
(287), Whitney (271), Jennifer (249).
Rachel (207) and Rebecca and Chelsea (tied at 199).
Rebecca and Chelsea replaced last
year's number 20 entry, Mary.
For boys, the top 20 names and
their totals were Joshua (866), James
(764). Christopher (760). Michael
(710), Justin (627). Matthew (621).
William (562), John (478). Joseph
(426), Robert (419), Brandon (401),
David (386), Jonathan (379), Andrew
(..374). Jordan (370), Jacob (359).
Daniel (351), Zachary (340). Cody
(335) and Nicholas (334).
Jordan. Zachary and Cody ousted
last year's Aaron. Dustin and Adam

Murray-Calloway County YMCA will be sponsoring a day camp
throughout the week of April 1 to 5, local school systems' spring
break. Swimming at Carr Health was one of the planned activities
during the last day camp held during mini-break. Children were
supervised by Murray State University student olunteers. For more
information call 759-YMCA.

Upward Bound plans reunion
Upward Bound. an educational
program at Murray State University
which assists high school students in
continuing their study beyond high
school, is planning a reunion June
28-29 to celebrate the program's 25th
year at MSU.
Upward Bound provides rigorous
academic instruction, individual tutoring and counseling for low-income. disadvantaged high school _Students. most of whom are the "first
generation of their family to cT)nsider
a college education.
All present an past Upward Bound
staff and st
c invited to attend
the cc
tion. Registration will be
from 4 to 8 p.m. on Friday, June 2.
with an informal reception planned
from 6 to g p.m. in Murray State's
Curris Center, On June 29.a luncheon
will begin at noon. Free baby-sitting
services w ill be available.
For more information about the
reunion or to give information about
the whereabouts of a former Upward
Bound student or staff member. contact director Barbara Keel at (502)
762-4492 or .1-800-877-5662.
Upward Bound provides academic
irld personal support services for high

school students with academic potential to enhance the likelihood they will
finish high school and enroll in college. Students receive instruction in
basic skills, career and personal
counseling, assistance in high school
course selection, tutoring and exposure to cultural events. The program
serve 75 students in the Jackson
Purchase area.
To be eligible for Upward Bound.
students must be disadvantaged economically. physically disabled or be
first-generation college students.
meaning that neither parent has completed a baccalatireate degree.
Students in Upward Bound meet
twice a month during the school year
and spend a six-A eek residency on the
Murray State campus in the summer.
__They are exposed ter a variety of
experiences and services to promote
their academic. personal and cultural
development
Upward Bound was created by the
U.S. Higher Education Act in 1965.
and the program at Murray State was
activated in 1966. Murray State's
program was ranked first among some
440 Upward Bound programs on
campuses across the nation fi l99.
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from the top 20.
chelle. Unique, Charity, Grace, Joy,
While more than one third of Patien
ce. Precious, Coy and Justice.
Kentucky's 1990 babies have names
Some parents seem to expect big
appearing in the top 20, many parents accomplish
ments from their offspring
were plenty creative in naming their as
evidenced by these names: Judge,
little ones. From Aalisa to Zuhin, the Noble.
Prince, Princess, Major,
6,077 names on the list spring from'. Royal.
Cash, Star. Contessa, Dynasty,
the inspiration of places, history, the Sterli
ng- and Barron. Colorful lives
Bible. nature and. apparently, the may be in
store for Burgundy. Turimagination.
quoise, Crimson. Ebony, Scarlett and
Possibly from the nation's roll of Mohogany.
presidents. Kentucky parents chose
The Bible remains a 'rich source of
Roosevelt, Truman, Teddy, Carter, baby names
. Among the names 1990
Garfield, Lyndon, Reagan, Jackson, babies share
with Biblical figures are
Madison, Lincoln, Grant, Kennedy
Abraham. Delilah. Gideon, Miriam,
and George for their baby's first
Noah, Ruth. Samuel, Cain, Esther,
names.
Jonah. Naomi. Samson. Jesus. Levi
Other historical figures include and Luke.
Columbus, Sherman, Webster, CusSome names appear certain to eel
ter, Adlai, Constantine, Hamilton,
Anastasia, Leonardo, Benedikt and
Antoinette.
Some parents seem to be well
traveled. 1990 baby names included
Asia, China, Geneva, Holland, India,
Jermany, Jmaika, Korea, London,
Paris and Sydney. Some sites closer to
home were America, Arizona, Arkansas, Aspen, Macon, Oakland, Orlando, Phoenix. Raleigh, Richmond,
Savannah and Tulsa.
Nature was well represented on the
list with Basil, Fern. Rosemary,
Curry. Cinnamon, Ginger, Magnolia,
Cricket,Tiger. K ittie, Colt and Robin.
If names can shape personalities,
these children's future is predictable:
Cad. Faith, Klassi. Liberty, Melancholy, Merrie, Young, Belle. Spc-

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) - The
Board of City Commissioners has
given first reading to an amended
ordinance that lowers the pay classifications of several top city
administrators.
Bill Ramsdell II. president of
Lodge 3 of the Fraternal Order of
Police, said many police officers
weren't happy with Tuesday's pay
plan which has a range of 53,000
between beginning and veteran
officers.
Asked if the department's morale
is bad, Ramsdell said, -1 think it
is, yes."
Mayor Dick Martin agreed to
meet with officers to discuss their
concerns. He promised "meaningful dialogue without retribution. I
believe we need more discussion
and better communications.
City Commissioner Kevin Gunderson said the plan, which needs.
another reading for final approval.
isn't perfect and won't please
everyone.
Police Chief Ron McBride's salary will be increased from $36,699
to $38,542 - a 5 percent increase
plus an additional 51,003. City
Engineer Joe Harris also got the
same 5 percent raise all employees
got plus an additional 51,117.
The pay plan increases the starting salary of patrolmen from
$14,810 to 517,253.44, something
the mayor has pushed for. "It's not
the answer, but it's a beginning,"
Martin said.
Without an amendment to the
pay plan. 18 veteran police officers
wouldn't have gotten a raise this
year because they were at the top
of their pay scale, he said.

ers (5211,975) or the American
Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees ($210,400).
And it's more than twice what
was given by the party's next most
generous individual, Frederick
Field of California, heir to the Marshall Field Department Store fortune. He gave 5105,400, which was
given in three installments.
Democratic National Committee
records show that the 5230.000
Bingham gave last Oct. 11 was by
far the largest lump-sum gift it got
during the two-year period.
That contribution is the subject
of a complaint that Common Cause
filed with the Federal Election
Commission in late November,
alleging the gift was part of a
scheme to launder money- into
Harvey Sloane's campaign for the
U.S. Senate in Kentucky.
Bingham and par_ty officials have
said there was no such
arrangement.
Bingham, matriarch of the family that used to own the CourierJournal of Louisville and other
Louisville media properties, also
gave the Democratic National
Committee $25,000 in soft money
in1 1989,Ind another $25,000 during
the first four months of last year.
"Soft money" is the term for
political contributions that are not
regulated by federal law and thus
are not subject to federal limits.
Such money is supposed to go for
general party-building and get-outthe-vote efforts, and not to influence campaigns for the House or
Senate.

PINEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- A former commonwealth's attorney for
four western Kentucky counties
was released on shock probation
Wednesday after serving four
months of a seven-year prison
sentence.
David Curtis had been working
at the Bell County Forestry Camp
outside Pineville, and probation
was granted last week.
Curtis resigned as commonwealth attorney for Fulton. Carlisle, Hickman and Ballard counties
in 1989.
Curtis was indicted in August
1989 on two counts of misappropriating funds in a S265,000 trust
accbunr for two under-age accident'
victims. While serving as county
attorney. Curtis had been appointed
in 1980 to administer the funds
awarded to the victims, but some
of the money was later found missing from the account.
In September. Curtis pleaded
guilty and was sentenced to seven
years.
A condition of Curtis' shock
probation was that he repay
$25.000 in interest that had. been
lost from the trust account.

-DINNER SPECIALSMon. - Salisbury Steak
Tue. - Center Cut Pork Chops
Wed. - 11 oz. Co. Fried Steak
Thurs. - Baked Va. Ham
126 &
Fri. - Country Ham
Sycamore Sat. Fried Chicken
OPEN
Sun. - Chicken Livers
a.m.- 10 p.m
Served with Salad. Choice of Potato and
Daily
ow Homemade Rolls

3.95
3.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
2.95

Ca bTn
iintautent______

Charlie's Safe-1r
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES

So^liietely erected -: Jo ^g a:.,,crete floors Not pre fat, CarDer,ter btrlt All
We offe, you. FREE estrnates retwerces and locator' o' garages In your qua, y --e- as
area. a-so re7tey

20 YEARS EX PLOttIENCE IN BUILDING

With hardboard siding
1'4 car (12x20)
2 Car (18x20)
Large 2 Car (22122)
2' 2 Car ',24x24)
Large 2'2 Car (24:30)
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FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
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*E.
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753-0632 I

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

SEARS

Appreciation Days
Special Store and
Auto Center Hours

9 a.m. - 9 p.m.

12 Noon - 6 p.m.

Saturday (3-23) Sunday (3-24)

All Merchandise In Stock
Reduced
And
Up
10%
fliwjd Credit Available
Bring Major Credit Card

Cr/
o Financing Til June 1991
On Most Appliance - Camcorder - TV - Stereo
(Sunday Only) 7 am to 10 pm Call 1-800-366-3000
Mention Appreciation Day 10% Discount
For merchandise not in stock.

SEARS APPLIANCE STORE

We Have Expanded... More In Stock Merchandise

011k.
...2rkr ''. •'
•14

s„
:
!
'%'ii

Life
Health
Annuities

A tradition in service
since 1981

e

S.
-'t;.,...
1 4,.. V .. ..„ !If,'''.".,N.i.

.

31:410

Deluxe Models
Vinyl siding
$24475
Vil Car (12x20)
$2,675
$3,175
2 Car (18120i
$3,575
$3,475
Large 2 Car (221221
$3.975
$3,675
(24•24
2'/: Car
)
$4.075
$4,175
Large 2' 2 Car (24x30)
$4,675
Pius oft level lot 8 freight
YOUR SATISFACTION le OUR GOAL

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Meter, Ky. • 1502) 674-5530

Bel-Air Shopping Center -Mur
ray, Ky.
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President Bush poses with two pilots Sunday in Sumte
r S.C., who
were in the Persian Gulf War. Air Force Lt. Nick
Dodson, left, and
Capt. Spike Thomas are part of the 33rd Tatical Unit
based
Air Force Base, S.C. Bush flew to Sumter for the welco at Shaw
home to
the troops rally from Bermuda before returning to Washime
ngton.(AP
Photo

(After 4 am.)

[1.4a9k -

"Where the price and service.
makes the pill easier to swallow."

•
P ,

Hail to the heroes

•

He.4(.4t•

double-takes for a lifetime. Consider
Algernon. Burnzo, Rosh Hasanah,
Tresviante. Wilgus, Gibsiclary, Charlesetta. Jeffinisha, Dodd, Mar Tavious, Yere, Zandell, Shlomo, Humza,
Lobernice, Anouphone, Devanny,
Chazz, lithman. Shytone, Starshayla
and Martreze.
Finally, 1990 newborns who seem
destined to meet include King and
Queen, Little and Long, Shorty and
Tubby, Nichol and Penny, Jasmin,
and Tea. Jovan and Stetson, Mistyrain
and Sunshine, Frank and Zappa, Martin and Marietta, Lady and Sir. Salem
and Winston. Asian and Cajun, Sana
and Francisco, Camry and Jetta,
Hoover and Eureka. Andy and Bar
ncy. and Hoagie and Reuben.

Kentucky News in Brief

WASHINGTON (AP) - Mary
C. Bingham of Louisville gave
more "soft money" to the national
Democratic Party than any other
person or organization in the country during the last two-year election cycle, according to recently
released party figures.
They show that she gave a total
of 5280,000 in unregulated contributions to the Democratic National
Committee in 1989-90.
That's more than was given by
the United Steelworkers
(S223,050), the United Auto Work-

1

1,

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) United Parcel Service said Wednesday it will provide the difference in civilian base salary and
armed services pay for its employees who are serving in Operation
Desert Storm.
Reimbursement will be made if
the employee's reserve or National
Guard pay was less than what he or
she would have made at UPS.
The company said there were
approximately 1,800 UPS reservists
and guard personnel called to
active duty.
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Brittany, Joshua tops among baby names
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OU moves
to semifinals
PROVIDENCE. R.I.(AP) — For
Providenee it wasn't ,supposed 10
end this was. not with guard Eric
Murdock hitting only 26 percent of
his- shots.
For Oklahoma, with a season26 points from 6-foot-8
.ophomore Bryan Sal her. Wednesday night's 83-7.1 victory and a trip
to the National Invitation Tourn
aTrent semifinals in Nev. York was
•0.•:!* for an :ncons:s-

Ac

MSU's All-American on track to succ

•

ess Inside

By DAVID RAMEY
Murray Ledger & Times
Sports Editor

Scoop it
11.

,... . . .. . „e
_

Murray State's latest AliDavid
American is a man in a hurry' on
the track, and sticking to a steady
RAM:EY
pace of success.
—
Ledger & Times Sport*
Seibert Straughn finished fifth in
Editor
the 400 meters at the NCAA Indoor
Here goes that coaching
Championships in Indianapolis earmerry-go-round that twirls every
lier this month, and his outdoor
spring.
season will begin with the Racer
Murray State basketball coach
Races Saturday' at 11:30 a.m.
wc were in the NCAA. we
Steve Newton says he has not
Excellence is nothing new to
7,e home -gni now. Instead.
been contacted by Bradley UniStraughn, and he has already qualiNew York. where
versit
y regarding' a vacancy
fied
for
the
NCAA Outdoors in
been before." a beaming
created by the resignation of
June. something that eluded him all
after he spent mo< of
Stan Albcck.
last season. The pressure is off. hut
naYing his way wl"b the
A published report in Sun- .
Straughn sees where he has been.
day's
St. Louts Post-Dispatch
where he is and where he is going.
tied
Newt
on with the Bradley
"He'
s
not
a guy who takes short
I :iK0
job. but Newton says he isn't
cuts." Racer track coach Stan
fie - croused ear.
•
interested and won't be
Narewski., "He is in no hurry. He
NIT's quick
shopp
ing around this spring for
has
never
lost
sight
of where he has
sent the
3 job.
been,
where
he
is
at
the
:Jnee. whc
present.
Last spring, you will %mem- and where he .is going."
i .ant killers
her. Newton came very close to
He competed at the 1988 Olympaccepting the coaching position
ic Games in Seoul and was nomi01. it was the
at Lamar. But after consultations
nated
for
the 1489 Sportsman of
:o do and they
w,th. hi. family and Dr. James
the
Year
in
his
nativ
e
Barbados.
-2nled.- Tubbs
Booth, then acting president.
but as a sophomore last year. his
Newton deeided his 12 year
trip to the Hoosier Dome for the
NIT serh.
,.1rnr
.;:turient to Murray- State
NCAA Indoors was a learning
was enough to keep him in
experience.
Racer Arena After just sneaking into the field.
• State at
‘lurrav State's Seibert Straughn is looking forward to the outoo
A new, ,specal events center
Straughn, the 18th qualifier out of
r season after 411-American honors in
S
indoor track.
:.on the way. and talks with
IS. finished ninth in. the meet.
Gov Wallace Wilkinson at'tht
,Cont'd on page 11)
NCAA So..itheast Regional in
Atlanta ha,,e led some MSL:
to feel that even more
FRANKFORT. K. .lvi)
he on the way to
Reed scored on a driving layup. and
points near.y one al a 1
She.:
7
(
7
•
the
project. if the
turno
ver. hit two free throws with 31
The en.er a:.-state g...arz 7: at: d
52 million by
Sheld
on
Clark
, seeking its first victory in
7 -7:
the Girls State Tournament
„.• . :
stxcessful.
A
tourney. Was able to slice theilnargin to
44-42 or a three-pom,:
7 a 41".--12 ON,C71.:771C
to Brad Bowen eight seconds later:
n. brought about
But Reed put the game of react With,two more :-ree t..r,hws
ore h. close
seconds to go- for the final margin.
Bowe
n
finished vs. ith•19 points, hitting seven of
`
l(i shots. to :cad
\ "...
aft; good
,ton Clark.
"That's
'Looking at the stats we outplayed them
every category except
Obviously. my
said Sheldon Clark coach Robin Harm
on. whose teamhad 25 floor
r.ght now is 11'n coach .,:aKCS to eight for Laurel County. "We
didn't take care of :he ha:: v.:.
.0 Murray State, Eye made
to win. With the high number of turnovers.
we
ap,ation anywhere else"
'.ne `%. ioss•.Newton's name reportedly has
T.,nya Brumley scored four of her :6
points ;7. a 2-() run
also
been mentioned at ‘'Irginia
in
c;,iarter that Carried Clay C.0'671:%
to
.- Cr-ere f'0777:e7: Racer foota case of experience against our i.nexp,er
.en-.e." sa.d
e•,Erank Bearr,er has
,.oacti Jerry Hancock. "They play a goo;
rebut-it the Hokie
,s,tball program. Basketball
But Clay County coach Donnie Graves
wasn't happy 5W
t.,ath F!'atlika! A;:er. stepped
t!er;i: performance.
the e.oun,
"We played a terrible game.- "he said. "We
got a
• "I haven•t ahniied
anvwhere.I feel if we had got a few rri'7C
Nc.kton sa - d • I here'.: going to
•
•••
+•-;
etulaton ar....!
,"-•
.b,,t
r.ov. are
. rem:t.nan,i ii.
By The Associated Press
heaten. but on.y
west sf:.,•rras a: Pontiac. V.,
r
her
c:r,:urristances.
ore
Ohio State 2-•' meets St. John's
1i)n-7.:7•Kc:-‘7. •
- Vegas is the best team in the
22-81 and [Lie
It •
C-onlv a
carlesimo said. "They
necticut
IX11 (fe
best players...1f they play
trse next (ha-Pee
lArikona coach 'Lute-Oison w • ult
the SEC, Will
••••ell as
r they're EaPable. nobody
like
nothing better than a crack a:
\tur-ay LoaLh away.
going. to beat them.
y..rray State assistant coach
-Bat if they don't play as well beating UNLV and.Tarkanian. one
of his biggest coaching rivals. in tra:g Morris has also been
capable of piaying.A'egSaturday's final. But first. the mentiond for the vacancy at
..an he beaten."
'
:Viso ,tonight; Arkansas t33-31: Wildcats have .to beat the Biz East. .lvlorehead ,S.t._ate, his alma mater.
14,4*.
-says
tournament champions, ,whn - blew -Morris -out -of town recruiting
Alabama (23-9) and Indiana
'
and unavailable for comment.
,2'44) plays Kansas (24-7) in the out. Pepperdine and Creighton
\LV.
• • • •
game.
So..theast Regional semifinals at their first two -tournament games.
"The
• ca son.
re
isn't
'vt,,r
ray
any
game
State
,beyond
is;!:ghting the
Char],,h2. N.C.
Thursday night as far as we're con- NCAA f.)7 anotcr year of eliOn Fr:day. North Carolina (27-5i
plays Eastern Michigan (26-6) and cerned." Olson said. "It's a one- g171]1:!, or John Jackson. the
Racer forward who cernernemed
Ar]ona
Temple (23-9) faces Oklahoma game season now."
toe Racer friir.t l.ne and took
Southeast
State (24-7) in the East semifinal's
Indiana and Kansas nave similar
i•If
at East Rutherford, N.J. In the Mid
- slats, similar styles and similar
r'i the RaLk'7 season
prOblems. mostly when it comes to
\1St.'s appeals
rebounding./ 1:1,'.47.1 a'.,O has more ha,,: !a: ..0
ears Two
talent. which is why the ifix.siers .utter'.
NC -\.\
!-Ia‘c
played well enough this season to
be seeded second. one-spot ahead \(. A A
•
of the Jay hawks.
, t2.
"The biggest thing with Indiana
is we have to do a heck of a job
a‘.1.'
a hearing
defensively to get a hand in their
committee,'
shooter's face." Kansas coach Roy. '.1St utn.eO. director Michael
Williams said. "Florida States
4
D. Stric- kland said. "B,1
heck of a rebounding team. but ear- - not.og :n .he hook that allow
s
ly in the second half against India- for .1. We're trying to get
the
na last week all the rebounds tbev comm..ttec to hear the case
on
got. were the ones that came.out. of/
.incre's a fairness
the nets. and I could get those" :ssuc to this case. The other semifinal matches conAlter graduating from high
trasting style. Top-seeded Arkan- school. JacksOn attended Wilbersas. looking for a second straight force College in Ohio, which
trip to the Final Four. averages just didn't have a basketball progover 100 points a game and does it ram. He sat out a year, and
with a relentless pressure defense. trans(erred to Southern Illinois,
The Crimson Tide. which -con- where ne did not participate in
trolled the tempo but lost to basketball. A year at -John A.
/
Loyola-Marymount 62-60 in the Logan Junior College and a
round of 16 last year, wins with year as a Racer arc his only
good old-fashioned man-to-man basketball seasons, hut his fiveD oes -o.
include ig,ft cert f cates. cataog s r- g sa or ; ov'ah
defense.
year clock has expired.
e
clearance items May rot De
for cas~ .used 'or payment or acco-/-. or co-r,
"I'm not sure that wasn't a
MSU has drafted the help . of
ru-er JCPenney coupon j
game Alabama could have run in OVC commissioner Dan Beebe
Valid March 22 Only
and won,- Arkansas coach Nolan in order to get Jackson his day
Richardson said. "I thought Alaba- in court. Murray did get a sixth
ma had the better athletes on the year from baseball pitch
er Rick
Salon Hours:
floor against Mary-mount. Alabama Grogan, who had to
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
leave.
Store Hours:
Mon.-Frl. 10-8
did a great job in controlling thc school after being hit by
a line
Murray, Ky 42071
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sat. 10-6
tempo, but I don't see us as a drive, but if took 10 mont
hs to •
Sun. 12:30-6:00 Sun. 1-5
Marymount."
Office Phone 759-1400
Settle the case.
759-9811
Alabama may be hampered by
"This is not something that is
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
injuries. Leading scorer James going to- happen quickly,"
'IWO IC•••••• C•••••••• in•
Robinson (16.7 ppo is nursing a
Strickland said. "But we're
(Coned on page 11)
going to do everything we can.

Laurel, Clay advance in girls' state tour

ney

et

Coaches still search for way to beat

Rebels

NE DAY ONLY
Friday, March 22

JCPenney

Murray

OFF

°/o

•

You choose the item — we'll take 30'
° off the
regular price! One item only. Just in
time for Easter!
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Actions& Reactions
Baseball
NEW YORK - Philadelphia Philles outfielder
Lenny Dykstra was placed on one year's probe
non by commissioner Fay Vincent because of
his gambling activities Dykstra, who last week
lietified to losing $78.000 dunng poker games
in Mississippi, must report to the commiss
ioner's office on a regular basis during the probationary period Further gambling activity will
result in more severe discipline. the commissioner said
CINCINNATI - Cincinnati Reds managing
partner Mange Schott is likely to reman hospitalized over the weekend recovering from an
undisclosed ailment. a spokeswoman said
Schott, 62, checked herself into Jewish Hospnal
last Friday complaining of exhaustion and flu
like symptoms Hospital spokeswoman Anita
Jerger sad Schott's c.ondrtion was unchanged
She remains in stable condition in the intensive
cafe unit

Football
KOHALA Hawei - NFL owners modified the
in the grasp" rule in a way that should give
quarterbacks such as John Elway and Randall
Cunningham more leeway to scramble The
Proposal by Jerry Seeman, the league's new
supervisor of officials, dainties a rule that
has
been one of the NFL's most controversial since
it took effect in 1978 Seeman said the new rule
would take effect only when the man is being
held up and there are other defenders to grab
him Al the same time, the NFL extende
d the
ban on end zone dernonstralons to the sideline. making, for example. the Cincinnati Ben
gals subject to a fine if okey Woods does his
'Ickey Shuttle- on the sidelines In addition,
owners also made 12 other changes in rules
aryl interpretations, including one that forbids a
dfCipkiCk beyond the line of scnrnmage

WEST CHESTER. Pa — Az least 17 students
from Glen Mills High School were injured when
a section of bleachers collapsed at the end of a
Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association playoff game Witnesses said the bleachers
in West Chester University's Hollinger Halt
folded up minutes after the end of the Glen
M.113' 64-62 victory over Chester in the Class
AAAA Eastern Regional final. Some of the students appeared to get trapped in na folded
oieacher seats, white others tell to the gymnasium floor Al least six of the victims were taken
out of the gymnasium on stretchers
BRANFORD, Conn - Corey Crowder of Kentucky Wesleyan was named Division II player of
17ie year by the National Association of Bassetball COaCheS Crowder, a 6-foot-5 forward from
Carrollton. Ga , averaged 19 3 points in four
seasons at Kentucky Wesleyan

SUNDAY NIGHT MIXED
TEAM
W L
Shoneya
314 124
Chadwick SheIVGinsieng
28
16
Buchanan Cisinbut ng
28 16
Tawas
254
196
Team e8
25 19
Team a i 2
24 20
The Poem
21.4 221.
Compate Auto RaPair
21 23
Strikers
19 25
Odd Ccuples
IC 26
Team 85
182€
Guess Who"
t727
Team e9
1628
Double Trout.*
15 79
• .
High Series Haulms's
Men - -tease Darnell i660) Women - Darlene Villker.
son (6281
High Satin Scratch
Men - Jima Dame* (6601 Women - Darlene Wilkerson 15381 •
High Gam* Handicap
Men - Dan Dillon 259!. Women - Mcke Agncoia
(239)
High Game Scratch
Man - Joss* Darnell 12371 Women - Nancy Buchanan 2021 Darlene Valisison 1202)
YOUNG AMERICAN ALLIANCE
DIVISION A

TEAM W I.
Prime Swine ,n1
Team 85
Anbusters iii
Team 57
Team 16
Team 02
Demented Women

DIVISION 13

496'4 2219
Wt
,
;
29 43
23'. 94
64 32
51'4 444
49 47
42 54
41'4 544
40 56

DIVISION C

68 28
64 32
63 33
56 40
51 45
47 49
35 61

• • •
High Sense Handicap
•
A Boys -'By Ports 1334i A Girs - Amoy
Bobber
13191 8 Boys - Greg Atkins ,647, B One - Candica
Fan 15631 C Boys - Tommi
ns [605 C Gins Mary Ann Todd i622)
High Sines Scratch
A Boys- Bobby Potts i136i A Girls - Ashley BeOber
12111 13 Boys - Greg Atkins 14711 B Gins - Wendy
Gibber .375), C Boys - lAchael Barnen t5321. C Girls
- Mary Ann Todd 14781
High Game Handicap
A Boys - Bobby Pons i'1341 A Girls - ASnhey &Ober
171( B Boys - Grog Atkins 12401 8 Girls - Candice
Fan (179). C Boys - lacteal Barnett 12131, Jayson
1(0
,
61 ant Kew,Samos i2.31 C Oils - Angel aur•
keen (221)
High Game Scratch
A Boys - Bobby Potts (85) A Girls - Asniey Bobber
01 71, 13 Boys - Greg Atk;ns
B Girls - WenCi
Bobber 1124), C Boys - Jayson Kelley 94, C Gins Angel &Moen 1.66,

STOCKTON, Calif - The University of
Pacif• it's basketball program was placed
on probation for two years by the NCAA
because it paid
for airline tickets for two players
Pacific
have nrscholarsnips cat froth
15 10 14 during
both the 1991-92 and 1992-93 seasons
. University president Bill Atchley said stronger
pFinaites were avoided 'because the
school turned
itself in

Tennis
KEY BISCAYNE. Ha
- Unseeded David
Wheaton defeated fourth-seeded Andre
Agassi
6-0. 7-5 in the men's fourth round
and seconig:
seeded Monica Sales beat 14-year-old konnitgc
Capra!! 2-6. 6-1, 6-4 in the women's
quanerfnats of the International
Players Championships

W L
744 37'4
69.4 474
6846
65 47
.64 48
62 50

• • •
High Series Handicap
Stacey Fhnenows (6701
High Swum Scratch
Lois Smth 1561)
High Game Handicap
Stacey P1190961 12811
High Gams Scratch
Stacey Pitiengrir (2351

TEAM W I.
Rights & Lens
Fast Fletaffs
Murray Monegans
Team at
Brooklyn. Brawlers
Team I5

NCAA

MAGIC TRI LEAGUE
TEAM
&wry s Food Giant
The Mane Event
- Buchanan Distlxitrg
Valens Construct or
Twin Lakes Shorans 1110
Wikerson Roofing

62 50
55 57
544 574
494 624
47 65
41'4 704
384 794
33 79

Team all

TEAM
Team al
Team 62
Team II

Basketball

Bowling scores

Peoples Bank
Go Getters
Teem 610
Thurman Furnture
Hodge Noel I Assoc
Chadwick ShwilGinseng

TEAM
Pubkc foe
HaffIS Welding
F,rtrell Tile
127 Food mail
St LOOS 1(0tC
Tole Gate
Vingfooi Goff
•

DiLLER OR DOLLAR
W L
64 4:
'4 5C
58, 55 .
66 58
64 SC
63 6C ,
554 68

• • •
High Series Handicap
Team - Hams Winding ila9C1 inovickal - Party
ka,
ns 1655)
High Series Scratch
Tear.- Hams Welding 06621 tnetvIdual - Patty
Han75621
High Game Heridicap
Team - Hams Wetting 66' -O.rdua' - Prty
12381
High Gen,* Scratch
Tea- -lams Weidng '585
-Pa-.

MSU's All-American ...
(Coni'd from page 10)
barely missing .the championship
heat.
"I don't think I was in the right'
frame of mind," Straughn said of
his 1990 performance. "My goal
this year was not to be awed. I
really had a lot of confidence
because of the way I had ran the
week before. The school-record in
the 400 really gave me a lot of confidence."
A school record mark of 46.1 at
the Last Chance Meet at Middle
Tennessee in late February put
Straughn back in Indianapolis. He
finished fifth, and won AllAmerican honors. That kind of
improvement shows Narewski what
kind of metal Straughn is made of.
"He made steady progression,"
Narewski said. "It tells us that
we're getting the job done."
This former cricket player will
also be competing in the PanAmerican Games in Havana, Cuba
this summer, and after he completes his Murray State career next
spring, heads on the Olympic
Games in Barcelona.
"Every year, I recycle my
goals," Straughnj said. "1 want to
keep running the best I can. This
year, judging from how I performed in Indianapolis, I really feel
I can finish in the top three at the
outdoors in the 400..
Straughn is the latest in a long
run of MSU track stars from Bar-

'Breds fall
at Ole Miss
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
fell short in a ninth-inning rally
and lost a 5-4 decision to the Ole
Miss Rebels Wednesday.
Down 5-2, Murray pushed two
runs across the play, but Brian
Maxcy of Ole Miss closed the door
by striking out Murray's Shane
Wietzel to end the game.
Jason Haner doubled and Jeff
Brown drove in a run during ht
erally.
Murray State fell to 4-6 with the
loss, while starter Pat Schmitt took
the decision.
Murray opens OVC play Saturday at home against Morehead
State.

bados. He gave up cricket in order
to focus on track, and his focus has
paid off.
"Seibert is very quiet and very
focused," Narewski said. "He's
here to get an education and to run
fast. He has lofty goals, both intermediate and long-term. He's looking at running and running fast and
Barcelona in 1992, and in Atlanta
in 1996."
.-But, for now, it's-running for-the
Racers, and getting his degree."
"My number one priority is to
get my degree." Straughn said. "I
would like to teach and coach one
day."
• • • •
The Racers Races are part of a
busy sports weekend at Murray
State.
Tennis opens the action on Friday, as bot the men's and women's
teams will be in action. The Racers
host Western Kentucky on the Purcell Courts at 2:30 p.m., while the
women play Evansville at 3 p.m.
On Saturday, the Murray men face
!Aphis State at 9 a.m.
The Thoroughbred baseball team
opens OVC play with a doubleheader on Saturday against Morehead State, beginning at 1 p.m. The
Eagles and the 'Breds will play a
single game on Sunday, beginning
at 1:30 p.m.
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Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

By The Associated Press
Jose Rijo finished the 1990 season for the Cincinnati Reds
and he
wants to start 1991.
So when Lou Piniella decided that Tom Browning would be his
opening day pitcher. Rijo didn't take it very well.
"I don't think it's fair," Rijo said. "I have respect for Tom Browni
ng.
He's a great pitcher. But when Lou picks Browning, he's showing
me no
respect. He's playing with my head, and I don't like it."
Browning has made two opening day starts for the Reds,
and his 93
career wins are tops on the Reds' pitching staff. Rijo believe
s he deserves
the nod after winning two World Series games and the Series
MVP
award.
"From the way I pitched the last two months, I thought I'd
be the
opening day starter," Rijo said. "I thought I'd earned it, numbe
rs-wise.
But I guess it's not how good you do. It's where you
stand with the
manager."
Piniella said Rijo's dental problems during spring workou
ts contributed
to the decision to go with Browning. Rijo had two wisdo teeth
m
removed
and missed several days of practice.
"Jose had the tooth problems, and it set him back," Piniell
a said.
"This will give him a couple more days to get ready.
"
California's Bert Blyleven is likely to miss opening day, too. But
another reason. His arm is not responding quickly following offsea for
son
surgery.
"It doesn't look like Bert's going to be able to make it," Angels
manager Doug Rader said. "If he can't pitch by opening day, he'll
go on the
disabled list.
Also on the injury front, Darryl Strawberry's strained right hamstr
muscle continues to improve, although he hasn't played in a game ing
since
March -11.
"I'm very encouraged," the Dodgers outfielder said. "I'd
like
playing by this weekend. I'm making good progress and I'm happy to be
about
it."
Dodgers right-hander Orel Hershiser threw the ball on the side
as he
continues his recovery from reconstructive shoulder surgery
performed
last April. Hershiser played long toss to test his shoulder. He develo
tenderness in last weekend, interrupting his rehabilitation progra ped
m.
"What we wanted to do today was see if the pain was gone
and it's
gone," Hershiser said. "The big thing will be when I wake
up in the
morning and see how I feel."
•
Another pitcher on a comeback. Houston's Mike Scott, was pulled
from
his first spring training start and threw three innings in
an intrasquad
game instead.
—We just thought he'd be more comfortable over here where'
s there's
no pressure facing their hitters," Astros manager Art Howe
said. "We
wanted him to get off on the right foot and not get the adrenalin going
too
soon."
Scott, who underwent arthroscopic surgery Dec. 11, threw 47 pitches
against his teammates instead of throwing against the Boston Red Sox.
"I had no pain at all," Scott said. "I went out there in the second
inning and actually threw as hard as I could. It wasn't going very fast
but
in spring that's normal for me so I was encouraged by it."
Baltimore first baseman Glenn Davis will miss a few more exhibition
games because of a neck injury. He said that he would be playing
if it
were the regular season.
"It's'coming along,— Davis said. "I figure it might take about four
or
five days or games, but at this point in time it's no big deal. I still have
plenty of time to get my work in and get back in there and start playing."
In exhibition games, a Boston split squad beat Housto
n 4-3, Montreal
beat the New York Yankees 9-7; Minnesota beat-Texas
3-0, Kansas City
beat Cincinnati 3-2, another Riui Sox squad beat a Chicag
o
split squad 7-1, the New York Mets beat Baltimore 9-4, Los White Sox
Angeles beat
Philadelphia 7-5, St. Louis beat another White Sox squad
4-1, Detroit beat
Toronto 2-1 in 13 innings, California beat a Milwaukee
split squad 13-6.
the Chicago Cubs beat a Seattle split squad 6-5 and
San
Cleveland 4-1 in 10.innings. Brewers and Mariners split Diego beat
squads were
rained out Wednesday night.

That's
State Farm
insurance."

East
Top-seeded North Carolina is
making its 11th straight appearance
in the round of 16 under coach
Dean Smith. But the 'Tar' Heels
have not reached the Final Four
since 1982 and Smith is not taking
12th-seeded Eastern Michigan
lightly.
"I probably don't need to do any
more than tell my team that they
represent the same conference that
Ball State did last year." Smith
said. "Ball State beat Louisville
and then lost to by two points to
Nevada-Las Vegas. And this Eastern Michigan team beat Ball State
at Ball State last year."
Oklahoma State, the third seed,
will have to shut down Mark
Macon to beat 10th-seeded Temple.
AS' a freshman, Macon had one of
his worst games at the Meadowlands, shooting 6-for-29 in -a loss to
Duke in the Eastern finals.
Macon has put that memory to
rest.
"It was behind me after the
game was over," he said. "I'm not

Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

•
":;•."

Pro basketball
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Attanoc Diviaon
WI Pct, GB
Boston
50 18 735 Phledelpha
37 29 561 12
New York
34 33 507 15'A
Washington
23 42 354 254
Nevi Jersey
22 44 333 27
Marro
20 47 299 29A
Control Division
.-Chicago
50 15 769 41 26 612 10
aMiaaukes
40 27 5
;
:
15230392552
9 1213,e4
Atlanta
37 10
inaana
33 34
Cleveland
23 42
Crahorte
'9 46
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W L Pot GB
Utah
43 22 66' ii-San Antonio
42 22 656
4
Houston
41 24 631 2
Dalai
24 41 369 19
Orlando
21 43 326 214
lAnnesota
21 44 323 22
Denver
18 48 273 25A
Pacific Division
N-Portland
48 18 727 z-LA Laws
48 19 716
aPhoem.
46 20 697 2
Golder Slate
35 30 538 17/,
Seas*
31 34 477 164
LA Clovers
23 44 343 25.4

SacrameMo
16 46 .261 29
cc:km:red playoff bora
Wednoodey's Genie,
Boston 102 Washington 81
inaana 117 Main 107
Nee Jersey 118 Minnesota 111 OT
New York 102 Cleveland 97
Phiadeohia 107, Detroit 103
Chicago 129 Atlanta 107
Phoeni, 110, Dallas 96
Utah 106. Damao 96
Seat* 114, LA Laws 106
Portland 100 LA Uppers 96
Thursday's Games
San Antonio at Orlando 630 p m
Sacramento ii Houston 730 pm
Charlotte at Utah 710 pm
Denver at Golden State 8 IC p
fndaye Gaines
Bowan at Indiana 610 pm
San Antonio at Mans. 630 pm
Chcago at PTiladespha 630 p in
New Jersey at Divot. 7 pm
Clevoiand al Minnesota 7 p m
Atianta vs Washington at Barsmore 7 p rn
New Yoh at Danes 7 30 D "
7
Seattle at Phoenix 830 pm
Charlotte at LA Mows 930pm
kereaukee al LA Lasers 930pm
Saturday's Games
Mame at Atlanta 610 pm
New Jersey at Clarmand 630 pm
Dear at Orlando 6 30 p m
Philadelphia at Washington. 630 pm
Indiana at Chicago 730 pin
New York at HouittOn. 730 pm
Mioaukee at Denver 8 30 pm
lAnnesola at Utah 530 pm
LA Clippers at Golden Stale 9 IC o m
Fihnehi at Sacramento 9 30 Om

•

Larry Krouse Insurance
/05 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)
739-9888

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS Ale;t4
AND GARDEN TILLERS
—Prices To Fit Any
Budget—

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.

753-2571 or 753-4110

COMPARE MY RATES
On
•Life •Health •Annuities
-Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
•Medicare Supplements

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt

Dan
McNutt, AA!
753-4451

407 Maple St.

•

KARATE

Coaches still ...
(Cone from page 10)
bad knelsand has seen limited practice time, while leading rebounder
Robert Horry (8.0) has been
bothered by a groin pull sustained
early in the season.

--•

a person who reads slats all the

Midwest
Connecticut lost both its regularseason Big East meetings against
St. John's. The Huskies would like
nothing better than to get a third
chance in an all-Big East final, but
it won't be easy.
Top-seeded Ohio State has five
key players who were part of the
1989 club that lost to St. John's in
the NIT final. They haven't
forgotten.
"I don't remember much about
that game except getting our rear
&ids kicked," the Buckeyes' Treg
Lee said. "I can iust see visions of
Jayson Williams slashing to the
basket again and again."
UConn will also get a chance to
avenge a painful loss. The Huskies
lost to Duke 79-78 in last year's
Eastern final on a buzzer-beater by
Christian Laettner.
"I don't look at it as revenge
because they hit the jump shot
against us," Connecticut coach Jim
Calhoun said. "Anytime you get
the opportunity to play against a
Duke, a UCLA, and hopefully
someday a Connecticut, it's great.
We have the opportunity to really
help ourselves by beating that kind
of team."

Now accepting people interes
ted in learning ka;Me
rate for self-defense. Beginning class starts March 20, 1991. Separate
classes for adults and children.
II

1 Week Free

No Obligaiton

If Interested Contact

Darnell's Academy of Martial Arts
113 South 4th
4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.

Murray, KY 42071
753-3204

Instant Installation of
HBO & Cinemax
This Monday - Friday!
Save sin
xu On Installation
Call Murray Cablevision, 753-5005 between
9 a.m. and 3 p.m. and we'll hook you up
in 4 hours or give you your first
month of HBO or Cinemax
EREM

NOW OPEN!

Check Us Out
When you have a facility as good as ours,
you let it speak for itself.

Veterinary

753-7283

Come By & See The Q-Rabbit
This Friday 1-4 p.m.
Free Popcorn,
Prizes and Fun!

Medical

Home of AIwon,.• Anest Rod.rs

Upcoming Highlights

Center

Joe vs. The Volcano
Blind Fury
Bad Influence
Hunt For Red October

Jeannine Buchanan, DVM
Patty Howard, Marcia Key, Susan Thorn

CABLE
VISIIIN

753-7011
7L5 S. 12th St. (Formerly Headquarters)

970 Chestnut St.
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ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT

--••••••••••••

Prints, drawings
now on exhibit
at Eagle gallery

Sc

Playwrights' festival features
dramatic works by area residents

"Delusions of Mortality" an
xhibition of recent drawings,
i'rints and ceramics by artist Paula
:lien Snead. opens March 20, connuing through March 31 in the
pper level of the Eagle Gallery. A
:ception is planned for Friday,
-larch 22 at 7 p.m., fifth floor.
• rice Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Snead has an affinity for pen and
k. Her drawings are very intricate
-Id detailed. Snead says of her
.,.ork, "I am also interested in the
..hite of the paper and its use in
-orks of limited imagery." Objects
.ound in a rural situation are the
.ubject of her work. Snead draws
the things that she encounters and
'inds the most interesting. She
elates bcs: to the country life.
orne:imes thinking herself a Ironic woman dropped into the wrong
.entury.
The daughter of Esonne Al:en
.nd the late William E. Allen of
Futon. Tenn. Snead is a
:991 candidate for a Bachelor of
"me Arts degree from Murray
;tate University.

•
If looks could kill, these young ranch hands would be in trouble
in.this scene from Shakespeare's -Tamine,
of the Shrew." Playhouse in the Park's production of
the comedy classic is set in the old west where
Petruchio t Rick ,Jobs', left, returns to his ranch to find things
disorderly and unprepared. David Graves,
Joey Royalty. Ellen Carpenter and Katie %lc Neary play the frighte
ned sersants. The play opens tomorrow.
For more information. call 759-1752.

Taming of the Shrew' opens tomorrow
-1'ne J arri:ng ot the Shrew - was one of ShakesTheatre was modelled after the inns of the day." says
peare's earliest pla‘s and may well be one of hir
'Valentine.
best-know.n comedies today. Just last summer Joseph
The transition from medieval Italy to the Old West
Papp (lid a celebrated production of "Shrew" with his
is no problem. The central government of Italy was
Shakespeare En Central Park company. in Nw York
weak and distant, and princes and warlords conCit‘
trolled areas by force and arms. Very much like the
Thep'ot of -The Taming of the Shrew- is
cattle barrons and railroaders of the American West.
• • • Bapttsta. Mtnola played by Bill Phillips in the
Social order was maintained through the families.
has two daughters: The fiery. churches and traditions. Very much like the strong.
7,7 ne Holly. Bloodworth), and the
independent people of the frontier with the leader;a:N. Mahoney.). Bianca has
ship of a gun-slinging sheriff.
Eatner won't let her marry
The second twist in the Murray production is Valfor the less desirable
entine's choice to cast seven supporting roles with
young performers. The roles are traditionally cast
with
adults but are ably filled by members of the
iar.ded rover out to
seek n.,
\/
1
4..7;:n n.
nds that Katherine will Children's Theatre Company: Ellen Carpenter. Ash••••:,
7.-..anriage. he decides that ley' Cleaver, Katie McNeary and Russ Cleaver; memba,:rte:or
are 0'.e.7 The wooing and taming) bers of Intermission: David Graves and Joey Royal++ezihisi It is the e'ass..: Cash between a strong-v-ilied ty; and a member of the Young Actors' Guild: Jenny
Thomas.
4.omar.arid a frec•s;...;r:ted man.
So. medieval Italy. classic English comedy and the
Si ores :hc
.Ac:uZy there are two. Firs:. Americ
an West will get together on the stage at Play17.:. AT":
the pl.ay in an house in the Park,.
wrapped in rawhide and ready to
.E.ErEEn
"Bella t)onna.-EE in the
please.
desHz-7er ke Pope Is providing
Performances are scheduled for March 22. 23, 29
•s -,E\ b,,ts and Stetsons. According to
and 30. at 8 p.m., and March 24 and 31 at 2 p.m.
17
. C Barc n the barReservations are now being taken. Call
shnek.77;
i502-917,
N
,Irro, were perThis production is sponsored by the People's Bank
arid the Globe of Murray and by the Bank of Murray
. •

Slide lecture
ko be presented
it MSU tonight
Gerald Ferstrnan. a painter and
:Tin:maker from Lexington. will
a slide lecture of his acrylic.
- -nylar paintings at 7. p.m.
• a- E. 'March 21) in Room 423 of
a 7a M. Eagle Gallery on the
State University campus.
i'erstman has been an Associate
- srofessor of Art at the University
Kentucks. since 19'70. Recent
xn:'-4itions ncludc the Lou:-.
Waler Tower Ann..a:."
Ec.',.ador"
Kingn-Ear.
oar:Ida:ions Ga..ery.
aor. .A7: .j,7'.c>Cn
an;:`
"Kentae0 Gra:77
Headley-V.:hi:nes Mu

Art on exhibit in Curris Center Gallery
The. Banner of. the Black Bull
:xhibition by William R. S
.., be on view March 2,
the Curris Center
±,e C..rr'iS Studer:: Center Ln
...:1711;IS of Murray State Cr.11,er
.Sione will present a dozen'
illustrations" in his bac,
,_:ate exhjelt'ion. The illu••.•._
- are cf stories, written
: It !Kathleen

PRESENTED BY BLjSINESS COMMITTEE FOR
THE ARTS

.q.iditions for 'The Statue' to be Monday
The f-..nal
.
_a, • •
vx es: Kentucky filaswr:::.n.,
late April. "t4C
--Ja-son WoOds.
ha(.• iL•:-•
islarith 2' a: _
:heatre in May f'c
direc. :e
K.rcriase Players will

farch 21 —
Concert — U.S. Navy Band. free. 8 p.m.. Lovett
Auditorium.
%larch 21, 23, 24, 29, 30 and 31 —
Play — "The Taming of the Shrew." admission. Fridays
and Saturday at 8 p.m., Sundays at 2 p.m.. Playhouse in the
Park.
Afarch 24 —
Exhibition — "Regional Images." opening and awards
given. free,
- Murray Art Guild:
Recital — Scott Erickson. John Schlabach and Rithard Scott: frL.s:
n m.. 'Farrell Recital Hall of Doyle Fine Arts Center_
March 28 —
Concert — Jane Powell, blues singer. free. 7:31)
Curris Center
March 29, 30, April ,4, ,5 and 6 .—
Thetre production — "Blue Collar Blues." admissi
on.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre of Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Through March 31 —
Exhibition — Works by MSU faculty. free. Eagle
Gallery. Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

In just three years, the West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival has introduced 20 new dramatic works and 13 new playwrights to Kentucky audiences. Two of the festival plays have been published by Dramatic Publishing Company, and one of the playwrights has received playwriting
grants from the Kentucky Arts Council and the Kentucky Foundation for
Women.
Last year's festival was covered in USA Today, mainly because of the
unusual span of ages of the playwrights — the youngest was 12 and the.
oldest was a grandfather. This year's festival will be celebrated in Murray
at Playhouse in the Park April 19-21 and 26-28. On May 31 and June I,
three of the shoes will travel to Louisville, where they will be performed
in the MeX Theatre at the Kentucky Center for the Arts.
Michael Bigelow Dixon, literary' manager of the Actors' Theatre of
Louisville and guest dramaturg of the festival for the past three years, has
been so impressed with the festival that he said this: "To have so much
native talent in one region is impressive, but to see that talent encouraged
and supported as it is by the staff, board, and volunteers at the Playhouse
in the Part is something and rare."
,
The West Kentucky Playwrights' Festival is not just the effort of the
Playhouse in the Park; it is truly a regional project. Playwrights from
Paducah. Mayfield, Murray and Cadiz. Ky., as well as Paris. Tenn. have
participated. Though they are performed at the community theater in Murray..the plays are cast and directed by area theaters, and actors and actresses have hailed from a number of West Kentucky counties.

Roy Davis, co-chairman for the Business Council for the
Arts, judges
one of the many paintings submitted for the Murray
Art Guild's
annual juried competition, "Regional Images," while Patrici
a Clark,
president of the Murray Art Guild, looks on. Many paintin
gs submitted in the competition depict area landmarks. The
opening of the
exhibition and a reception will be held from 1-4 p.m.
on Sunday,
March 24. Awards will be presented that afternoon. The
exhibit is a
result of competition between artists from Murray and the
surrounding area.

Area school children to view opera
Area school children -will attend
"Something to Sing About!" presented by Kentucky Opera GoRound... on March 25 and 26.
Directed by David Berger. this .production is. the next offering in the
Murray Civic Music Association's
"Especially for YOuth" series.
The performance includes original .dialogue using great music
from the master opera composers.
Two young singers and a pianist
will present a lively introduction to
opera. with costumes and props.
stressing student involvement.
The March 25 performance will

----„

.„

„

The Market House Theatre is
currenriy- preparing for ii; spri_ng
tour of Story Theatre to regional
elementaly.schools. _ _
• The Story Theatre. Troupe Will
he presenting "Rumplestiltskin," a
musical adaptation of the beloved
tale about a braggart baker who
,gets her daughter in trouble by
boasting to the queen that she-can

.

LLMENTS
NOW ACCEPTED!

...Teach reading in kindergar
ten?
WE Do!
...Extended school day?
Available from 6:30 a.m. until as late
as 5:30 p.m.
...Kindergarten graduation?
Complete with cap and gown.

••"T„,"'„•-3:
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Quasar
Entertainment Center
520 per wk.
-With this ad-

Call 753-7744

!

FOR B

Remote VCR with on
sceen s8 per wk.
Remote 19" TV
SlOGI) per wk.

[
SUBJECTS OF STUDY
—
•Bible •Phonics •Reading •Seatwork •Printin
g •Math *Science *Art & Music

s;.‘.!
c .-

THESE WEI
NOT THE M
PICKED
WHERE AR
THE MEN :
PMCKED ?I

Specials

8.30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Noon-3 p.m.

"

spin straw into gold. The daughter
must produce the gold or she loses
her head. A magical dwarsrs to
help — but -there's a---c-tta.TThedaughter must give him her firstborn child
With some creative assistance
from the audience, the mischievous
Riimplestiltsktn .is thwarted and a
lesson is learned by all. This lighthearted and entertaining story will
delight audiences in grades K-5.
Don Maley portrays Rumplestiltskin with Sherry Shadle as the
baker's daughter, April Cochran as
the baker, and Janice Peterson as
the queen.
- "Rumplestiltskin" runs about 40
minutes and is available for afternoon performances from April 8 to
the end of the school year. For
booking information, contact April
Cochran at the Market House
Theatre at (502) 444-6828, Tuesday through Friday. from If) a.m.-4
p.m.

CATHY

'RENT-TO-OWN'

FALL CLASS SCHEDULE

Kindergarten 5 Year Olds
Kindergarten 4 Year Olds

be at Murray Middle School and
Calloway Middle School. The
garch 26 performance will be at
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University' campus for child
men grades K-5.
The "Especially for Youth"
series is a cooperative effort of the
Murray Civic Music Association.
the Murray Woman's Club, Murray
State University, the West Kentucky' Educational Cooperative, the
Murray City Schools, the Calloway
County Schools, the Kentucky' Arts
Council, the Southern Arts Federation. and the National Endowment
for the Arts.

Story Theatre to present Rumplestiltskin'

:MOMS & DADS
KINDERGARTEN ENRO
T T

1

Art competition

Week of Registration March 2529 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.

..-•

Adult
intereste
mdepeni
State Ur
tunity tc
ram at
To uti
tween I
Commui
schedult
5 and ft
Sessic
Room 11
Murray.

753-7670

EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY

R Rentals

Hwy. 94, One Mile East

Central Shoeing Center
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Seminar will explain Murray's BIS program
Adult or non-traditional students
interested in pursuing a bachelor of
independent studies degree at Murray
State University will have an opportunity to learn more about the program at a seminar April 5-6.
To utilize interactive television between Murray State and Paducah
Community College, the seminar is
scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. April
5 and from 9 a.m. to noon April 6.
Sessions will be offered each day in
Room 152 of the Business Building at
Murray State and in Room 118 of the

Or

be•
ay
1,
ed

Student Center for Fine Arts at PCC,
according to Mary Boaz, interim
director of the BIS program.
She explained that the fee of $25
includes a package of information
about the BIS program, which is the
only one of its kind in Kentucky. The
deadline to register for the seminar is
April 1.
Persons interested in exploring a
BIS degree; Which is offered through
the Center for Continuing Education
and Academic Outreach at Murray
State. will need to obtain transcripts of

THE FAR SIDE

previous college experience prior to
the seminar, she emphasized.
They can obtain an applicatiori for
the seminar or get additional information by calling 762-4159 or 1-800669-7654 from outside Calloway
County.
The BIS program provides greater
flexibility in scheduling classes for

of
as
ch
ed
SC
he
ye
1r;S-

DEAR CONFUSED: You appear to be far more mature than
your older sister. The principle
of unconditional forgiveness is

"We're in luck, Zorko!"
B LON DIE
AND WRY

SuGGESrhie

SUGGGSTIVE,
TOO

1•Uoic_ A

MANY, 10.,

*5*
CONFIDENTIAL TO THINKS
HE'S A WINNER IN WEST PALM
BEACH:
A winnersays,"Let'sfind our;
a loser says,"Nobody knows."
A winner makes commitments; a loser makes promises.
A winner says,"I'm good, but
not as good as I ought to be"; a
loser says,"I'm not as bad as a lot
of other people."
A winner credits his "good
luck"for winning--even though
it wasn't his good luck; a loser
blames his "bad luck" for losing
— even though it wasn't his bad
luck.
A winner listens; a loser just
waits until it's his turn to talk.
A winner respects those who
are superior to him and tries to
learn from them;a loser resents
the superiority of others and
tries to find chinks in their
armor.
A winner does more than his
job; a loser says, "I only work
here.",
A winner says,"I fell"; a loser
says,"Somebody pushed me.".

(Postage is included.)

_

rscf

admirable, provided neither
party uses it to take advantage
of the other.Such is not the case
with Jenny and her boyfriend.
If Jenny is looking for a lasting romance, she will have to
find someone more mature than
a kid who takes what he wants,
has no respect for women and is
spiteful to boot. Tell your sister
that unless she is very, very
careful, she could wind up with
a pregnancy, a sexually transmitted disease, or both. And her
boyfriend is neither mature nor
caring enough to accept respon.
sibility for either.

To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
Letters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-Size. self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for 83.95 184.50
in Canada,to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447. Mount Morris. III. -61054.

CALVIN and HOBBES
YAW WI BED AND 1
tA`i BREAKFAS-r
AS,:kr! I'M OFF TO
SCHOOL NOW'

-

rim
..!

ij
CATHY
THESE WERE
NOT THE MEN
I PICKED
WHERE ARE
THE MEN I
PICKED??

NONE Of
-THE MEN
YOU PICKED
PICKED VOLI

rTHE MEN I PICKED CAME
IN, LOOKED AT MY TAPE
AND DIDN'T PICK ME ?"

ElassifiEds

adult students who have other obligations such as work or family. Ms.
Boaz. said participants will be involved in discussions of alternative
credit opportunities, including contract learning, correspondence
courses, television courses, experimental credit and challenge examinations.

010

'THE SAME MEN WHO WERE
'SEARCHING FOR A WOMAN Of
DEPTH AND SENSMV1PI REJECTED ME ON THE BASIS Of A
THREE-FAIKIUTE VIDEOTAPE ??

40u DIDN'T
EVEN LOOK
AT THIS ONE
CFITHY.

I DOKTT
LIKE THE vim
HIS NE IS
TOED ok)
DIE BOX.

PI IMF NOTICE

010

Isom
Notice

NNW
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The follow ing estate fi

PUBLIC NOTICE
Sealed bids will be received by the Mayor and
Council,City of Murray,Kfntucky, and the Board
of Education, Murray Independent School System,
at the,office of the City Clerk, Murray City Hall,
located at 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky, until 2:00 p.m. on the 1st day of 4iii1,1991.
as required for resurfacing and recoating of five
existing regulation tennis courts. Copies of the
plans and specifications may be obtained from the
City Clerk's office.

by Abigail Van Buren

DEAR ABBY: My sister."Jenny.is 20 years old. Her boyfriend is 17.
.They have been together almost a
year. She says she's in love" with
him, and they started sleeping together last year.
A few months ago.he forced Jenny
to have sex with him against her
will. She told him it was rape. He
said it was .a misunderstanding. He
apologized, and she took him back.
A Couple of months later they had
a big fight, and afterward he slept
with another girl. He admitted he
did it to make her mad, and she
forgave him. They're still together!
/Abby. I'm confused. I'm 19 years
old and I thought people who loved
.each other were good to each other.
I'm worried about my sister, but ill
tell our mother. Jenny will never
forgive me.
How can I get her to see this guy
is no good'? Jenny thinks that if you
love someone you forgive him unconditionally. Please don't publish my
name or my city. IfJenny knew I was
writing, she'd he furious — hut I
don't know where to turn.
CONFUSED

PAGE 13
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DEAR ABBY

By GARY LARSON

THURSDAY, MARCH 21, 1991

PUBLIC NOTICE
KRS
2I6B.300-216B.320
and
KRS
2168.990(7) passed by the 1990 General Assembly mandates the Cabinet for Human Resources to register boarding homes which accommodate three(3)or more adults not related by blood or
marriage to the owner, operator or -manager
(excluding students). Boarders shall not require
supervision or assistance related to medication,
activities of daily living or a supervised plan of
care. All boarding homes meeting this definition
and which offer room and board on a 24-hour basis
for hire or compensation shall register with the
Commonwealth of Kentucky. There are no standards or requirements to be met and no fee is
required to register.
If you are operating a boarding home, please
contactthe Purchase Area Development District at
Mayfield. Ky.. telephone 247-7171 to obtain a
Boarding Home Registration Form. Any existing
boarding home which does not register by April
30, 1991, shall be fined Si® and $10 per day
thereafter until registered. New boarding ,homes
shall register within 30 days of beginning operations. New boarding homes failing to register
shall be fined S100 and $I0 per day thereafter until
- registered, beginning with the 31st day4if operation.
Potit II • THIRD & FOURTH FLOORS
Murray Calloway County Hospital will receive bids for
the construction of THIRD AND FOURTH FLOORS of
POB II (Professional Office Building II) on South 8th
Street, Murray, Ky.,on April 9, 1991 at -10:00 P.M. local
time in the Board Room of the hospital, at which time

bids will be publicly opened and read aloud.
The project consists of adding two stones on top of
existing two story officebuilding which was designed for
such addition. The finishing of individual physician
suites for the Third Floor is also Included. The Fourth
Floor will be shelled in. The Third Floor will have one
suite included and remainder shelled in.
^Proposal forms,contract documents,including plans and
specifications shall be on file at the following locations.
Gresham Associates. Inc., 330 North Ninth St., Box
7038, Paducah. Farris, Hatcher & Tremper. Engineers,
124 S. 31st St., Paducah. West Ky. Contractors Assn.,
Paducah, and Murray, Ky. DodgeiScan, Nashville, Tn.:
Evansville, In.; Mission, Ks.
Copies of the documents may be obtained from the
Architect, Gresham Associates, Inc. on or after March
15, 1991 by a check in the amount of Fifty (S50.00)
which will be refunded in full on each set returned in
complete and good condition within fifteen (15) days
after bid opening.
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder and
acceptable- sureties in -an amount equal to five percent-(54) of. the bid shall be submitted with each bid. The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay
for satisfactory performance bond and labor and rnatenal
payment bond in the amount of 100% of the contract as
provided for in the specifications.
Prevailing wage rates are required for this project
f he Owner reserves the right to reject any or all bids or to
waive any Informalities in the bidding. No bid shall be .
withdrawn without the coilsent of the Owner for
a period
•f forty-five(45)days subsequent to the opening of bids.
- MURRAY CALLOWAY COUN'TY HOSPITAL
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8 Mountains of
Europe
12 Otherwise
13 Pedal digit
14 Tree trunk
15 Brown of
music
16 Stops
18 Wager
19 Note of scale
20 Pleat
21 Agave plant
23 Equally
24 Little
26 After-dinner
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28 People as
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LEGAL NOTIC1
A final sc'• •
accounts hat
Call,

the

Court

McClure, Adrn
tra•tsof the estate of'Mx r•:•'
Lax McClure. tteoat,:d.
Exceptions to this s.!n
ment must be flied :7' • •••,7
Calloway Distrit
on or before 00
April 1st, 1991, the date of.
hearing.
,
Ann P
.
Circuit Court 'Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts habeen filed in

the

Cal way

District

Court h
av Dalton. Act
ministratrix, of the estate
of Frances Estelle Etch.

deceased. Exceptions to
this settlement must he
filed in the Calloway Diti
trict Court on or before

9:00 a.m. April 1st, 1991,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk
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Sale
Thursday "
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Girl Scout Cookies. liule
girl clothes size 6 & 7
(name brand) lots of
other items.

220 S. 12th St.
Beside World of Soma
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IFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

COOK full time 40hrs per
week Must have expert
ence Good working conditions Pleasant atmosphere Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge 1505
Stadium View Dr EOE

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit

Dse
to
Court
ivare on 5th St
60 00 per month
iL Ted Delaney
,3-1916 for more
Drmation

Pogo

to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
1000,e Of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%). We even
pay On office calis
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information
Call:

CUSTOMER
worker needed
time Apply at
Chicken 205
Murray

GRAND
REOPENING
_f

Thank You
The children of
Doze McKendree
u-oulci like to exress our gratitude
to each of you for
,,,our
prayers,
phone calls, food.
-a'-du. ,goi.eers, and
_haritable contrz',utions during the
, death
of
our
--zother. We real
neLer forget the lore
nd concern you
e shou n. A special
thanks " to
Broun
Funeral
fig mit.
Mart',,
Kent James,
-I udl,
Kat h A. Miller,
_-,
hroader

Service
days partKy Fried
N 12th

Your Ad
Could Be
Here

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

AR D S Leather and
• wen 2 miles west of
"free local
azel on stateline road 893
claim service"
.es-L iTum west at caution
elf edge of eazel t Solid
iewelry Diamond
igs at ewest prices Blue
MATHIS
eng with diamond,
TRANSMISSION
gear $300 sale $149
Specializing
in
Herengbone chain
front wheel drive,
39 95 God nugget penoverdrive. foreign
e n: $25 Heart rings
& domestic. 12
'995 Tereuoise and
months or 12xxx
reraeg $ lye' jewelry
mile warranty.
eiear Ganda. rings $5 00
624 N. 4th
: puree embroidery supMurray. Ky.
es a.a.;atie Leather
753-6374
$12 name engraved
ae S-ake sun Pelts
'9 95 Leathe• billfolds
- 90. Leaner and snake
accessores. hat
eoot straps. buck; ogarette cases finger es gloves vests, hinged ATTRACTIVE white male
•:kets. Kenny Rogers 5 10' tali-170.bs Light
ester- snirts. Dan Post brown hair blue eyes atn
_Lrrie ant Wrangler 1st letc. educated, exceilent
,a, • 000e at ow prices, job beautiful home Am
•,....e.3ts $12995 searching for that special
ozers $8995 someone to walk hand-in
iong and hand with into the sunset
s ee.e starting a: and live happily thereafter
•_o•enis $300 Oh yeah this is for real'
.erseys $3 50_ See Phone a and photo with
,rre.nted reply to Dan 5535 E Avon
-- a•e
-:: w,M us for St Invern
ess Fi 32652
sa. ngs on
can TO
-a- way 030
e-t grade
Card
of Thanks

165

Kelp
Wanted

Notice

Antiques

SALESMAN needed to set
asphalt material around
Murray area Serious Inquiries only 901 642-6927
SOMEONE to babysit in my
home Non-smoker References required 753-8530
TSL hiring experienced
drivers Start up to 24
cents Home often Bene
fits rider program See re
cruiter Mid American Truck
Show Louisville KY Booth
652 or call .800 257 9568
WOOD-CUTTERS ante
own chain saw 753 8292
atter 6pm
090
Srtuation
Wanted

Call
753-1916

i WILL keep and care -tor a
ady or husband and wife in
my home in Hazel Exper
ienced and good refer
ences 492 85'0

HOLLAND Motor Sales
need lot assistant Minor
repair skills preferred-$170
per week 753-4461 for
interview

MAG-S Errand Serece of
fers nousesittng grooery
shopping poste- and care
irg needs co.; -5:1; 9630
Mon Fe 6 5 R•i•e•er :es

I've lost 40 pounds in nine
weeks' Need 10 over
weight subjects to lose
weight and launch local in •
troduction of revolutionary
program Karry i 602
631-9209

NEED r
489 2908

KIRKSEY UNED
METHODIST CHURCH
would we to solicit bids for
lawn mowing
Ca.'
489-2341 or 753-1568
MANAGER wanted Reg
ionai retal tire store crate
seeks a professional and
personable individual to
manage and over see tire
sales •Management experience a must 'Tire experience a pies •Must work
well with the pubic Heath
benefits vacation p•og•avehicle allowance and sai.
ary based on experience
Send resume or appiy ,e
person No phone cais
please Space -ire .nc c o
Rob Richey 1406 Man St
Murray Ky 42C'

W
oabys'
area 44ave
'59 9668

240

East

•
do hoLs•-•
St n't^ elder,
"ci- "53

-3 or
at-ter

v'Y - do
:lean no
References ave•abe A-•
w •k
a-a - te e.
435-41A;
• -N 3 cope
8,•
o-C 1.:17 des '•s to•eioc,ate
to iris area -terestec
•
care a-C estate care.
I cece-c
acie w tr. •etererrices
corar,
r is a
c
ease
2:5- 8E2
100

2 FORMAL prom dresses
1 aqua 1 black metallic 1
wedding gown Will sell
cheap Size 7 753-5474
after 3pm
7/
1
2 x34 WILLIAMS pool
table I' solid slate top
753 0405 days 753-7266
after 6pm
APPLE lic computer Includes monitor and stand,
AlphaPro printer and software $275 759-4676
ATTENTION Investors 87
marquise diamond natural
fancy pink $14,950 Serious inquiries only by appointment 753-8811 Inman's Jewelry
eASTER Sale 25% off on
doll houses 10
.
% off on doll
furniture Discounts good
the month of March Wood
N Crafts Cuba Road Mayfield Ky 247-5936
MARTIN houses 6 room
526 99 12 roorn $39 99 18
room $57 99 24 room
$69 99 Telescoping pole
extends to 15tt $3499
Wallen Hardware Downtown Pans Open all day
Saturdays
4.4ATCH NG couch chair
$200 microwave and cart
$175 75; 1914 or
62-6457 Ask for Scott or
0.1eclia
MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES P ••• lit RyticANDY IS BACK
ML RR,'.'. Charlie's
Ssate Pharmacy

ORDER the spa designed
for IOu Murray Hot Tubs
'5 S 3te St
PARKER' Ford Lincoln Mer
eer, has heavy duty oil
ba•reis for sale Good for
ournirg $6 00 each
_ ',TA'. booth 753-3488
1000 compu
e • v. 7 re oeem printer all
a_•s_s or es 436-2C25
7 ...•_ERS Front Tine Shp
Briggs and Station engine
or air deve $29999 rear
tne tears 3-forward speeds
and 'e'erse 5hP-$649 99
anc, $'4 9 Walien Hardwa'e :
.
- .owntown Paris
Coen a. day Saturdays

Business
Occortur,"ty

27n
Mobil.
Homes For Sale

Miscellaneous

ANTIQUE dealers wanted
Elizabethtown Antique
Show & Sale test show
Sunday. April 14th (502)
737-7109 t6061 986-1010

1988 14x80 CLAYTON mo
3BR duplex 753 9400,
bile home 3br 2 bath on
435 4214
nice lot 3mi east of Murray 753-0218 or 753-5592
LAKEFRONT efficiency
24ft
PERRY travel trailer. apartment in Panorama
OLD ORIENTAL RUGS
self contained skirted in- Shores Appliances furnWanted any size or condi
sulated underpinned Ex- ished Years lease
bon Call 1 800 443-7740
depo
cellent condition brick pa- Sit references required
No
GATLINBURG Summit- tio privacy fence See at pets 436 2484
Grogan
Breathtaking views of
s Trailer Court 94E
170
NEW 1000sq ft apartment
mountains ski slopes Fire
Vacuum
30
YEAR
financing IOrk Gas heat1ow utilities Near
place
balcon
kitchen
y.
In
Cleaners
Interest Keith Baker Homes college Extra nice
door pool jacuzes HoneyGENERATION ill vacuum moon Specials' Free Bro- Ilviy 79F Pans, Tn.644-0012, $395/mo 753 8828
1-80fJ-533-3568
with shampooer by Kirby
chure 1 800 242 4853
NEW 2br duplex Ap
Under warranty $700 (205) 9885139
INVENTORY Reduction pliances energy efficient
753 9475
Sale Save thousands of $5 owner occupied 1821
LAWN chairs of unusual
Keith Baker Homes Hwy Ridgewood Dr 753 7457
wooden design Also snake
79E Paris Tn 644 0012
bone earrings 759 4401 to
TAKING applications for
190
1-800 533 3568
order
section 8 rent subsidized
Farm
'MARCH Special' Double apartments 1 2
8 3 bed
Equipment
MOWER blades Over 400
wide blowout All homes rooms Apply Hilklale
Apts
sizes in stools Snapper 30"
FORD 200 new rubber
reduced Keith Baker Hardin
Ky or call
good hydraulic excellent blade $6 99 Snapper Homes Hwy 79E Paris TN
502 437 4113 EHO
drive disc $4 49 Snapper
condition
6 4 4
$3150
0 0 1 2
68'
belt
$5
99
Wallin
Hard
753-1788
1 800 533 3568
340
Ware Downtown Paris, Tn
Houses
NEW Holland 357 feedmill,
MOBILE home repos SinMULCH pickup or delivery
For Rent
auto hay feed Exc cond
gles and doubles FinancAlso buyers of standing tim
759 1330
ing available Clean late 2BR house
for rent Newly
ber and logs McKnight
model homes Green Tree remodeled
Saw Mill 753-5305
No pets
Accept
ance.
606 223-1010 $285'mo plus deposit
753-1132
or 1-800-221 8204
$385 753 6633
PAYING too much for
MUST sell 14x70 3br
Health Insurance? Insur
1'4 bath 1985 mobile
ance plans offered through
SOLOELEX exercise ma
home Unfurnished availthe National Business As
chine Excellent condition
socation have affordable able immediately Asking 4BR
1year old 5600 759 9931
2t.athi wth utility room
$10200 bUt will consider
group rates For free re
Lease depos•t No pets
any
otter
'59-15
52
before
corded message call [24
753 0932 753 5898
8pre
hrs) 1-800-869 4944
AVAILABLE April I Nice
POST-Frame buildirgs
2br country home 5 miles
30 x40 x9- erected $5 195
out $300 mo 753 5187 at
Mobile
plus freight Other sizes
ter 4pm
Homes For Rent
available Blitz Builders
1-800 628-1324

Par

3 Golf Course

Golf Carts
Lighted
Driving Range
Miniature Golf
Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY KY

GARDEN tillers Rear tine
Troy Bilt Tillers at low, direct from the factory prices
For free catalog with prices,
special Savings Now In Effect and Model Guide Call
toll free 1-800 535.., 7900
Dept 4

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS 2BR taller for rent Extra
is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques nice No pets $285•mo
(Hazel), Treasure House $285 deposit 753 6633
and Book Rack (Murray; SHADY
Oaks 2 or 3br
Also mal-order service
electric or gas Walking disSend for tree price list and tance to college
753 5209
'Collection A • 15 different
S coins_ 'Collections B
285
21 different foreign coinsMobilo
$6 95 each, $1295 both
Horne Las For Rent
Post-paid 2-wk satisfac
lion guaranteed Free gift MOBILE home Kits for ten
in the country Water turn
with every inquiry Christ°
phers Coins 1605 West :shed 6 miles north of Mur
Main Murray Kentucky ray 753-5786
42071 We,buy coins and
appraise estates
753 416.1
Apartments
For Rent

FOR lease to highest bid
der 5 69 acres s dark feed
tobacco fOf lyr 753 8848
before 8prr"

SADDLES Lamb Carrel
$325 Ryon s silver show.
hand -tooled $1000
436 2556
YOUNG rev!wed polled
herptord buils Frorri wean
ing to service age Call
437-4667 Ed Mize

;C.
13 IMME7):A"E
'NGS NEED' a :tr." A
C.;ED,Hope 'or 7-e
I and 2BR apartments in
ROUTE Service Manager
VDU may
T
E%-• ::o -et model
•
00 -..: •
Fri.. March 22
Must like workeig with your county No pets 753 8848
not have you' GED e•
'
:Le
ese of co' 8
before 8pm
hands Auto attermarket
p.m.school clipiorna •You are
(i7\ 3rd St.
$ 5 0 000
saiar,
between the ages of 16 &
2BR 1 bath cluplerth North
214-351 3485
• ER -eaters round
Murray. Ky.
2' We are an E 0 E The
Local sandwich 88 y0.wood $285 mc 2br 2 bath .3YR old ferrate AKC regis
see
e•o_e.
759-9785
e heating eie
prefect is funded by the
tered Basset Hound dog
gurt business. Exc,
duplex All appliances turn
SIGNATURE Loans Avail
•y" ;.ass :elect
Western Kertucky Private
able to $15000 'ugh reit ished $350erio 759-4406 $200080 Call 753 7129
business opportunity
ta-.s -30 or- 4Oga•
Industry Council- JTPA
equity loans to $100000
2BR 2 bath duplex Ap- FINE watchdog Male Ger$ 49 99 5rigai $15399
Call J ;T. P A Out Ot School
Free guaranteed appiica
Piianc
•
es furnished with man Shepherd mix Ownea•t
ware
DC••••/,
7 5 3
ton rushed Ca- now .80.09 3 7 8
microwave 1008A North- ers must move 753 0667
*NV" eir 'liver al' Ca/
8a el -11 30a m
669-0075
FIREWOOD for stove and
wood Dr No pets 'Now after 6pm
Saturoa,,s,
•
CAROLYN'S
OTR drivers 12 months
furnace Seasoned and TANNING beds tor sale. avaliatie $450 , mo
-HAPPY Jack Mange_ Loexperience 22 years of EXPER:ENSEr.) grit cook
greenwood Cut to your or- Wolff and others New and 753-2905
CORNER
tion Promotes healing and
4-.11
time
5.5i-,
depending
age clrJg test'; req.. •erd
der 753 9808 474 8086
used Sale service and
2BR 2 bath central heat, bar grown tp any mange or
supplies Finer eng avail
eornady -reek .ene Start • cia:ifications Apply'in
air W D hookup Stove. not spot on dogs & horses
A FIREWOOD for sale
eerson Maestic Royale
23-26c rnee tarp vacar oable Syritan-ing Urii1Pritec
REFRIGERATOR
refrigerator water furn- without cortisone At South437-4667
pay safety bores ses,se ee.t.tay en Murray Ky
7539
24
"rost!•ee ede by side
ished Reference and de- ern States & better feed
passenger poogeaWOOD for sale 753 9745
53 4 67 after 12 00pm
e0ME based bus;ness
stores
TIME share units and posit required No pets
1 -800-648-9664
E4r0Pean Sikirl care No de- _AR'G
753-3949
campground member
E c^est freezer
HAVE an obediert well
livery No inventory $98 to
ships Cheao! WorIde do
PART-TIME serece star en
$'7,3 753-7'820
mannered safe dog You
2BR house or 2br apart
attendant Rope -to PC: - start For information call
Selectors Vacabon Net
train classes or we train
meet near' downtown
050
707,87
'834
6Box n93 Mu-ray.
work Ll S and Canada
Professional certified train753-4109
Lost
42071
5 PIECE SI-ngerland drum 1 800 736-8250 305 77'
LOCAL
ers serving Murray for over
route.
handli
ng
And Found
6296
2BR
Free
duplex
renta
in
irtorset Cases and cymbots
a
Northwood
753-9234
cntc Lay Nabisco etc Full
'2 years 436 2858
POSTAL loos
Appl.lances furnished
included $700 753 5899 ton 305 771633'
OST icric -a r -reeanea and other
company support Census '9'
PCS1liOns
COLO
Peg s Dog Grooming
R
TV bedroom
Saisf'rno 759-4406
after 5prr
- A -7, a•ea Reward ape nationeide
TOPPER for LVVB pickup
.
eg shows ve-y high earnings
753-2915
rnattle
sE•
and
75.3-6253per - year RiXdir6S-.6.4:1•4
7-9 hi W.tier e Is28R energy efficient durefrigerator table Qt. '3' BALDWIN grand 753-6446 atter 6-pirn
investrnert of 5'8 320 Dail sPf"gs
, 5C2 730 6455 Ex Tf... • .1
pa
-so
Ebony completely WOODEN
plex New paint extra
end 4 oral's rocker
410
storage build
Icli free. '800 225-9733
restore:: $8400 Very nice
"5333'S 75-36506
trigs 8x16 starts at $1095 clear Central H A apPublic
READ books for Day' VT) Operator 2
437 4432
pliances Available now
10)(16 y$1424 50 12024
Sale
a title No experience Gail
bedroom turn,Colem
an
RE
753 9898
' 9S 0 . 8 4 7 78 7 8
HOME stereo Pioneer re- $2395 Other sizes avail
tere 'dresser with mirror,
110
AUCTI
ON
Arabia
n Horses
A iGN Represe-tatives
ire-te
3BR family room fireplace
see bed 1 floral se er X watts per &ran- able Acree Portable Beid
and Tack Saturday March
needed Door to door un- PASE 18"P 161 S
'rigs 502 247 783'
ee
Tecrei
cs
double
co
J
-'snaijes
casliving
Instruct
and
of
green
dining room
ion
and
23 1991 9am, Ky Horse
lecessary Delayed billing oc,nway
Aurora
_ear berry 'off white Irving sette Jeer, 20-band equaCentral H A stove and re- Center Paris Pike Losing
for kit Pree get with ad 60542
BECOME a paralegal' Join ree- :oe•elizer
and lore
IOC
watt
DB plus
frigerator
Gail 753-3895
ton
No pets
KY
Phone
Ass , s
America s fastest growing a're'
M
speakers Over $1000 in492-8634
606 263 5237
1-800-866 2243 or REN WENT MAN.‘G ER
erofeseon Work with attorvested asking $450 Days
assume respons,bilit.
737-5632
neys Lawyer irstructee OOPFEF and end tables
A BRAND new brick du
753 6.593 after 5pm
PRIVATE Investigator plex 2br, ac
" apartments in ML.rray
nome steel The finest/pa- tear 1 new solid wood
759
gas heat all
4'8'
•BONUS 'NOOMF
Prefer manager to use
B A Confidential Invest
raiecAteeegrarn a.a.abe 595 753 4026 after 5pm
appliances No pets
•••
Earn. $20r,' $500 weekly site Apartment fumist.
L.PP
gations
, Steithsicle Shop
Kra:e brand
e
Free
753-7688 or 759 4703
Fri. Mar. 22
mailing Easter cards and as part of compensation
CONTEMPORARY styled
ping Center Suite *102. nights
C. • y r- ap e piano
800 16::
gifts For more information Duties
cveer
7:00-2:00
s:ze
seepe
r sofa
43€ 5540 after 6prr
Murray 753 2641
to include rent:n.4 LC742
'arniry expen
send a stamped addressed units. appropriate
Sooe
e tee 753-6613
DUPLEX 2br Central gas
#34
Shady
paper
.7,-a •an Euro
SHARP copiers Author
enveiope to T&J s caros work, processing
atter 6c-heat-air Appliances
mainte
Oaks
Tr. Ct.
nad a- ,a
!zed
deaiee for sales se'
arid gifts PQ Box 43073C nance requests, etc Exper
Ridgewood $300 mo
COUCe ar d 2 chairs earthn rear of court)
••
;- scr
vice supplies parts and 753-8096
Co
South Miami P•_ 33'43
or 753-2633
ience preferred but nut abto-e -re new $325
✓ ge sit.,certs areving in
rental urnts Local corn
Ceiling
fans.
so:Lindy necessary Ser.!
753 47'6
FURNI
:...-..orcoree a host
SHED
apartments
pany
e
HP
Call
pump
1
800
248
for
4319
deep well
' • A`:,E
comic
resume
books. deland
referen
ces
1.•
Combination Secefficie
-• • - ar initerculncy
bedro
162
om
$100
436 5005
Fa Sell or trade for eteuat COUCH chair earth tone
Ad, PO Box 430-RM.
WANT a faster refued -) and sleeping
gun. tools, all
Sr,eert Exchange
rooms Also
retary for Dixie
plaid 57.5 753 8478 after
value M,rray area
(Ni City, TN 38261
BASEBALL card collection , Why pay more 'for eiec
5-50 S.BLING
renting for May Zimmer
kinds
of
good
4prr
75,3-0
790
Hopkins (Speech
tronic thing? Our prices man Apts
early 60s 80 s Reason
RIVIERA Courts Mob-ie
S 16th St
St U"
start
able
at
$20
001
759
Call
Hodge
1954
COUCH
Pathologists) and
753-6609
atching chair
Horne Park is now taking
Noel and Associates the
and forest( Good condi
applications foe all around
CHAPEL in the Valley 'Gat- income
Dental Assistant
tax professionals at
bon $100 753-2094
maintenance man Need
linburg s-Orig-i-nal Wedding 753
and Secretary for
6069 Or 759 1425
working knowledge of car
Chapel) Thoughtful service
EARLv American 3 cush
Dr. Thomas Hopkpentry, plumbing electec
ANTIQUES by the piece or ioe sofa eartht
one Excel- is rendered through music
270
painting, and other duties collections Call 75.3-9433 lent
ins
(Dentist). Bring
condition 5100 2 rust flowers photographs vidDark air-cured,
Mobile
as needed Apply in per- after Sprn
eos and receptions
svevel rockers $25 each
resume to 115 S.
Homes For Sale
AVAILABLE THRU AGE- 80
son. between 8am-11arr.
1-800dark fire-cured
922
4573
759-44
64
„.
CASH for mobile home
13th St., Murray,
Only' No phone calls
No Physical Examinations
12x60
STAR
Fully turn
tires 57-512 each We will
or burley base.
At:TriltY DIRECT FUR- COOK 1 year old storage ished with patio
Ky.
centre
RN or -LPN needed part remove 527-2932
If
you
are in reasonably good health &
buildin
g 10,12 $1169
'sill kF f-actory (yverruns,
heat air Located in view o
Please Call
time (approx 24-32hrs per
7534-6
14
can
answ
er no to a few questions you
closeout
s,
first
quality mer
MOTORIZED treadmill
Ky Lake 8 miles from Mur
DRIVERS OTR Need ex- wk ), for in-home private
Lhandise ()dd sofas, Sealy FOR saie or
may
quali
492-8566
435-43
fy for preferred rates. Below
36
ray
Will
sell
to
move
or
trade 2yr old
duty Pediatric case in
perienced van/flat drivers
and SIMMgA1S mattresses, SCC- gas 2 ton
are a few monthly preferred rates
furnace Trane leave on lot 901 587-3746
at
after 5 p.m. 23 years of age 1 year Paris. Tn Excellent pay USED and antique furni- uryrial5 beclroor
n furniture, brand $225 woodstove
different ages for a $4.000 00 POLICY
experience verifiable Mi- including weekend diffe
ture glass tools quilts
12x65 2br with double lot
VIRIC slightly damaged No with blower
$90, 1981 474 0124
rental For more inforrna
leage pay plus benefits
901 642 6290
prices by phone Woodcraf- Grand Prix
loaded bad monon call 901-664 5709
MALE
FEMALE
Call 1-800 444 6648
ters Murray, Ky. Next to tor $475 1979
14•70 1986 BREEZEW
INSTRUCTION
Olds Cut
EOE
age
40
- $909 age 40 - $7 73
)(man
EASTSIDE BP pickup ap
lass 2 door for parts, 1981 COD 2br 2 bath. 2 decks.
age 50 - 12,37
- LEARN TO DRIVE
age 50 9.85
plicabon before 12 noon TENNESSEE State Home
NICE sofa arid matching Toyota Tercel wrecked satellite dish nicely landTRACTOR-TRAILER
age 60 - 17.33
age 60 - 13.33
only No phone calls 119 Health Services currently
20.000c on motor 1975 scaped on lakevew lot in
Aff4'•HE 1.11E* YEA44
chair 753-9229
taking applications for 12 Place
age 70 - 27.53
C%' F.,(047 WT..•
Main Murray
Chevy pickup for parts Panorama Shores
age 70 - 21 45
settings
•••••*0 CAREIP
ONE year old 4 piece bed
RN s Apply at Tennessee Wedgewood china
good trans and rear end
436-2672 after 6pm
age
80
52.7
3
age
80 - 40.73
EXCELLENT INCOME' State Home Health Ser
ALLIANCE
rally wheels for Chevy truck
Cavendish pattern Never room suite Call after 5prn
Easy work' Assemble vices Watson Bldg E
14x70
NORRI
home
S
and
759-98
UNONIMILYN
52
$100. rally wheels for Cutused Retail $148ea sellPremiums guaranteed NOT to Increase
sample products at home
Spring St Dover. Tn
lass $100, 400 small block lot Will sell separate 3
ing all for $700 759-9307 PINE bedroom suite
Triple
1-504-641-7778 Ext 2329
miles East of Murray
call after 5pm
37058
or
Chevy
engine
good shape
dresser bed chest 2 night
24 hours
753-5786
•
1-800-727 1049 or
$275, 1972 Chevy grain
stands excellent condition
615-23
2-5050
15ft
AC disc harrow, dual 753
truck
12ft
miclwes
FEDERAL government is
t
1988
grain
14)(80 PACER mobile
6803
753-4199
bed metal sides with dump home 3br 2 bath new con
hiring, $16,500-$62 000 TEN part time people wheels excellent condi
QUEEN size waterbed $60 $1000, Dan Wesson 357 diton Available furnished
Hopkinsyile Federal Say. Bldg.
per year Amazing re- needed. 1st five to qualify bon 492 8425
king size waterbed with meg pistol pac 3 barrels. 2 Of unfurnished Assum
corded message reveals will receive free gat Call 1 RECORD player,
7th at Main, Murray. KY
e
1 tape headboard $120 753-49
85 grips and carry case $375
details (901)642-1416.
payments at 5276/mo
"Our 29th year of service"
Avon 753-0171
player $50 both 753-2347 after 5pm
759-1070
759-4121 after 4pm

GIBSON
HAM CO.

C4ntact tr;dec Fte
618-524-338S

,
portswear

I

75(7(

BRIGHT'S

Yard Sale

WANTED
TO BUY

BURIAL INSURANCE

5-

McConnell Insurance Agency
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BU
Lay
Sat
P
Met
sine
434
Layi

8
8

Jim
Lyn
righ

Mult
item,
Nes,
misc.

FOR I
retail!
corns
753-4'

KOPP
fers a
Real E
wide
home
753 1
1 800
711L

AUCTI
properl
tate C
tate 7!
Wilson
Miller

1 LOT
North
sewer
Heights
water a

KY Lak
County
50x 100
331 uric
mile fron
sell 5
313 699

LARGE
lot on m
mile frorr
to Mann.

LOT for
subdivisir
month toi
a month
Interest
474.5 2y,
LOTS toi
area 75::

1 100sq
age 2 b4
sity Mid
7536128

716 ACR
NM'S OF
A CrDt.t

1111P==
THL
f h4
NEAR
8

Mlle,

TRACTOR1
3 Remotes.
2Romo
D6e4e0rele14s8484C41
3411851 R
149-28 Spill
Deere 430
Deere 400 C
c9_1410_N_ES
Hours. 30 5
SN 484130
John Deer
Rubber. 16
w 216 Flex
And, Lo Pr
FIELD EGLI
Front Fold
John Deere
Series 9 Sh
Dist • Groh
20' Rotary
Fold Do All
• Riverside
Trailer w Pu
Cart • 50 HI
Gallon Sad
Cleaner vf
Combine Ho
DIRT EQUIP
Hydraulic. 1
Din Pan, Fr
SN HJ-1011
Blades"yen
TRUCKS: It
And Pump,
Load Runnel
Twin Screw.
wOrain Be(
Hoist, to MI
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Ann

a
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.160
Homes
For Sala

BULL Action Bruce
Layne s Fountain Run, Ky
Saturday, March 30, 1
P M , Polled Hereford Simmenials, Angus. Limousine. Charolais Call (502)
434 4502 nights Chuck
Layne Auctioneer

2BR with appliances, coil
mg fan carport, fenced
yard outbuilding Priced in
$20's
Coleman RE
753 9898

Barn Sale
Fri. Mar. 22
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. Mar. 23
8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Jim Scott Rd. - 94W thru
Lynn Grove 1 mile, turn
right, 1st barn on right

Rain or Shine

DT

Multi family. Decorator
items, furniture, collecti
hies tools, clothing, lots of
misc

Fly
5
ilT

yr

R1
IS

OB
OS

al-

Hanes
For Salo

2BR with carport Low
maintenance Near University 753 3293
3BR 17, bath brick Panorama Shores 2 car garage
many extras 753-6339

7 WOODED acres with 3br
1/, bath home Between
Mayfield and Murray
$29,900 362-4825
CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities wheel chair ac
cessable For sale or lease
753 3293

*

rI

.
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San
30

SorvIcas
Offered

YOU LL love the spaciousness of this newly built
home in western Calloway
County Large kitchen
great room, master bed
room and spectacular mas
ter bath will win you over
$105000 MLS 2787 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222

1981 MERCURY Marquis
needs motor work Excellent.body etc Make offer
753 2059
1983 TOYOTA Supra, excellent condition Blue
tinted windows, Toyota
Louvers, American Racing
Aluminum wheels, leather
interior Kenwood stereo,
every option 100,000
miles asking $5,000 00 negotiable Phone Frankfort
502 227 8015

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

3BR 2 bath brick on 7, acre
lot 2 miles east of Murray
759 1751

•

CLASSIFIEDS

160

Pubk
Sala

•

•
•

753-0375
19111 'N. 12Ih

St.
7
ACRE
FARM
CT!I WEST of MURRAY

1988 FORD Taurus L 4
door dark blue PS/PB, air,
tilt, cruise RI_ Must sell
759 9359 or 753-2244
1989 NISSAN with air
$4550 1985 Cutlass 2 door
$1750 492 8884
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'3F Lumina Euro, loaded
#139704 5301 89 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
'Plus Tat, The & 1.,cense
48 Mc Closed End Lease

1984 CAMARO T tops,
305 V8 beige $3500
759-9883 after 5pm

Nearly all cleared sioth grain
ins, tool shed. great farm
Xsner wants offer 49...-822.7
n IlomeSellers 753-0375

1985 CHEVROLET Caprice station wagon
Loaded with options Great
for larger families Priced
to
sell 436-2482

WE HAVE BUYERS!!!!

1987 FORD XLT Lariat All
power, 6 cylinder auto
$7000 753 9486

A clean house rs a caring
house Invest your extra
money not your valuable
time on a neat appearance
for family and friends For
more information call day or
night 759 4777
CARPENTRY, commercial
and residential work Remodeling, additions decks,
fences Fast quality service Call 759-1424 after
5pm
ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches,
roofing concrete, driveways,painting maintenance, etc Free estimates
489 2303
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing Free es
timates References
435 4632

495

570

Sinks*
*fond

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
ing wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for tree estimate
KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff s Re
covery. Murray 436 5560
LAWNMOWING Depend
able person 753-7027
A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759 1835

Wanted

WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No job to large or to small
474 2300
YARD work mowing and
painting Free estimates
753 8463 after 3 30pm

OLD quilts wanted Top
dollar paid any condition
Send photo Shelly Zegart,
12 Z River Hill Road, Louisville . KY 40207
502 897 3819

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORPuNG
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

•Drop by 8 see our showroom
409 S...NBURY MURRAY (Ben
d Bunny Bfead!
1985 WHITE Cimaron CaVans
753.5940
dillac Leather stereo,
NICE 24x30 building on
auto tilt pl pw 58xxx 1986 CHEVROLET Astro APPLIANCE REPAIRS
‘2m6,
d30
100144111181
•••d*
.
r11116---••‘'
small lot Ideal for small
Factory trainPd by 3 major MOO
miles $4000 753-7761 af- CL mini van 7-passenger
Real
DY
S
mowe
engine repair or turn into
r
repai
r
ter
manu
5pm
fact
Loaded New Michelin
urers Most parts Pickup
LIST WITH HOMP.SP.LLERS
Estate
and delivery All
small apartment 6mi 9ast
110W YOUR 09•S
in stock, on my truck All
tires low miles 753-6176
ETOMF
work guaranteed
ND SAVE THOUSANDS!
1986 CHEVROLET CaFOR LEASE 3000sq ft
on
94
7537151
!!'
work and parts warranted
o
'E HELP YOU SELL 753-0375
753-5668
price Classic Brougham
retail space Bel Air Center,
Ask for Andy at The ApSPACIOUS 3br house
excellent condition dean
corner location Cal
pliance Works 753-2455
MOWING landscaping
Central H/A. carport &
Michelin tires fully loaded
753 4751 8am 5pm
and tree work All odd jobs
shop Ready to be occupAPP
$5600 753-7903 after
LIANCE SERVICE
Big or small Free esti
KOPPERUD REALTY of- ied Great for first time own
Kenmore, Westinghouse
5pm
1957 CHEVY pickup New
mates Good rates Have
fers a complete range of ers or retired couple
Whirlpool 30 years experiMOVING UP? MOVE IN!
references 753-4254,
470
1986 MERCURY Topaz rebuilt engine Good for re- ence
Real Estate services with a $26 000 Must see to apBobby Hopper, 753-2869
Mahogany from doer welcomes
storing $800 437-4931
preci
you to this 3,300
GS
ate
$3000 492 8617 or
wide selection of quality
Financing avail436-5848
square foot home Skylights,
i•vhirpool, and a priyatt:
able Call after 5pm
901-644 0256
Motorcycles
homes
1978 1 ton FORD truck
all prices
MR Chimney Chimney
getaway upstairs bedroom 191/
ATTENTION retailers Sell
2x27. Call or conic
753 1222, toll free 492-8595
cleaner 492-8561
1-i!. the office to hear the
1986 TRANS AM white with Good shape $1000
rest of the stor
Memorial Day Wreaths,
1980 YAMAHA 250 CC
1 800 251 HOME Ext
436
2448
SPOTLESS,like new home Nee
red interior T tops and
bushes, headstone sad- MURRAY Fence Co Chain
ds work $200
711L
in Martin Heights subdivi- 753tinted windows 753-6705
1979 CHEVROLET Clean, dles on consignm
0667 after 6pm
ent for link fence dog kennels resion Features custom
loaded Make offer John
Floral Manufacturer No in- sidential, commercial Free
711 hisdn St
1987
GTA
AUCTION your real estate drapes, firep
Tran
s
Am
350 Deere 8hp Good condi
753-1222
lace and qual- 1988 BLASTER good con- tune
vestment required Write
estimates 753-9785 or
tion
port digital dash, lum- 753
property to settle your es ity throughout
3942
3br, 2 bath, dition 1982 Virago 750
P 0 Box 103, Oakville, IN 753-3254
bar
seat
s
33,000 miles
tate Call Wilson Real Es- livingroom, plus
family and 492-8617 after 2 30pm or Like new
47367
tate 753-3263 or Wayne utility $90s
$8600 1986 1986 MAZDA SE5 4 cylinPAINTING-Interior and ExMLS 1772 901-247-5137 before IROC
der,
41,0
00
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan Contact Kopp
5
spee
miles
d
terior Free estimates
blue
Like
2
Excel
30pm
erud Realty
new $6900 753 3704 lent condition high miles
BACKHOE Service ROY Small repairs Reasonab
Miller 435 4144
753-1222
le
Service on all brands: window air
YAMAHA Rive moped
1601 Loch Lomond Will $2500 759-1693
HILL Junior Thorn, opera- rates 753-6844
conditioners refrigerators - freezers - wash
THE view of the lake from $250 436-5501
trade
tor 30 years experience
ers - dryers 1987 FORD full size pickup
micr
owav
PLU
es
MBI
•
this waterfront home is gordish
NG
wash
ers - gas &electric ranges.
Free es!i
Septic system, drive ways,
(F150) Solid white gray
mates Affordable rate
geous Brick bi level den
480
hauling foundations etc
interi
Fac
or
tor
fuel
y
Auth
injec
oriz
tion 6cy
Same day service All work
ed Repairs- For:
'with fireplace 2 bedroom 2
759 4664
Auto
4 speed New radials extra
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-B
guaranteed 753 4200
bath patio/deck and excelServices
rown
dean
and nice $5000 Max BILL Travis trucking for
lent boat dock Nicely land1 LOT on Bee Creek Dr
PLUMBING repairman with
NEW and used tires Key
Parker 753 3153 office
"Ali Repairs Are Guaranteed
grave
l,
dirt,
fill
sand
sca
ped
and
MLS 1901
North 4th City water
same day service Ca
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-7900 heitne
white rock 474 2779
sewer 1 lot in Grove 75 3 1222 Kopperud
436-255
7535500
Heights east of Murray City Realty
1989 CHEVROLET S-10 BREAKING and diski
ng PRO
FESSIONAL painting
water available 753 5200 TRAI
Topgun 5 speed, red, ex- gardens Yard landscapin
LER house and cotg paperhan
485
ging. wallcover
cellent condition Low mi
and
bus
hho
ggi
tage
ng
on
5 lots in Crappie
KY Lake Lots Calloway
Aitto
ings, furniture refinishing,
leag
e
$800
436
0
5430
7537102
Holl
ow Well and septic
County, 75x100 and.
Pans
touch-up and blending
50x 100 Numbers 330 and storage shed $17000
1989 CHEVROLET SWB BUILDER new home
436
5002
s,
1982
28 liter engine Ex
331 undeveloped area 1 Good rental property
black 350EFI auto, ps/pb/ garages additions remo
d- RIL
cellent condition
EY'S HOME 1St.
mile from lake Estate must 436 5005
pw AM/FM factory digital eling framing, deck
s, pa753 9808
PROVEMENTS Back from
equalizer, KMC wheels
sell $500 for both WAT
tios,
solar
gree
n houses,
ERFRONT Ky Lake
313-699-9809 after 5pm
low miles sharp $10 500
pole barns Experienced Flurricane Hugo. Roofing our
subdivision Obr 2 bath
7530724
carpe
ntry Tripp Williams, specialty 10% discount -ske
LARGE wooded lakefront covered deek 354-6006
senior citizens
Phone
753-0563 after 5pm
lot on main channel One
489-.2693
510
mile from Kenlake adjacent
1956 PONTIAC 2 doo
No city taxes!
to Marina 502 489-2455
ROCKY COLSON Home
FOR SALE BY OWNER - PRI
good condition $1800
Campers
Repair Roofing, siding,
CE REDUCED
9 miles from Murray
LOT for sale in a lakefront
3 13edroom, 13/4 Baths - Elec.
435-4196, 435-4116
paint
ing
plumbing, con1970 CAMPER sleeps 6
at Kirksey. New 2Appliances, Like New - 14'x16' Heat Pump
subdivision $3000 $50 a
crete Free estimates Call
Gas or electric Call
1974 CORVETTE Stingray
Octagon Gazebo- Large Outd Patio Deck - lb
story home. 3 bedmonth for 60 months $100
oor
474-2307
4374
$600
1 Bedroom Apartment, Additona Hot Tub - Plus
386
0,
1982
Chevrolet
a month for 30 months Nu
llneome. 3.00
room, 3 bath, study,
sq.
ft.
Unde
Conv
r
ersi
Roof. Corner Lot in City Limi 0
on Van $2500
Interest. 753 4060 or
ROGER Hudson rock haul1972 21ft CAMPER Dual
ts
family room, living
753-7629 after 6pm
474-8826
Phone 753-4873
ing, gravel, sand, dirt, driveaxle, gas or electric reroom, kitchen/dining
way
rock 753-4545
frigerator. 110AC good
1976 OLDSMOBILE Cut
LOTS for sale Gatesboro
room combination,
753-6763. 759-1823
condition Will consider
lass Supreme Newly re
area 753 0800 759 4577
concrete
trade for pop up After 6pm,
built engine $1000 OBO
double
Egyptian Collectors Association Inc
SEWING machine repair
Present.f
753-9827
492-8675 after 6pm
driveway, 2 car garKenneth Barnhill
age. Many mgre ex7532674
1977 GRAND Marquis Call
1976 SIERRA Scot 15ft
tras. Will cl3nsider
Air, stove, refrigerator
Bob Wynn at 753-2975 or
furling- Therm
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
awning, bath $12500B0
753-4333
any reasonable bid.
Removal Insured with full
Operatirr
1100sq ft 3br 1 bath Gar489-2841 after 5pm
line of equipment including,
age, 2 blocks from univer489-2126 or
1978 FORD Mercury Mo
30 Years Experience
60ft aerial trucks and brush
sity Mid $40's 753-1404
narch Good condition. 6
1979 JAYCO camper 35tt
489-2387
chipper To assure a safer
Sped:Ili/int; in Septic
75.3-6128
cylinder, good gas mileage
5th wheel New carpet, very
operation at a lower comTanks. Setters. Found753-9808
good condition Extra
March 23 & 24, 1991
petitive cost Free esticlean
$6000 OBO
ation
s.
lIaul
int.
etc,
1979 CADILLAC Fleet
mate
s
witho
ut
oblig
489-2744 daytime,
ation
til 5:00
950 ACRES • IN 11 PARCELs
wood INTO mint condition
Day or rite. 753-5484
716 ACRE GRAIN BASE'100,000 BUSHEL GRAI
489-2196 after 4pm
STOR
N
AGE
28
inch
es
of stretch, new
MILES OF ROAD FRONTAGE • 6,000 SQ FT
GUNS * KNIVES * GOLD * SILV
T C Dinh Repair and MainBUTLER BUILDING
ER * JEWELRY
1988 321t INTERNA501 commercial service
A COMPLETE LINE OF JOHN DEERE
MILIT
tena
nce
ARY ARTIFACTS * CAMO CLOT
MACHINERY
Plum
bing
and
TIO
NAL travel trailer
motor, new 400 turbo trans
HES * COINS
HAULING yard work tree
Electrical Cleaning
Barely used like new
mission, wet bar Will seen
AMMO * RELOADING SUPPLIES
removal mowing Free es*
AND MORE
Sewe
r
1210
/1212 Main
$8 50 0
lice at $5,500 00 or best
7 5 3 - 4 38 9
timates 759-1683
Street 753-6111 office,
Open to the public, be sure
753-5960
offer, need to sell Immedito
CARPET and vinyl repairs 753-0606 after 5pm
ately Will trade for 67, 68,
THURSDAY, MARCH 28 199
bring your guns to
1
and Installation Proles
520
69 Camaro of equal value
1000 A.M REGARDLESS OF WEATHER
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
BUY - SELL - TRADE
stonal service Glen Bebber Service Center,
Call Frankfort 1502
The Randall Ntullins Property
Boats
deaning759-1247 leave message
227-8015 after 6pm
At
I Wore
servicing $15, most repairs
NEAR CLINTON,KY • HICKMAN CO. KY
8 Mlles[Of Clinton • 14 Wet N
10ft ALUMINUM ion boat CHIM Chim Chimney $35 all brands 3rd Street,
1979 FORD pickup 302
Of Fulton On Hwy 107
Almo Open 9-12. 1-5,
Sweeps has 10% senior cal
$175
436-2556
stan
dard
shift
$1250 1977
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
• • •
AUCTION HIC,FILIC.14TS
zen discounts We sell chim•
•
•
Egyptian Collectors Asso
Ford van 302 automatic
14t1 SEMI V aluminum ne)
ciation, Inc
IflAC_TOFI John Deere 8650. 2260 Hours. 20.8R38
caps
and
WILL
sLre
do plumbing All guar$140
ens
0 1980 Mercury Mar
Radial
Duals
.
boat
with
good
3 Remotes, 3 P1 Quick Hitch PTO. SN H007240
traile
75
r
hp
435-4
191
ante
ed 435-4169
-Real Nice- • John
quis 4 door $1250 1979
Tables $20 00
motor (checked and tuned Deere 4440 Quad, CAA. 3213 Hours, 18 4R38
Admission $2.00
Cutlass new engine 260
CONTRACTOR Portable WILL do yard work
Remotes. Quick Hitch, Wts.. SN 036717R -Real Radial Duals, 2
up Dec 1990
$52
5
and
Nice- • John Deere
odd
V-8 $1850 1986 Chevy
2640 1884 Hours. Canopy. 18.4-30 Rubber.
buildings, pole barns, gen
753.9818
Jobs of any kind No fob too
4
• Post Office Box 138
2 Remotes. SN
Celebrity Eurosport 4 door
341185T Real Nice • John Deere 2020 Gas_ Canop
,F7-1eral home improvements
small 759 4401
y, 3824 Hours,
1974
14 9-28 Spin Outs. Remote Valve. SN 04656
24ft
$325
HARRIS Flote
0 See at 5 Points Auto
Quality work for less CusCentralia, Illinois 62801 /7
67 • Real Noce • John
Deere 430 Diesei Hydrostatic Lawn Tractor w 60
bote 1980 55hp Evinrude tomer satis
WILL mow lawns and do
Repair 810/, Coldwater
faction guaran
Deere 400 Gas Hydrostatic Lawn Tractor *60 Deck Deck • John
Boat rebuilt 1990 New top teed Free
other yard work Will do
Phone 618/495-2572 or 618
Rd or call 753-9181
estimates L E
/548-5703
QQ_MBIN_ES ANC HI,A_DS John Deere 8820
deck carpet, trolling motor, Williams
light hauling 436-2528
w Rear Assist. 2268
4892663
Hours, 305L-32 Drive Rubber. 16 9-26 Steenng
1979
MON
TE Carlo Good
depth finder Full camper
Rubber. Chopper.
SN 464730. Equipped w 222 Flex Platform Good
condition $1000 1981
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
canvas Very good condi
John Deere 7700 w Rear Assist, 2628 Hours Machine- •
Dodge Miranda $1200 Call
,
30
arid Cooling Service Com
5L-32
bon $4000 759 4464
Drive
Rubber. 169-26 Steering Rubber Chopper. SN 31342
527-9959
R. Equipped
plete service on all central
w 216 Flex Platform. Good Machine • John
1988 MONTEREY 19ft ru- cool
Deere
ing all makes and
Need. Lo Profile Oil Bath Drive, SN 615956 Real Nice 643 Corn
1979 VOLVO 242DL 4
nabout cuddy cabin Ste
models Call Gary at
FIELD EQUIPMENT. John Deere 7000 Plateless 12 Row
Saturday, March 23rd, 1991
speed, blue runs great
Narro
reo
dept
w
h
finde
r, 1651/0 759 4754
Front Fold Planter. No Till Coulters Insecticide
436-2174 evenings
at
10
a.m
. at Mr. & Mrs. James Jones Far
Boxes
Monit
or
.
•
7533682
, 759-4884
John Deere 331 Series 27 Disc w New Blades John
m.
•
DAVIDSON Roofing New
Fro
m
Mayf
Series 9 Shank Ripper w Dual Gauge wheels • Burch Deere 900
ield
1980 BUICK Century sta,
Ky take Hwy.97 to Sedalia, Ky. then take
28ft HARRIS flotebote roofs
25
Hyd
Fold
Hwy
. 381
and repairs Tear offs
Disc • Graham 13 Tine 3 Pt Chisel Plow • John Deere
approximately 5 miles to Guss MofTett
tion wagon Good second
120hp OMC I/O hardtop
400 Series
Road turn at Auction Sign
211 Rotary Hoe • John Deere 9 Front Mount Blade
and re-roofs Written guar.
car, fisherman special
•
W8A
appr
24
oxim
Hyd
Dept
atel
finde
h
y
r,
1/2
mari
mile
ne radio antee Local referenc
to Auction. From Lynnville, Ky take Hwy 381
Fold Do All w Front Scratchers • John Deere 68 Serie
es
$750 753-4356
.
good condition 753-0387 753
to Guss Moffett Road. Watch for Auction
• Riverside Stainless 1000 Gallon 2 Axle Bumper s Auger Cart
5812
Hitch
Water
Sign.
after
5pm
Trailer w Pump • Gravity Grain Wagon • Tri State
Mr.
Jone
1990
s
is
GEO
selli
ng his equipment because of heal
300 Bushel Grain
Prizm Factory
LICENSED for electric,
th problems.
Cart • 50 Hyd Fold Spray Boom • Set 01 Chem Farm
warranty Sell for payoff
Nice 1980 F-2 Gleaner Diesel 13'flex
Stainless 500
EBBTIDE 15ft runabout gas
Gallon Saddle Tanks • John Deere 146 Loade
head adjustable 4 row corn header now
refri
gerat
ion
Insta
lla
•
r
Hi
After
Cap
Seed
5pm
753with
on
8099
100h
36rows
Evin
p
•nic
rude motor non and repair Free
Cleaner w Accessories • Three -8 Transport
e 4 row Allis Charnbler Planter like new
Grain Augers •
esti
units • 200 gal trailer
Runs good $1500 1982 mate
Combine Header Trailer
spray rig • 5 grain trucks - 3 with hoist
CAR Stereo Installation
s 753-7203
4+2 transmission • 1973 4 wheel drive
30hp
Mariner outboard mo
ECtUIPIANT, Arps 730 Series 3 Pt Backhoe Attachment
753-4
Dodg
113.
e
pick-up • Dodge truck with lime body
Sunset Boulevard
. All
Hydraulic, 16- And 31 Buckets Real Good •
on it •a tote fertilizer spreader
tor runs good $400 EXPERIENCED and de• Soil Mover 12 Yard
MUSK Murray's Alpine Car
Tandem Axle dual fans .9600 Ford Dies
Dirt Pan, Front Dottie. 155-25 Front Rubber, 17
pendable family business
el tractor, cab, duals, dual hyd. •A nice
436
2528
5-25 Rear Rubber,
Audio Specialist, DixieLand
SN HJ-10492 Real Good- • Amoce 30 Blade
21
1/2 Krouse Wing fold disc • 5 bottom
needs yards to mow in Mur
on Set Disc. 32' Center. 1 block
16" plows •5 bottom 14" plows with
Blades 'very Nice
from MSL
NEW MUSSEL BOAT ray area
trash covers• 12' Lily Rotera •4 row burc
437-4171
dorms
h cultivator •11'chisel plow with gaug
TRUCKS_ 1980 Ford F-350 1 Ton. 4 Speed Steel Bed
16ftx6ft inside % in bote
Fuel
w
Tank
wheels •13' chisel plow •10' wheel
And Pump, Tool Boxes • 1977 Ford LN 600
disc •10' dual .10' cullmulcher .4 row
tom $1000 502 442-2155 FENCE sales at Sears
w like New veinier
MUST sell' 1981 Tornado 2
rotar
y
Load Runner 10 Fertilizer Tender Bed • 1971 Ford
hoe
.2
row rotary hoe .7' Ford cycle mower
now Call Sears 753 2310
LN 900 random
•2 new Holland hay rakes •2 row 3
door All electric, leather
Twin Screw 20 Grain Bed 8 Hoist, 10 Speed
for free estimate for your
point
toba
•
1974
cco
Ford
sette
F-600
530
r
.larg
e metal water tank .several tobacco
seats $1000 492-8384
w Grain Bed 8 Hoist. Lo Miles • 1971 Ford F-600
scaffold wagons,
needs
w Grain Bed &
some 2 wheel, some 4 wheel, some
Services
Hoist. Lo Mules, Bought New By Mr. Mullins
side load, some end load • 3 farm
wagons.
1983 CUTLASS Ciera
Offered
Cub
tract
or
with
GENERAL Repair plumb
belly mower *nice 2 row J.H. Plant
fer 110f I e,• toni e'r
er - 16' 2 axle flat trailer •16
69xxx miles V 6, loaded
roan/ 019 Contact
Aubrey H..-- •
hole F.H. grain drill mice 70 model Chev
A1A T ENTERPRISE Exc mg, roofing tree work
Jackson ni..host AC-4 At in2 267 cob.;
, grain truck Midwest all metal bed
with accessories Real
Or i0.2 6;1 630$
ii Ca'yert - Greg (Nos"
&
hoist 4.2 transmission •Miller KC_
Dozer, backhoe. trucks Le 436 2642
nice, needs engine work
Welder •8' Jon Boat .John Deere
Torn Thurrna4 row
(OMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAL Of SALE!!
vies,
road
plant
s,
driv
er.
'83
eway
Tran
s
s
GUT
Am,
$ 1 6 50
TERING By Sears
'72 Cheyenne P/U, '72 K-5 Blaz
7 5 3 4389
LP TO DATE RANK LEITERS A MUST!!
er, '75 Chevy P/U.
Chris Berden Ls 1.1q•
parking lots, septic tanks. Sears residentia
753-5960
THIS IS AN OPEN AUCTION.
l and corn
Clad
foundations, basements. mercial
continuous gutters
I
or \Inn. lidormatiom
1983 CUTLASS $1550.
gravel, dirt, and etc installed for
your specifica1990 Nissan 200SX $1250,
753-0577
tions
Call
The AUCTIONEER & RtAl ESTATE
Sears 753-2310
BROKER
1968 Mustang $1850, 1966
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 4203
Al TREE Service Stump for tree estimate
9
Ford pickup $550, 1958
SO2, 623 84660w (5021 623 6388
removal, spraying, hauling G W CON
AX • 15021 62.1-11181115
Ford pickup 40xxx miles
STRUCTION,
firme. koltul,
yard work and mowing Gerald Walt
OF MURRAY
$650
Finan
avail
cing
CONTACT AUCTION CO FOR OtTFU
able
ers roofing
LECI 1111ROCHURIE
5155
Free
estimates 753-0906 painting vinyl
di
ionic
\
111U
and no credit checks
P"•::-e
i llut er Or Si.11er
siding, all
after 5pm, 759-9816, kinds of remo
Murray. KY
\I(- HON Ilt1 I) It \I\ OK \HI
492 8884
deling Phone
753-4961
M.
753 0495
\ol RI 1spo\\II;11. FUR \((11)
489 2267
l\1S. 1.1 \(
1

MEAT 110

Kopperud Realty
APPLIANCE REPAIR
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P.T

3

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

1ft

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Alibritten, Inc.

CARS
90 Toyota Cary .11.987
89 Nissan M31nt...........13,487
'89 Pvt. Grand pril LE .1.587
19 Toyota
15 Toyota Celia GT....10,987
19
Toyo4
Mazda 626
It Bud Pat
18 Toyota CresAa.........13,487
'98 Cheri
'88 Toyota Cary ..„...........1.987
'88 Pont. Bare:LE 7,987
87 Chrys,
17 BMW is
'17 Chery
187 Toyota Corola........,„ '5987
'87 Taun..sLI Wgn....„.... 97,487
86 Taurus LX
1,417
'86 Nissan Valina..,„„..„.S7.417
16 Chry. 5th Art........1487
'86 Hcocia Actad
1,417
'86 Pr, Sunbrd GT '5,917
86 Toy. Corolla
15 Voks.
115 Bud Pt
'84 Toyct
'92 Toyota
'2,717
78 Buick LeSabre
1.917
TRUCKS
'89 Ford Ccnversion VanS16.487
19 Toyota gab 414..,.„10.417
'89 Ford Ranger XLT 7,717
15 Chevy
11 Ford F•150
11 Toyota 4 Fkinne...... 11,417
18 Ptymouth Voyager 10417
17 Toy. SR5 4 Ftinner ..,'10.917
17 Mazda
17 Toyota 1 Ton ..... 1.917
16 Chevy
16 isuzu Trooper
16 IsJu
16 Ford F150 XLT 414 „ 1,417
15 Dodge Ran 154 SE 15287
14 Toyota
10 Tqct Ptak;

(FARM AUCTION)

JAMES R. CASH

Roy Hill
Back hoe Sen ice

GFUNI .tEv
Saturday & Sunday - 9:00

(502) 759-4664

Western Kentucky State Fair
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

Farm Equipment Auction

kN; NIILLER, AUCTIONEER

TOYOTA

Eca

435-4144
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Judge appointed

OBITUARIES
•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
-harles W. Boteler Jr., a district
judge in Madisonville, was
appointed a circuit judge Wednesday by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.

Burie Houser
Burie 'Houser, 80, Rt.- 1, Farmington, died today at 5:40 a.m. at
Community Hospital, Mayfield.
He was a member of Farmington
Church of Christ.
Born Dec. 21, 1910, he was the
son of the late Samuel Houser and
Estelle Cox Houser.
Mr. Houser is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Odell Woods Houser;
two daughters. Mrs. Wilda Jetton
and husband, Raymond. Murray,
and Mrs. Norma Oliver and husband. Kenny. Farmington; one sis-

••
-.'• . •
••

•

ter, Mrs. Vaudia Riley, Gob; three
grandchildren, Barry Oliver, Lori
Wells and Melissa Oliver; one
great-grandchild, Kendia Oliver.
The funeral will be Saturday at
11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. James
Shockley, Harvey Lynn Etder and
Jerry Mays will officiate.
Burial will follow in Farmington
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. Friday.

Otho Brent Hall

r!'

Otho Brent Hall, 72. of 207
Macedonia. Mayfield. died Wednesday at 9:40 a.m. at Veterans
Administration Hospital. Marion,

brothers. Lenon Hall, Dewey Hall
and 011ie Hall, all of Murray, Clayton Hall, Pensacola. Fla., and Floyd
Hall, Bards-town: seven
grandchildren.

A retired employee of Allied
Chemical, Chicago. 111.,.he was a
1,eteran of World War 11.
Born March 20. 1919, in-Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Robert Delmus Hall and Laura
Bell Windsor Hall.
Mr. Hall is survived by his wife.
Mrs. Henrietta Moffitt Hall; one
daughter. Mrs. Margaret Louise
Thull. Chicago; one son. Glynn E.
Thompson. Seattle. Wash.: five

Ft- -

The funeral will be Saturday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Hilton
Royster will officiate.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Highland Park Cemetery.
Mayfield. Military rites ,at the
cemetery will be by American Legion Post 26 of Mayfield:
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Rachel
E. Butler
Mrs. Rachel E. Butler, 94. Green
Acres Home, Mayfield. died today
at 2:55 a.m. at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
The widow of Vodi J. Butler, she
was a member of Parkway Church
of Christ, Fulton.
Born May 30. 1896, she was the
daughter of the late Jesse McClure
and Fainer Russell McClure.
Survivors are one daughter. Mrs.
Novella Henderson, Rt. 5, Mayfield; two sons, Paul J. Butler. Rt.
2, Wing°. and Jack A. Butler,
Mayfield; one sister. Mrs. Nova
Williams, Murray; 10 grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren.
.
Funeral rites will be Saturday' at
3 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. John Kachelman will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Jones.
Kenneth Butler. David Butler.
Jason Butler. Johnny Butler and
Alan Owen.
Burial will follow in Mt. Plea,
ant Church of Christ Cemetery
Graves County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Friday.

R.C. Whittemore

Services for R.C. Whittemore
be Friday at 1 p.m. at Hicko
ry
(-..m-berland Presbyterian Church.
trial will follow in Shelton
Cape l Cemetery in Graves
-,dnds may call after 1 p.m.
at Mason's Memorial
Mayfield, until 10 a.m. Fri., hen be body will be taken to
•
A wake will be from 6
•• 7.m. tonight at the funeral
RL I. Boaz.
Community Hospi-

'

rites for Jessie Quinn
Buf-kin were today at 10 a.m. at
Temple H.II Cemetery. The Rev.
ar.ight..Wyant officiated.
\tiller Funeral Home of Murray
in charge of arrangements.
The boy, 9 months. Rt. 1. Hazel.

died Tuesday at 6 a.m. at his home.
He was born June 3. 1990.
He. is survived by his parents.
Phillip and Melissa Broach Butkin.
one sister, Cacey Bufkin, and one
brother, Jeffrey 13,:f17.a cif Rt. 1.
Hazel.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
:.idg
.
e who - freed Ward "Butch —
B,:rnette from jail says the former
commissioner was com:- letely off base when he surmised
.nat a gubernatorial candidate
bed win his early release.
• He's dreaming.— said Franklin
judge William L. Graham.
granted Burnette shock proba- 2arlier this month.
,.-anarri said no gubernatorial
dr.e contacted him on Burnet-

\.-•7
r44M,jn

•

Probate Court
Attorney Fees
Conservatorship
Public Disclosure
"Spend Down"
Minimize Estate Laws

Executive Inn, Paducah
Arkansas Room
March 21, 7 p.m.
Holiday Inn, Murray

Auto Rental

Bill NIcCormick.
Vice President
Secure Planners, Inc.
P.O. Box 575 Eddy ilk Ky

Daily & Weekly
Rates
East Main St. 753-4461

502-3884948

NURSING HOME
COVERAGE
FKEE Help In Claim Filing
For All Mt Clients

758 37890
a.m.-8 p.m.
LOU V. McGARYt*,

The a‘crage ,ONI of a nursing nome is S1.500 to S2,000 a mOntli:WhO
pat
the bill for a nursing home stay for oil? Call for free information on
custod
ia"
intermediate, and skilled nursing home coverage.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Si.

Ky
3 366
GM

Parts

x>,

HILLIARD
LYONS

To [-ielp you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Gene Buhmann

in: est Me fl t
Is you.

York 4/.
.-44.c4n and Mal...,
E
-rt.

641 South

753-2617

THURSD.

MAJESTIC ROYALE. MAJESTIC ROYALE
• MAJESTIC ROYALE

BEST FOOD
BEST PRICES
BEST SERVICE!

•

A

A

We Are Famous For Our Seafood Buf
fet.

*Catfish Fiddlers *Catfish Steaks *Shr
imp
*Baked Cod *Stuffed Crab *Sea Stri
ps
*Crab Salad *Shrimp Fetucini *Onion
Rings
*Steak Fries *Hush Puppies *Cole Sla
w
**And Our Full Salad/Fruit/Dessert
Bar

0

$699

A

Our

The Best Prime Rib In Kentucky.
Huge

10 oz. Prime Rib
FRIDAY 6 SATURDAY @ 4 P.M.

A

A

Shirts
Ties

$845
A

Choose

99

14 oz. T-Bone or
10 oz. New York Strip

Ask For Our Menu Prepared To
Satisfy The Whole Family ONLY At

0

Suits
Sportcoats
Dress Pants

0

EVERY FRIDAY 6 SATURDAY @ 4 P.M
.

0

A

A

•
Excellent IhrrIng

-

Ak41
6
11
8

We Accept Reservations Per Small or Large
Parties. Receptions. group Meetings.

• •"...‘„:•
Iv"

641 S., Murray, Ky-Ph. 753-1505

,•

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE
• MAJESTIC ROYALE
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March 19, 7 p.m.
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Graveside rites for Hugh \Va. drop will be today at 3 p.m •I
Murray- Memorial Gardens. John.
Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be John B. Watson. Thomas Jones, J.C. Kemp.
Charles Quinn Coleman, -Fred
Kemp and Pete Waldrop.
Friends may call at -BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mr. Waldrop, 78. of 1701 We.:
Olive Sf.. Murray. died Tuesday
6:25 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
Margaret Mae (M.4) Swift Waldrop: two daughters. Mrs. Jan Rayburn and • husband Bill, Murray.
and Mrs. Judy Cvdrbey and husband. Bob, Calvert City; four
grandchildren, Jennifer Ray burn
and Allen Rayburn. Murray. Mrs.
Leesa Webster. Moyock. N.C.. and
Mrs. Robyn Coleman, Princeton.

Any other such contact would have
been inappropriate, arid any such
approach would be quickly terminated- by -rne.': Krnette said Wednesday he
thought a friend of his..whq is running for governor helped him get
out of the ranklin County Regional Jail early on a theft conviction.
He declined to name the candidate but said. "I believe he helped
out a lot by making contacts and
putting pressure in the right
place.'
Burnette was released after he
served 49 days of a one-year
sdntence.

". - nc ;udgc said •II.r was contacted
nc, one about Bumeae "other
17..17 -•
.in the court record.

Addit,onal

Hugh Waldrop

Judge denies anyone helped Bumette

AM

Learn How To Avoid...

0041 00
064100
-&42.0043 00
S44.0001100
5.30 00-in on

i

Final rilesfor Mrs. Mary Glover
McKe,e1 are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Lester Butler is
officiating. Music is by Mrs. Freda
Jones. soloist. and Miss Susan
Jones, pianist.
Pallbearers are Bobby Dunn.
Ron Shoffner. R.J. McDougal.
George Dunn. Burnette Farley and
Morris Jenkins.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mrs. McKee!, 69, of 310 South
10th St., Murray. died Monday at
9:45 p.m. at her home.

Jessie Quinn Bufkin

I s (2 ro 3,0 lbs
I s 1 3 300400 lbs
S 1 3 41:10.S2.; lbs
I s 1 3 525 and up
I" 2-3 300500 be
Boars 53230 35 Se

Industrial Average ..............13.61
-‘)
Previous Close
2872 03 )
Air Products
62 unc.
( A.T.C-Class A
41B 411/4A
AT&T
333/4 -1/4
Bank of Murray
150B
Bell South
533/4 4•3/4
Briggs & Stratton
2871. -311
Chrysler
141/4.
1 4
CS X Corp
37 unc.
Dean Foods
443 4 unc.
Dollar Gen. Store .1 i'iB 11314A
Exxon
577/11 +11
Ford
3311t4 +3(4
General Motors
373/4 +3,8
/ Goodrich
383,4 -3.•
'i Goodyear
22 -01
I.B.M.
114 +31
Ingersoll Rand
4454 •Pis
K Mart
4034.
3'0
Ky. 1. tilities
20'rt .1'4
/ Kroger
213/1 -"4
•
L & G Energies
401, .1 ,„
, t McDonalds
IV , -1 '
r J• CPenney
'
53
Quaker Oats
c744 .30
i Sears
xxi •.1 A
Snap-On Tools
103 4 unc.
Texaco .
63" • -1' $
I Time.Warner
107- • -' •
UST
43 4 --- • 1
Wal-Mart
173 •
%41-robtorth
31'. unc. .,
C.E.F. Yield
6.13

Mrs. Mary
Glover McKeel

Survivors are his wife. Mrs.
011ie B. Whittemore: three daughters. Mary Whittemore and Sander
N'arber, Boaz. and Wanda Stubblefield. Mayfield: nine sons. Clabom
A. Whittemore, Fredericks. Md...
Rastus C. Whittemore Jr., Paducah.
Charles Whittemore. Mayfield,
Melvin Whittemore. Columbus.
S.C., and Freddie. Jasper. Robert.
James and Kenneth Whittemore. all
Of Boaz; three sisters. ....ha Perry.
Detroit. Mich.. Dollie Hobbs.
Boaz, and Angeline Goo-dwin,
Paducah; 1_4 grandchildren.

Free Seminar
Revocable Li ing Trust

Federal-Stalr Marie( Sews 5nc,
Kentucky Purr rase A rem Hog Market 'March 21, 1451
Report Includes 4
Buys Sta Isoni Receipts Act
id, En. 350 Barrows &
Weal .50 1 010 lower,
Sows 501 00 lower.
t'S 1 2 2.30.250 bs
5411.50-11 00
S 12 210230 lbs
....345.504&011
s 3 2.30.240 bs
_____
s
244
lbs
-SC 011411.nn
sows

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00

HOG MARKET
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Amy Melinda Nesbitt

Miss Spring
THURSDAY, MARCH 21 1991

A SPECIAL SECTION OF THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES

Amy Nesbitt
honored as
Miss Spring
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

,; A110•::•••„_
1 •,,.

Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer
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Portrait by Harry Allison
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• Amy. Melinda Nesbitt has been
naina'Miss Spring 1991. A Calloway County High School senior.
and Murray native. Nesbitt is the
only child of Charles and Janice
Nesbitt of Route 4.
. Throughout.her years at CCU&
Nesbitt has been extremely' actRe
in school as a member' of the Beta
Club, Pep Cluh. Golf Team and- a
student council representauve, as
well as a member of Students Taking A Responsible Stand (STARS).
During her first two years at the
county high school. Nesbitt participated in the chterleading squad as
both a freshman and junior varsity'
cheerleader, while receiving
academic awards through the
basketball and football seasons.
Nesbitt's high standards for herself
continue, as she has remained on
the honor roll all four years of
school and will be graduating 13th
in her class this spring, in preparation for a pre-law degree at Murray
State University.
After attending Murray. State for
four years. Nesbitt plans to complete her education career at the
University of Louisville Law
School, because she said, she
"finds it interesting to help people
if they are in need or in a tight
situation."
Nesbitt plans to stay in Murray
and find work for the summer and
indulge in her favorite pastimes
golfing, sunning at the local pool,
going to the lake with friends and
shopping, she said.
The new Miss Spring is also a
member of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church in
Calloway County.
Upon receiving her latest honor,
Nesbitt said she had no idea that
she was to be considered Miss
Spring. Having been in county fair
pageants and several contests in
Tennessee since the age of 16, she
said that she was "totally surprised," when informed that she
was the new Miss Spring.
"I'd like to thank everyone who
supported me, and I am glad that
Murray receives this much support
from its merr4—ints to sponsor ads
for such a go.,.. thing for the youth
of our community," Nesbitt said.
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Miss Spring '91

Smart makeup moves avert office light
It's not easy putting your best
face, forward when you're dealing
lki•.h polluted air, fluorescent
office lights and a 'few minor
flaws of your own.

Some smart makeup moves can
avert office light pallor, says Stn.seido. the cosmetics company
The foundation is. well. foundation. To achieVe the best makeup

..•,eansing and moisturizing rou-tirre: -cays finger Heath of BcautiControl Cosmetics. She recommendN uSing a cleanser keyed to
vbtir skin type at least twice dal-

pallor

ly. a deep cleanser like antexfo- routine with a light moistur
izer to
liant once a week to polish and lubricate the skin under
makeup
stimulate the complexion,
by day and a richer cream alone
by• a toner. Finish either at night.

Age of seamstress returns
The working Wotan and her
sewing machine, separated during
the Dress for Success era. are
reunited with the return of the
dress -

More

feminine

in

the

workplace.''

Hastings adds that, the heavily
• structured. two-piece suit. almost
a required uniform for professional women in -recent years,
•.• A. most home sewers are
simply became too troublesome
. also professional career women.. for the home sewer. "Creating a
• acceptance of the dress as approbi.iiness suit at home could he a
priate business attire benefits
hit daunting. if only' for the
them in both roles.- says Pamela
amount of time required to match
Hastings. consumer education
and sew all the different parts.
director for Singer Sewing Co.,n
Making a -dress is at the other
FidHon, N.J. "Dressing for bustextreme; —it's basically an 'easy
n/ becomes less. demanding.
project-'and _it docsn:t take much
and sc:wing the business wardrobe
time. And making a dress is
suddenly' becomes much easier."
fun." _
The basic stilt jacket, for examMany,in the sewing specialty
ple. might require as many as two
fields
sewing machines, pa:dozen separate pieces — front,
torns: fabrics -----_agree that after -a
back. tipper arid lowdt SIeeVcs:'
lull during the popularity of the
upper and under collars, lapel
business suit for woten, home
facings, interfacings, pockets,
sewing is enjoying a resurgence.
cuffs. vents, and of course, shoulWomen adopted the business
der pads and other findings. Then
suit to assert their equality with
there
would be an additional halfmen in the workplace. says Herdozen
parts for matching or coorman Phyncs. fashion merchandisdinated skirts or trousers. The
ing director for Vogue-Buttcrick
dress, in contrast, typically calls
Patterns in New York. "Now
for
less than half that many parts
there's nothing left to prove, and
and doesn't require the structural
it's acceptable to look softer and
building.

es

•

Take a close look
at this season's hottest fashions.
Build your Spring fashion wardrobe
from our greatest selection
of styles and colors...
make it
your best Spring ever!
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Suede takes a giant step toward summer

r to

:tup
Dne

If you want to put your best foot
forward this spring. slip into a
pastel or neutral suede pump.
For a bit more kick, try a '60s
look: airy styles such as mules,
sandals and sling-backs„ or openwork materials like macrame and
mesh.
Forget black. "It's been around
for the past umpteen years," says
Caryl Foster, associate fashion editor of Footwear News, a trade
publication.
Subdued metallics in gold,
bronze and silver are a good
choice. Not only are they worthy of
black-tie evenings, they're showing
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up as low-heeled sandals for day.
But the biggest influence this
season. Foster says, iS the '60s.
"It's ubiquitous in everything from
ready-to-ear to street fashion toshoes."
Revivals from the Woodstock
Generation include Bcatle boots,
chunky- heels and platform soles.
Hippie chicks will delight in
flower-power and peace-sign
ornamentation, macrame, Buffalo
sandals and psychedelic colors.
"It's a '60s look with a '90s
nuance," says Margaret Pennes,
marketing director for The National
Shoe Fair, a trade show. "That

means that Beatle boots, for ,example, now look a little sleeker. more
subdued." '
Meanwhile, toes arc squaring
off, a look that has redawned from
the Age of Aquarius and flats are
giving way to a chunky, one-inch
heel.
"Shoes are looking a lot .more
architectural," Foster says.
They're also recalling the fashion influence of Jacqueline Kennedy and Babe Paley. a la big Pilgrim buckles and white patent
leather. Both look great when
paired wiih demure chemise and
structured handbag.

,

Color, likev.ise. goes retro chic.
Inherited from the days of Camelot
are the pastels — mint green, ice
pink, powder blue and buttery ye)lo. Charles Jourdan, for example.
offers a high-heel suede sling in
pale pink, mint or bone.
For pastel footwear. choose
hosiery that complements, not contrasts. "Your stockings. don't have
to match exactly.' Foster says,
"but keep them in the same tonal
family."
The point is to elongate the leg.
not break it up. In his spring show, designer Bill
Blass sent almost every model

down the runway in r.uLle stockings
and sand color suede pumps by
Manolo Blahnik.
A third of Manolo Blahnik's
spring line is backless mules. says
company spokesman David Goren.
Blahnik's most important mule for
spring, he says, has a low Louis
heel and a suede Pilgrim buckle. It
was worn by every model in Isaac
Mizrahi's spring show and comes
in a multitude of bright and pale
suedes and patents.
For heels, Foster says, the thost
important height is one inch. corn'patible with today's hemlines.

Spring...A Time For New Beginnings.
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Top Designers
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Ir.ed•Irctch fabric trans
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Miss Spring '91

Miss Spi

\loschino. Fun faShildrf--- ja,ket., with the words ."waist
of money.' embroidered in gold
letters around The waist; and a
sh:ft dress with the map of Italy
doiAn the front.

RIF

Congratulations Amy!
New Spring 9: Introductions
Just Arrived
(visit Our Pool _&-Patio shop)

Asik.
Hoffman's
A--

Garden Center • Gift shop • Landsc
aping
mile Ea_st
Murray
I 759.4512

‘lurra, photographer, Uarr Allison
is-pictored-.with -Miss Sprinw
•%my Nesbitt. Allison is one of the Miss
Spring sponsors and completed the photography for the special
edition. Our thanks to Allison
for his photo contribution to the sect
ion.

Miss.

,.A

pang
II

is wearing a CataliSwimsuit from
Bright's Spring and

Amy Recommends Kelly Thomas
For Your New Hairstyles For Spring!

Summer Collection.
In addition to Catalina--, Bright's has many
styles from Back Flips',
Dunkis', Mystic Bay',
Lobby Len'and others.
Bright's also- Carrie.s,
Tote Bags, Cover-ups
and Sandals to corn
plete your outfit.
•VVf:
.

" •
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We carry a full
line of Paul Mitchell°
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Rules don't
always fit

111

Remember when you toed the
fashion line and wore suede shoes
only in fall and winter and patent
leathers in spring and summer?
And no one dared to wear white
before 'Memorial Day or after
Labor Day?
Well, the rules aren't so ,rigid
today.
"Suede is year-round," says
Caryl Foster, associate editor of
Footwear News, a New York trade
publication. It looks particularly
fetching, she says,
j
or the sunnier
months ,ahead when cast in one of
the new spring p tels.
The white shoe issue is up for
grabs.
"It's one of those old rules of
etiquette that still holds true except
in places like LA," Foster says. "I
personally still believe in the rule
that limits white to warm weather.
My mother taught it to me, and
most people woid agree."
And there's no definitive answer
to whether shoes and handbag
Should match.
"What looks right and young is
when they complement each
other," says Tom Fallon, publicity
director for Bill Blass.
"Our feeling," says Arlette Thebault, spokesman at Chanel, "is
that matching bag and shoes is!
Miss Spring sports springtime essentials: a convertible,
sunglasses always elegant and classic. But you
and sunsuit in the season's latest bold polka dots.
can definitely mix colors. It's really the final harmony that counts.'

ng,

,on

is our
Middle
Name
Informal Modeling
by Suzie Q.
Shoppe,
each Thursday
at noon in the
Holiday Inn
Dining Room.

Corner of
12th & Olive 4116

11urray
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Miss Si

Fresh approach for hot months
PARIS — Figure-revealing and
youthful. or relaxed, loose and
airy, next summer's ready-towear offerings from here provide
something for everyone looking.. for a fresh approach to the hot
months.

looser, fluid dresses and blouson
unlined gabardine wool long
or babydoll-flared toppers to give jacke
t with gold-pearl buttons
a boost to both young and older and
welt seaming — in charfashion-wise women, even those
treuse, royal blue, ice-cream pink
with problem waistlines.
or off-white. It's an elegant way
Emanuel.. _Ungar° performs a
to cover up a multitude of sins
neat trick with his luscious silk
around the hips.
print
dresses, which turn up
Sometimes tight underpinnings
either fitted, shirred and short, in
More conservative dressers
and a loose. floaty topper pair
have already snatched up striking
sashe
d shirtwaist versions, or in
nicely in the same outfit But
spring cruise wear from his Fauattractively styled "sack' shapes
there are also more formal
bourg Saint-Honore shop.
somewhat emulating the late
moments as well, with beautifully
1950s.
tailored suits or separates.
Mariner-inspired looks are
Another alternative-- is a nail): "anther - easy
Ttre- yourrgeT Set
gb -for the
clue to springshaped dress. particularly pretty
sexier, molded silhouette. It's
summer dressing, Paris style.
as done by Guy Dotivier at Guy
always eVident in clinging, shiny
In color, think of navy, white
Laroche.
iycra tights. 'dinky minis and
and acidic shades. Those plus the
Karl Lagerfeldi is seemingly on
stretch micros -- v.orn with a
an endless youth kick. His own :ver-popular pastels will hold
long blazer or other fancy topper.
label collection sparkles with wit- •way this coming summer. Many— .
Madonna-inspired stretch
flowers (mainly large-size) sprig
ty
ideas, from bicycle tights and
styles have struck the young and
the spring dresses of Paris
little:,-chiffon -panelled skirts to
look like lasting "values" for the
designers.
terrific fitted redingote jackets as
1990s. These display lots of skin
All pinks and reds from roseonly --he can do thern.
'in*decolleteS'and - bare midriffs for
petal to siren crimson are striking
This kind of sock -it-to-'em favor
y-mther.
ites, along with shades of
teen -aged chic also turned up in
purpl
e and royal or deep turBut Paris is still turning out fit'his Chanel collection. Best items
Flowing cotton chintz dresses accented with
quois
e blues.
a strand of pearls are a ted suits or dresses with jackets:
from the latest collection here are
classic look for the warm weather months.,
But
there's also a big sweep.in
_ Skirts arc resol_ utely short on run..- •
probably the ,looser, silky shinways. but on the streets hemli.nes
Waist toppers and -the piped jack- desert shades. from sandy beige
hover sensibly around the
ets with a nostalgic hint of good - to caramel and terra cotta, with
some iridescence in lightweight
kneecap.
old "Coco."
spring taffetas to add zing to
And there's a whole line of
One terrific idea is a loose, summer
wardrobes.
••••

•
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Its Spring!
'The perfect time
to give yourself
a lift
with a look
that says
your)' ready for
the new season!

Amy is ready for spring

lb‘
41114P

with shoes in her
favorite styles and
colors from...

11Mi
` i‘P

Southside Shopping
Center
753-8339
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Miss Spring is dressed for an evening of glitz in this year's
latest formal attire with mixed textures combined in a fitted
gown.

Congratulations Amy
Miss Spring '91

Seated, from left to right: Shirley Purcell,
South Branch
Manager and Miss Spring,Amy Nesbit.
Standing,
from left to
right: Brenda Sykes, Beverly Turner, Liz
Smith, and Patty
Bennett.

The staff of Peoples Bank's South
Branch,
pictured above, would like to invite you
to
make Peoples Bank your bank.
Come visit
them at the corner of 12th and Story
Streets
or call at 753-323L
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Miss SIN

Across the country: it is dress for success
East coast. west coast — and
-fathionall points in betwden -L
-savvy career women bent on
dressing for success will be.
reaching into their closets this
spring for a diess. When combined with a jacket it's the power
suit .of the season. .according to
fashion directors nationwide.
"This is the year of the

dress.- says Joan Kaner. senior
vice president and fashion director-of -Neiman-Marc-us-,- based in
Dallas. "It's the No.1 trend of
the season and will sell across the
board in all our stores around the
country.In California, where the climate is warm and the atmosphere
more casual. "sleeveless dresses

Spring
is the time
for...
•Prorns
*Easter
- •i'Veddings

•

*Graduations
With Flowers Frnm

753-1515
110 North 12th St.

Spring
Into
Spring
Make th:s spring
the best vet with
the latest looks
from the country's
top designers.
You're sure to find
what you've been
looking for.

DIC.ICEItY

•

University Square
753-7441

will have easy acceptance," says.
Kaner. In New York, on theottier
hand, "most women Will want
the cover-up of a jacket."
Either way, you get a lot of
added mileage out of a dress,
explains Kaner. "It can stand on
its own. or you can team it with a
matching jacket or coat, which
gives it all the versatility of a suit
with the bonus of a dress."
One of the best-selling shapes
is the 'body -skimming chemise,
which is '66s-inspired in a Jackie
Kennedy kind of way, particularly
teamed with short white
gloves and structured handbags.
There's also the billowy trapeze
dress. a popular shape for coats
as well. Marc Jacobs. the designer for Perry Ellis, has a group of
cap-sleeved dresses and swing
coats in pastels.
Ideal for the office, these silhouettes are figure-friendly.
"Chemises, A-lines and trapeze
dresses will be welcome because
of their LIS)/ fit." explains Pat

Morren, fashion director tor
will look for a length 1V2 inches
above the knee," says Lay_c_lle_
" Joslins in Denver.
JatketS-Trektiefilly -Take The Cnexa,-Seriiiiriee president of
long route, with just -a hint of fashion merchandising at Lord &
Taylor in New York.
dress pecking out. "The jacket
Weiss of I. Magnin agrees.
seems to look better over shorter
pieces underneath," notes Wil- "For the most conservative
offices keep your hemlines at the
mer Weiss Of I. Magnin in San
knee or above."
Francisco.
On the other hand, notes
Calvin Klein, whose collection
Weiss, "those who can afford 0)
concentrates on the dress-plusjacket formula. likes jackets that be more daring in their office
land below the hip to just above environments can go even shorter." How high dare you go and
the dress hemline.
Typically jackets remain long, still be taken seriously in the
even when combined with skirts. boardroom? Around four to five
Anne Klein II has a long silk tun- inches above the knee, Weiss
ic jacket in multicolor floral silk, says.
S252, with matching tank, S92,
Hemlines also fall prey to geoand khaki pull-on skirt. S170 at I. graphic location. "On either
Magnin.
coast you have a lot more leeway
When it comes to hemlines, than in the South or Midwest,
microscopic runway lengths are where there's a tendency to be
best left on the runway. With a more traditional in style," says
nod to reality, department stores Kaner of Neiman-Marcus.
arc filling up their racks with
City shorts can help you skirt
dresses that are considerably; lon- the hemline dilemma. "They'll
ger. "The real fashion customer be appropriate in some office
situations because of their fullness," says Olexa. Keep them
01:"11
•••.
conservative, to the top of the
LINCOLN
knee, she advises. Treat them like
romme....orrourommuloos•lsomPIPOPWINSIVIIMP0.
01 11
a skirt and wear them with heels.
City shorts in serious colors
like navy and taupe add to the
businesslike appearance. Lord &
Taylor has Liz Claiborne Collection's navy linen walking shorts„
$68, with jade linen jacket, $136,
and a short sleeve lime or iris silk
T-shirt, $68.
I. Magnin has Katherine Conover's taupe rayon city short suit
with short sleeve jacket and pullon pant, $278 for the set.
Whatever you choose, go for
color, sizzling or floral. "The
two most important issues for
career dressing this season are the
dress and color," advises Olexa.
Hot pink, orange and green blaze
an incendiary trail through the
spring '91 collections. "A bright
accessory or jacket updates your
look and allows you to be a little
more creative in the office," she
says.
Bill Blass' basic suit of the
season is a vivid all-over floral
Springtime brings to mind sunny days, fun times and
double-faced wool sleeveless
sporty convertibles!
semi-fitted dress with matching
jacket with notch collar, about
Picture yourself in one of our new 1991 Ford Mustang
$4,500. A silk crepe long sleeve
Convertibles. Available at Parker Ford Lincoln
chemise
in white with pink dots
Mercury in a variety of enticing colors - one that's
right
is about $1,600. Both are sold at
just for you!
Saks Fifth Avenue, I. Magnin and
Neiman-Marcus nationwide.
Stop by and test drive one today!
Weiss also likes slim trousers,
in go-with -everything neutral
Congratulations Amy!
shades like taupe, navy, black
and white.
Since 1928
FORD
The best update for this seaMERCURY
son's wardrobe? You won't be
, NCOLN
sorry if you opt for investmentworthy accessories such as this
season's patent leather sling
701 Main St.
753,-5273 pump — "a must-have," says
Weiss.
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What A Winning
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Hairstyles from the 1960's are back

Softer, sleeker and neater hairstyles go with the 1960s retrospective fashion styles being
offered this season.
"The silhouette and balance
harken back to the movement.
volume and wave of the '60s, but
there is a much softer, more diffused feeling about the styles,"
says Philip Voss Jr., who heads
Zotos International, which makes
hair care products.
While hair may be short, neatly
trimmed at the sides and nape of
the neck, it can be cut longer at
the crown, for more a fuller
effect, he says. The styles can
either hug the head or expand
with texture.
These styles will have move-merit, or."swing,"- according to
Alberto-Culver, another hair products maker. Texture and movement will .yield styling options.
with hair either falling free with
the:cut or swept up for special 'effects: •
‘Nith the coming of spring, casual wear is bigger than ever. Leisur
Hair wAl be more controlled
wear for all those warm weather sports can be found in practic e
ally and finished, but "inviting,"
any Murray appareal store.
lccording to the company. Other
forecasts: There will be mixing of

long and short, straight and curly
hair in a single Rtyle: hair will be
lifted for more volume; it will be'
shinier, with the use of hennas,
cellophanes, glistening gels or
highlights: there will be 1960sstyle flicks, fringes, flips and pixies. The styles will be long-

lasting and easy to care for.
The trends are forecast by hair
stylists who serve as consultants
to both companies. "Expansion"
is Zotos' consulting arm, and
hairstylist Christopher Downs
advises Alberto-Culver.

for warm soft fashions
The weather's heating
up and so is our
Spring Selection of fine
--shoes: From casual to
formal, you'll find
styles and prices to
warm your interest.
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Don't Delay!

hack
Olympic Plaza • 759-4795
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Bikinis abound in France
PARIS
Ever since the skin resealing - k:n; v.as Invented 44
car a
• Frer.ch enpneer
:
zoun.„- has had
4
or prodac;ng an
o71(.1 :s sex:est

•

"monoktni." or throw the whole
thing away for the several nudist
beaches offshore or around Saint
rope".

Made

But 'fortunately for those with
leis than perfect. show-off figu7eS. France
is offering some
superb and even modest new
choices in sw =wear and .beach
cover-up's for next summer.

2Vong :7: Rio de Janeiro. theFrench RI% ie74 :s, still Inc. pace
where its practically de rigueur
to discard your top and go

Formal Wear
Headquarters
Tuxedos, Dresses.
Accessories
All In Stock
Over 150 Styles of Tuxedos
to choose from Largest
selectron in West Kentucky

Select Early
For Discounts
Spring Merchandise

50-75%

•

Cotton sweaters and bold prints are a timel
ess stand-by for spring fashions and can be found
in
Murray retail stores. Take athantage of
spring and shop Murray.

Off

We're
Springing For

tabll:l
t et B
Men's Wear & Tuxedos

Jr. & Yssie Apparel

Mayfield Plaza • 247-1500

Murray • 753-1300

Congratulations

71.44
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Nature's Pinks

•
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Hourglass silhouette
is the shape of'90s
It could be that after a generation
of women's lib, women are ready
to focus on femininity.
It could be '50s nostalgia.
It could be the influence of
Madonna strutting her brass bosom
on stage during her world tour.
Whatever the reason, fashion
designers are throwing women a
couple of curves for the upcoming
season in the form of sexy bras,
molded swimsuits and boned
dresses.
Women amply endowed will be
corraled with underwires and those
with washboard bodies will get a
boost with push-up bras.
"It's a look that's come of age,"
says swimwear designer Anne
Cole. "Today, young women want
their bosoms to enter the room a
few moments before they do."
The return of the bust isn't surprising, she says. "Women have
made peace with being women."
Besides, it's fashionable to look
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COSMETIC STUDIOS

305 So. 12th St.
753-4567
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Miss si

753-6926

Curvy.

"Twiggy was the look of the
'60s, but now the voluptuous look
of the '50s is back," says Karen
Bromley, spokesman for the Intimate Apparel Council, a trade
group.
If Twiggy stood for the style of
the '60s, supermodels with softer
silhouettes like Cindy Crawford
and Claudia Schiffer represent the
look of the '90s. Schiffer, with a
striking resemblance to a young
Brigitte Bardot, has starred in
Guess jeans ads since mid-1988.
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Clothing consumers are becoming increasingly aware that their
purchases- affect the American
garment industry and say they are
conscious of American-made product quality, according to a tracking study of a "Made in USA"
television campaign.
The study showed that 85 percent of women ages 25-49 think
that buying foreign-made products_ puts Americans out of
work. The job issue is a major
focus of the campaign, stating
that nearly half a million jobs
have been lost in the U.S. textile
and apparel industry -since 1980.
The commercials were commissioned by the Crafted with
Pride_ in _U.S.A. _Council after- an
earlier survey indicated that
Americans did not understand the
severity of job losses in the
industry. They have been running
since last September.
The new study also indicates
that both men and women consumers think that the quality,
consistency and availability of
American-made -garments are
superior. Two-thirds of the 1,000
respondents were women; women
in the 25-49 age range are considered the primary target audience for the commercials.
If every clothing consumer
would switch 525 from the purchase of important to domestic textiles and apparel, about 100,000
industry jobs would be saved,
says Robert E. Swift, executive
director of the council.
W Fashion Life, a European
sister publication of W, made its
multilingual debut in February.
The new magazine is the first
fashion magazine ever to be published simultaneously in four languages — English, French, Italian and German, says Fairchild
Publications, the publisher. It's
edited and published in Paris.
"It's not just about clothes
It's about status, style and spectacle, big business and small details, society, sex appeal, the art of
illusion and financial realities,"
writes European editor and
publisher Kevin Doyle in the
launch issue.
Zang Toi, a Malaysian who
came to the United States ten
years ago to study fashion design,
has won the third annual MoutonCadet Young Designer Award.
"My trademarks are the way I
play with color, the texture of my
fabrics, and my buttons," says
Toi, who began his own business
in 1989. "My clothes have a very
classic shape, but the buttons
give a punch." Toi, 29, was
selected by a panel of fashion and
retail experts on the basis of originality, wearability, construction
and marketability. Baroness Philippine de Rothschild, owner ,of
Chateau Mouton Rothschild, the
winemaker, presented the award,
which her company sponsors.
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Congratulations "Miss Spring"

Graduate to Gold
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COOK'S JEWELRY

Central Shopping Center

Murray 753-1606

Amy has the All-American girl look
as she
rite, cut-off blue jean shorts for sprin 4,ears a midwestern fa%ogtime fun.
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When
A Man's
Thoughts Turn
To Spring...
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"Clothing For All Occasions"
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Welcome to Wal-Mart! _
Come in and see all our exciting
new lines for Spring...clothing,
-patio, furniture.
Easter, sporting
goods and so
much more!
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Congratulations
Amy from all of us!
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Visit our Garden Center
Now Open.
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